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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
The way in which we celebrated the 150th anniversary of Delius’s birth in
2012 seems to have been greatly appreciated by our Members and
generally among those involved in the English musical scene. As
Members are already aware, the cost was considerable – but back in 2009,
when we started to plan it, the Committee was unanimous in believing
that, as few of the present Members were likely to be around to celebrate
the 200th, it was appropriate to spend a considerable proportion of our
reserves (about half of which represented the bequest from Rodney
Meadows in 2002) on the project. One of the major advantages of doing
that was that it encouraged the Trust to make us an extremely generous
grant. However, the net result is that we are not now as financially secure
as we were, and we must take steps to ensure that we can still satisfy our
Members’ needs, and continue to press the Delian cause, on slighter
resources. At this point, I would like to record the Society’s very grateful
thanks for a bequest from Ian McPherson. Ian was a long-standing
Member, and rarely missed a London Branch meeting – latterly despite
poor health. He was a charming, gentle person who really loved Delius's
music, and he is much missed. His obituary appeared in DSJ 150
(Autumn 2011).
For a good many years now, Members’ subscriptions have been
sufficient to fund the production of the Journal, Newsletter and the
associated heavy postage costs. The other expenses of running the Society
– for example, the hire of the room at the New Cavendish Club and the
Steinway Hall for London Branch meetings, the Committee’s expenses, the
annual audit charge and The Delius Prize – have swallowed up our other,
much more modest, income such as the profit on the sale of CDs, the Gift
Aid tax claim, donations and (until 2010) relatively good interest from our
bank, and the balance of the Society’s expenditure has been met from our
reserves.
We must accordingly tighten the Society’s belt, and try to live within
our income. Happily the Trust has agreed to increase its annual grant to
us by £2,500 – which, among other things, will enable us to retain the
services of Karen Fletcher, who made such a fantastic behind-the-scenes
contribution to 2012 – and Members will be relieved to know that we are
not contemplating an increase in the subscription. It does not, however,
seem unreasonable to invite those who take part in our activities – such as
DSJ 155
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The Delius Prize and the Annual Lunch, the Steinway Hall recital, and the
occasional Society week-end gathering – to pay a little more for what are
always extremely enjoyable occasions.
As a composer-society, we appear to be holding our own. Admittedly
our membership is dropping, but we are still over 350, and that is
appreciably more than the majority of the other societies (excluding Elgar
and Vaughan Williams). The Journal is universally acknowledged to be
one of, if not the, best there is, and we are extremely lucky to have found
Katharine Richman to continue Paul Chennell’s excellent work as the
Editor. Although she will be working hard in order to reduce the printing
and postage costs, she is committed to maintaining the splendid mix of
news, learning, information and pictures that makes it such an enjoyable
and worthwhile read. Other measures that the Committee is considering
include restricting the number of London Branch meetings to three (or
very occasionally four) a season and, for some of those, joining with other
composer-societies, or combining with concerts and recitals with Delius in
the programme. It is hoped that the modest changes being planned will
bear fruit and, indeed, reinvigorate the Society.
Finally, you will doubtless have noticed that we are hoping to reduce
the cost of the Newsletter by sending out as many copies as we can by
email to those who volunteer to receive it in that way. It would be quite
marvellous if every single Member who has access to email contributed to
the saving by agreeing to that, and sending their details to Paul Chennell
at membership@thedeliussociety.org.uk.
Martin Lee-Browne
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EDITORIAL
Many thanks to all those of you who have contributed articles for this
issue of the Journal. It has been extremely difficult to keep within the 130page limit set by the Committee in these days of austerity and, as you will
see, I have not been entirely successful!
Can I start by thanking everyone who wrote, in response to the
Chairman’s plea in the last issue, telling me why you decided to join the
Society. I have a delightful collection of short pieces which I will be
working up into an article for the Autumn 2014 issue of the Journal;
meanwhile, if you would like to add your story, please do get in touch,
preferably before the copy deadline, which is 1st August 2014.
2014 marking, as it does, 100 years since the start of the First World
War, I have sought to focus in this first issue of the year on the effects of
the war on Delius. I am very grateful to Lionel Carley who has written an
extended essay entitled The Deliuses’ War (beginning on page 8) and to all
the distinguished musicians who have kindly given their thoughts and
insights into the various works which Delius composed during the war
years. Amongst others we have Julian Lloyd Webber describing how he
was fortunate enough to work with Eric Fenby on the Cello Sonata, Paul
Guinery discussing that rather contentious work, the Requiem, and Bo
Holten giving a conductor’s viewpoint on both the North Country Sketches
and Eventyr.
It is pleasing, too, that we have a good number of book, CD and
concert reviews in this issue – as well as plenty of forthcoming concerts
and other events – showing that Delius is still well represented post-2012.
Readers of DSJ 154 who enjoyed the first chapter of Rev Harvey
Richardson’s extended essay God? I don’t know him! will be disappointed
to hear that Rev Richardson has decided not to submit further chapters for
publication in this Journal; he would, however, be pleased to hear from
any members interested in reading more of his work. Please address any
queries to me in the first instance.
It is never pleasant having to report on the deaths of members, but I
hope that the fine selection of tributes (page 69 onwards) does justice to
three great Delians: Richard Kitching, Jeff Driggers and Leslie Head.
Katharine Richman
journal@thedeliussociety.org.uk
DSJ 155
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THE DELIUSES’ WAR 1914-1918
To mark the 100th anniversary of the start of WW1, a number of articles have
been commissioned for this issue of the Journal. Dr Lionel Carley begins by
exploring the impact of the Great War on the Deliuses, drawing on their
correspondence and other documents; his piece is followed by articles on some of
the music Delius composed during the war years, written by those who have
conducted and/or played each of the works concerned.

THE DELIUSES’ WAR

Lionel Carley is Archivist for the Delius Trust, and President of the Delius
Society. He is the author of several books on Delius and Grieg.
‘What an affair of the Serbs again this Serajewo murder’. Jelka Delius, in
writing to her husband at the time could have had no idea what this
distant event was ultimately to mean to them both. The weather that day –
30th June 1914 – she described as ‘glorious’; she was occupying her time
working happily in the garden, swimming in the river, and painting. A
local handyman was clearing the pond for her with the help of her
Austrian maid. Delius himself was in England, mainly to hear a concert to
be given by Beecham on 8th July that was to be devoted to his own works.
He was at the height of his pre-war fame in the country of his birth, feted
by the great and the good: musicians, writers, artists, politicians and the
aristocracy. Nonetheless, ‘thank goodness’, he was to write on 16th July, ‘I
am now back again in Grez & enjoying the quiet & our lovely garden.’
Then more sombrely on 30th July: ‘I do hope war will not break out &
knock all Art and Music on the head for years’. However, AustriaHungary had already declared war on Serbia on 28th July, and on 4th
August the invasion of neutral Belgium and Luxembourg by the Germans
brought about the declaration of war on Germany by Britain.
The German background that Delius shared with Jelka was not to
help them at first. It was not long before suspicion in Grez began to fall on
them, ‘perhaps because his wife is German or because he writes so often to
Germany’, according to their neighbour Hilma Brooks. A remarkably
disloyal Joe Heseltine, artist from the neighbouring village of Marlotte and
uncle of Philip, was one of those quick to start spreading malicious gossip.
The local Gendarmerie called on Delius, having, it seems, noted that the
composer had on 25th August sent off a manuscript to his Austrian
8
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publishers, something that set off rumours in the village that Delius might
actually be a spy. The fuss died down, and large numbers of British
soldiers began to arrive locally, considerably reinforcing the French
military. On 7th September there would come a first sighting of a German
aeroplane over Grez. The village was panicking. Streams of refugees from
Paris and the north were arriving at Fontainebleau or passing through
towards the south in late August and early September. British army
headquarters had been established at Melun, some 20 kilometres away, by
General French, and the booming of the guns at the Battle of the Marne
could be heard distinctly in Grez. Like many others, the Deliuses made the
decision to leave the village. They had draped ‘English flags’ on the house,
but fellow-villagers had begged for these to be taken down, as it was
considered that this would only make their home even more of a target.
On 5th September, having buried their silver and ‘about 1000 bottles of
our best wine’ in the garden, the Deliuses took flight by rail for Orléans,
their intention being ultimately to travel on to England. Arriving at 3.30 in
the morning they spent the rest of the night on a bench near the station, by
a stroke of luck finding a home for themselves a little later in the day at
Orléans’ Grand Hotel, where they discovered that a considerable number
of officers were billeted. Here they spent the next week comfortably
enough until news of the German defeat and repulse at the first Battle of
the Marne decided them to return to Grez. So it was that the middle of
September found them home again, the reassuring sight of huge columns
of the British army, together with large numbers of German prisoners,
many of them wounded, having convinced them that the immediate
danger was over.
‘We can only hope now that the allies will follow up their victory’,
Delius told Norman O’Neill on 15th September, ‘& drive the Germans
home again & end this fearful carnage – If, then, the Germans will only get
rid of their Café concert Kaiser & his numerous family & become a
peaceable nation once more I think there will be no war in Europe ever
again… we have begun digging up our treasures.’ Some eight months
later, Delius summed up this first experience of the war in a letter to Philip
Heseltine:
We had to leave Grez in a hurry because the same German hordes [the
reference is to the earlier Franco-Prussian war] were sweeping over
France & we never expected to see our home again except as smoking
ruins – I can tell you we were pretty glad when the battle of the Marne
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took place & the Germans had to get out quick & we could again return
to our peaceful & productive life. No one in England has felt invasion
yet & all that it means.

Other artist friends and acquaintances in Grez had dispersed widely
during this period. Delius’s friend the American painter Guy Maynard
had already reached Brittany, as had fellow artists Katherine McCausland
and Birge Harrison. Maynard wrote to another Grez familiar, the English
painter Matthew Smith, to tell of their mutual friend Frank Chadwick’s
flight to Rochefort-en-Terre in Brittany before he, like the Deliuses, had
returned to Grez. Maynard’s feeling was that the Deliuses had probably
‘been constrained to this course [i.e. to return to Grez] by the authorities,
who, if they allowed them to remain out of a concentration camp while in
Grez, doubtless objected to promiscuous travelling on their part’. Whether
this might be true or not, the Deliuses had certainly been, at this early
stage of the war, subject to local suspicion and all kinds of rumour.
After this initial trauma, Grez once again reverted to its status as a
comparatively peaceful haven, and a substantial proportion of the
villagers who had taken flight now returned to their homes. Nevertheless,
the Deliuses remained uneasy, uncertain like so many others about the
future. Percy Grainger, establishing a name for himself as a concert pianist
in America, urged them to escape from the war and cross the Atlantic.
Thomas Beecham suggested they come to England instead: ‘I am taking a
beautiful little place in the country about sixteen miles from London.’ The
Deliuses could stay there and also have the use of his London home, 8A
Hobart Place, in Belgravia, whenever they wished to be in town. In
addition to this magnanimous gesture, Beecham would arrange concerts
to include works by Delius and ‘have no trouble in arranging for fees’.
The decision was duly made and the Deliuses once more left Grez in
mid-November. After some two weeks in London, Delius accompanied
Beecham to Manchester for a performance of orchestral excerpts from A
Village Romeo and Juliet. Returning to London on 5th December he and
Jelka settled into Beecham’s ‘beautiful little place’, Grove Mill House, in
the then rural outskirts of Watford. Here, untroubled by the war, they
would be based for the next seven months.
Needless to say, composing had been the first casualty of this period
of upheaval and change. Delius had been working on his Requiem in the
summer of 1914 and would soon enough doubtless have continued to its
completion but for the war. In the event it would very largely be
10
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completed fairly early in 1916. Beecham remembered Delius as being ‘in a
highly nervous and agitated state’ initially at Grove Mill House, ‘with
small inclination for anything but restless inaction.’

1915

However, in January 1915 work was resumed, certainly on the Requiem;
and Delius started to make sketches for a new orchestral piece, Eventyr.
Furthermore, the December visit to Manchester had brought with it a first
meeting with Beatrice and May Harrison, and a Double Concerto, written
for (and dedicated to) them, would be completed in the spring of 1915.
Like so many of Delius’s compositions during this period, the work would
have to wait for a post-war first performance, given by the Harrison
sisters under Henry Wood on 21st February 1920 at London’s Queen’s
Hall.
For a while Delius was able to stay in touch with his Viennese
publisher, Universal Edition. He wrote to the head of the company, Dr
Emil Hertzka, on 9th January: ‘All goes well here & I am hard at work as
we live in the countryside. A lot of my works are going to be performed
here over the next few months. We must hope that this fearful war will
not last too long.’ The demand for printed copies of his music was
growing, and once the war was over he asked that Universal ensure that a
good stock of it would then be available in England. Later, in August,
another letter would go to Hertzka from Delius, asking after an Austrian
fellow-composer: ‘How is Schreker? Will he have to go into the military?’
The first work to be completed at Watford in February was a song to
the words of Thomas Nashe, Spring, the sweet Spring, Two more of the Four
Old English Lyrics would follow in March: Ben Jonson’s poem So white, so
soft, so sweet is she and Robert Herrick’s To Daffodils. During this period of
several months spent in England one of Delius’s key contacts was to be
Philip Heseltine, with whom he and Jelka would spend time both in
Watford and in London. Heseltine would be kept busy by Delius,
correcting, for example, in March the parts for Sea Drift, and in April
working on Delius’s manuscript score of North Country Sketches. Delius
himself was occupied in April on the composition of his Double Concerto:
‘Heaven knows what it will turn into’. Another work that was completed
in Watford was the Air and Dance for string orchestra, accorded some time
afterwards in 1915 a first performance under Beecham’s baton at the
London home of Lady Cunard. When published as late as 1931, it would
DSJ 155
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Hotel Gloppen, on the Nordfjord. Coll. Andrew J Boyle

be dedicated to the National Institute for the Blind.
During the war Delius’s expenses were to grow ever greater. With his
printed music largely unavailable, with concert life declining, and with
the heightened cost of living generally, Thomas Beecham’s offer in April
of financial help was to prove crucial in stabilising the Deliuses’ existence.
He would, for four recent works which he would ‘buy from you’, pay
Delius £300 a year for three consecutive years, and following their
publication would then hand over the copyrights to the composer.
Heseltine was the man needed to prepare the pieces for publication on
Delius’s behalf. The problems associated with the dissemination of printed
music during this still early part of the war were exemplified when news
came from Percy Grainger, now settled in the United States, that in June a
ship containing Delius’s music had been sunk in the Atlantic. However,
Breitkopf, Delius’s New York agents, had ordered more stock, something
that could still be supplied to non-combatant America, whereas those
same Delius stocks were rapidly to dry up in England. Meanwhile
Grainger’s current desire to be joined by Delius in America was taking on
a more realistic dimension: ‘don’t risk your life coming across the seas
anywhere till the war’s over.’
The Deliuses seriously considered spending some time with Philip
12
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Heseltine in Cornwall until Delius was advised that the mountain air of
Norway would do him far more good than if he were to spend the rest of
the summer in Cornwall. So it was that he and Jelka left England on 6th
July on a ship bound for Norway. On the 13th, in a letter to her husband’s
sister Clare, then in the Isle of Man (a label attached to the envelope read:
‘OPENED BY THE CENSOR’) Jelka wrote: ‘We were so tired of our place
near Watford – it was neither real country nor town and Fred’s doctor did
not want him to go to the English Seaside and advised Norway or
Switzerland so strongly that we boldly made for Newcastle–Bergen and
arrived here without any trouble… If only one could really forget that the
rest of humanity are all fighting!!’ They had spent some days at Gloppen,
a small town some 150 kilometres north of Bergen on the Nordfjord,
which they would have reached by steamer from Bergen, and had now
continued north to Molde. Three days later Delius wrote to Heseltine: ‘We
are travelling slowly about & making our way to the Mountains inland –
One does not feel the war here at all – Norway is quite pro-Allies.’ At this
stage his intention was to stay in Norway at least for several months and
perhaps even right through the winter.
The Deliuses' travels took them to Hjerkinn on the Dovrefjeld, not so
far from that part of Gudbrandsdalen where some years later they would
have a small cottage built for themselves on a mountain slope. After a few
weeks of touring they returned to Gloppen but, tiring of the rain there,
had by 12 September moved on, establishing themselves halfway between
Bergen and the capital, at Dr Holms Hotel in Gjeilo. ‘We have decided to
stay here a few weeks longer’, Delius told Heseltine on 17th September.
‘We read in the paper that a German Submarine had stopped a Norwegian
passenger boat & taken off an English passenger!!’ Nine days later Delius
wrote to Percy Grainger:
In a few days we leave for Kristiania & then Kopenhagen where we
intend staying a month with the Skous [Einar and Elisabet Schou] at
Palsgaard-Juelsminde & also in Kopenhagen – What we shall do after
that we don’t yet know – We have a great longing for Grez – The
Germans will never get to Paris or anywhere near it any more – I firmly
believe. I cannot work in Hotels & private houses & want to get back
home again; however we have settled nothing as yet – We may risk the
North sea in November… Conscription is coming on apace in England
but I don’t think they will take me. I am 52 already – It was a splendid
move to come here to Norway – The Country agrees with me like no
other. I feel well & strong –

DSJ 155
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On 9th October the Deliuses arrived at Palsgaard Slot, the idyllic home of
their Danish friends (first met in London a few years earlier), set in a
beautiful rolling landscape on the east coast of mid-Jutland. Basking in the
opulent delights of this historic great house, Delius told Philip Heseltine:
‘Watford is like an unpleasant dream to me now.’ Here they were to stay
for three weeks before once again resuming their travels. There were some
five or six days that were enjoyed ‘immensely’, as Delius himself put it, in
Copenhagen at the beginning of November, before he and Jelka took a
train to Hamburg, staying in that city for eight days prior to embarking on
a transatlantic liner whose ports-of-call were to include Boulogne. It was
only after what proved to be ‘a long & tedious journey’ and ‘risking mines
and submarines’, that they finally reached Grez on 20th November: ‘I am
so happy to be back here again in our own house & amongst our own
things – & the food is all so good.’ The intention was now to stay in Grez
until the war was over.
A priority during the first two or three weeks at home was the
neglected garden, work that was continued for most of January; and then,
after the long summer and autumn break, it was time in the new year to
return at last to composition. However, it seems that the Deliuses first
spent a fortnight in Paris in December staying at the home at 82 rue
d’Assas of the wealthy American sculptor Henry (‘Mancha’) Clews and
his glamorous wife Marie. This newly blossoming friendship was to mean
a great deal to the Deliuses over the following years. It at first seemed
conceivable that the introduction to them had come through their friend
and neighbour at Grez, the American journalist and author Alden Brooks
who also had a home in Paris. Brooks, an adventurer if ever there was
one, had enlisted in the French army and would eventually be awarded
the Croix de Guerre by the French government.
Beecham tells us that it was in 1913 in Venice that Delius first met
Clews, but the picture is unclear. No evidence has been found to indicate
that Delius was ever in Venice in 1913, but he and Jelka had certainly
visited Lady Cunard in her palazzo there in the spring of 1912. The
earliest indication of possible contact appears among Henry Clews’ papers
in the form of a short letter addressed to Delius at Grez dated 29th
December 1913; it is from a Bordeaux wine firm with a pencil note on the
reverse either by Clews or his wife: ‘Delius home address’. Marie Clews
then, in her unpublished memoirs, is certainly some way off the mark
when she declares the first meeting to have taken place in March 1916.
14
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‘Fred has begun work again’, wrote Jelka just before Christmas to
Marie Clews. Philip Heseltine, meanwhile, having made an arrangement
for cello, violin and piano of the Double Concerto, could be found at the end
of the year correcting the proofs of Delius’s Violin Sonata No 1, composed
in 1914. And good news had come, too, from America, Grainger having
been the soloist in the American premiere of the Piano Concerto in New
York on 26th November.

1916

No further spur was required for Delius to return to work, completing, as
he reported to Grainger on 11th January 1916, his Requiem. Qualification
was required on the 22nd, however, with Delius informing Heseltine: ‘I
am hard at work on the ending of my “Requiem”.’ The work was indeed
finished very shortly thereafter. It would have to wait, however, until 23rd
March 1922 for a first performance. This was to be at a Royal Philharmonic
Society concert conducted by Albert Coates at Queen’s Hall.
Fit and well, Delius continued to work on his Double Concerto, the
manuscript soon being confided to Heseltine. ‘Many thanks’, wrote Delius
on 25th April, ‘for having done the piano score for me – It is very well done
& very playable.’ He added, again over-optimistically: ‘The war, in my
opinion, will be over in six months.’ Meanwhile in April he completed the
first two movements of his String Quartet, and in May was working on a
soon-completed third movement. As for the Requiem, although he
desperately wanted to send the score to Heseltine (who was, though
considerably later, to produce a piano score of the work as well as an
English translation), he was not prepared yet to take the risk: ‘As soon as
the boats can go in safety I will send it.’
A further two weeks or so were spent in Paris with the Clewses later
in May, after which the raising of some of their own food stocks took
precedence over much else, with a considerable portion of the garden
being turned over to the production of fruit and vegetables. It was time for
self-help, ‘as things are rather difficult to get, all the men being away in
the war.’ In fact a number of local men had been involved in the fighting
at Verdun, and the death of one of them had recently been reported. At
least Delius had remained in good health since the Scandinavian
excursion, and June found him at work on his second Dance Rhapsody,
‘which I think is going to be good’. The composer’s full score manuscript
is actually pre-dated ‘Spring 1916’.
DSJ 155
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The Deliuses with Henry Clews at the bottom of the garden
Photo: Marie Clews, Grez, June 1916

Later in June Henry and Marie Clews came to spend some time in
Grez at the home of their friends the Deliuses. By this time Clews had
already sculpted his mask of the composer, and during the course of their
visit they took a number of photographs. Marie would have postcards
made of such snapshots, sending them to her friends back in America; for
example to C Hartman Kuhn, a prominent member from 1901 to 1931 of
the Board of the Philadelphia Orchestra (‘This is the verandah where we
have lunch on warmer days. Mrs Delius is standing by Mancha’), and also
to Kuhn’s wife (‘This is Mr & Mrs Delius standing in their lovely wild
garden at Grez-sur-Loing – Isn’t it a quaint old house?). The latter
photograph is reproduced on the front cover. The war refused, however,
to go away and on 13th July Jelka wrote to Marie, telling her: ‘We hear the
canon booming tremendously all the time.’ And a little later: ‘We … have
almost finished our wood but are in a state of despair about the sugar.’
Early in August came another visit to the rue d’Assas, where Delius
noticed a book in Henry Clews’ library. It contained the poem It was a
Lover and his Lass, and later that month Jelka asked Marie to copy the
whole poem and to send it to Grez. Then another stay with the Clewses
was proposed for later in September, Jelka telling Marie: ‘We want very
16
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much to see the Somme-moving-pictures before they stop.’ The Britishmade film of the battle to which Jelka refers had been released in August
1916. The Battle of the Somme lasted between 1st July and 18th November
that year, and during it more than a million men on both sides were either
killed or wounded.
Delius had been growing ever more keen to go to America. In the
summer he had asked Grainger whether it might be possible to have some
of his works given in New York during the coming autumn and winter,
and in September even proposed to Henry and Marie Clews that they all
travel over together, for Marie had already been in touch with influential
American contacts, including Harriet Lanier in New York. In that city
three years earlier Mrs Lanier had founded the Society of Friends of
Music, which had as its aim the performance of ‘rare and little-known
works, old and of today’. Lanier duly started to pave the way for Delius,
contacting, for example, Stokowski, Muck and Damrosch. Delius hoped
that he, Jelka and the Clews might be able to hear in America A Mass of
Life – ‘my best work I believe’, as he told Marie. Before long there even
came news that Stokowski was studying the piano score of the Mass: ‘This
is a work planned on an enormously large scale and interests me very
deeply.’ Could Delius have been aware at the time of what was a common
vademecum of members of the German forces? The young German writer,
Kurt Tucholsky, complained in 1916 that his fellow-soldiers had
‘Nietzsche on their lips and in their knapsacks’.
Reality prevailed, with Grainger advising Delius ‘not to budge from
Grez while the war lasts’. Stocks of Delius’s music had anyway almost
completely run out and the programmes of the coming season’s concerts
had been all but filled. On 5th October Delius concurred:
I entirely agree with you about the American trip & shall follow your
advice – I am invited to stay with [Lloyd] Osbourne on his ranch in
California next summer – so, if the war is over & I believe it will be, I
shall come over next summer & be there for the concert season 1917–
18… I am now writing a “Violin Concerto” which I shall also bring with
me to America – Tell Kreisler when you see him as I should love him to
play it if possible.

Delius also mentioned his change of plan to Beatrice Harrison. He had
told her in August ‘I shall try & write you something for Cello &
Orchestra but, of course, it will take time & the spirit must move me.’ In
the event the spirit was not to move him until the spring of 1920. However
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it was in 1916 that he composed his Cello Sonata, and this he dedicated to
Beatrice Harrison who, with Hamilton Harty at the piano, would premiere
the work in London’s Wigmore Hall on 31st October 1918.
In London a first performance of Delius’s String Quartet, to be given
in the Aeolian Hall by the London String Quartet in its original threemovement version, was now scheduled for 17th November, the composer
telling Heseltine in October that he would have liked to come over for it
‘but everything is so difficult – It takes 10 days or more to put your
passport in order & the journey across the channel is dangerous.’
Meanwhile he had set It was a Lover and his Lass for voice and piano, so
completing his set of Four Old English Lyrics.
In mid-November Delius was beginning once again to grow restless.
He was longing, as he told Grainger on the 15th, for a ‘change of scenery’,
a wish at least in part fulfilled by his and Jelka’s shortly joining Henry and
Marie in Paris for another ten days. In this letter to Grainger he did at long
last get one prediction right: ‘This war looks as if it were going on for
another 2 years.’

1917

The year had ended quietly in Grez. The winter and the year ahead were
from now on to see further shortages – coal, heating oil, bread, milk, sugar
and soap are among the commodities in short supply mentioned by the
Deliuses in their correspondence during 1917. But at least Delius
continued to compose, and work on Eventyr had at last been resumed:
‘Fred is writing a wonderful new Orchestra-piece and hard at work’, Jelka
told Marie on 20th January. Two days later Delius wrote to a new friend, a
young song-composer-to-be, Charles Wilfred Orr, first encountered in
London in 1915: ‘We feel the war very little here & live quietly in our
garden. For the last week we have had cold & frost & I have thoroughly
enjoyed wandering about the country & woods in the sharp winter air.’
However, the weather was to take a turn for the worse and by the end of
January snow was covering the landscape. ‘We can’t get the house warm
with the little coal we have’, Jelka told Marie, ‘all water pipes are frozen
even in the kitchen.’
In February work continued on Eventyr, and then by the 10th Delius
was able to give Heseltine news concerning yet another new work: ‘My
Violin Concerto is quite finished.’ The concerto, dedicated to Albert
Sammons, would achieve its first performance at a Royal Philharmonic
18
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Society concert at Queen’s Hall on 30th January 1919. with Adrian Boult
conducting and Sammons as soloist.
Cloudless skies and sunshine at last arrived. ‘We have such
wonderful appetites with all this cold and sun and sawing and long
walks’, Jelka told Marie. ‘Fred is so fit and happy about this weather.’
Spring arrived and the garden was undergoing further preparation, rows
of potatoes and various vegetables by now taking precedence over Jelka’s
beloved flower-beds. By May Delius had completed his two
unaccompanied choruses To be sung of a Summer Night on the Water, while
work still continued on Eventyr, described to Heseltine as ‘my new ballad
“Once upon a time” for Orchestra’. Furthermore: ‘I have rewritten my
string quartet & added a scherzo – I heard it in Paris.’ The now fourmovement quartet would be given its first performance, again by the
London String Quartet, in the Aeolian Hall on 1st February 1919.
All was going well – in the event too well. ‘I have been working on
my vines all day yesterday & today & have not finished’, Delius told
Henry Clews on 8th June. ‘I work entirely naked in the sun & enjoy it’. He
and Jelka were living, as Jelka told Marie at the beginning of July, ‘entirely
on the produce of the garden now, with eggs and an occasional veal cutlet
thrown in.’ Delius had meanwhile stopped working on his music,
pondering instead a break in Brittany. However, on 5th July, on the
recommendation of his doctor, he left instead for a spa town in
Normandy, Bagnoles de l’Orne, where he began a course of baths. Two or
three days into his treatment he wrote home to Jelka: ‘I don’t know what
to think of the weakness in my legs … I could scarcely walk this morning
on getting up – Have never felt anything like this before … How shall I
last 21 days.’
Jelka was alarmed: ‘If you feel miserable I can come at any moment.’
However, the bath treatment steadily achieved its purpose. By the middle
of the month Delius was able to tell his wife that he could ‘walk much
better & go up & down stairs easily which I could not when I came’. At
least he was far enough from the noise of war, for Jelka wrote to him on
the 17th: ‘One heard the canon terribly these last days again, starting on
the evening of the 14th.’ On the 24th Delius’s mood was upbeat: ‘I have
already taken 12 baths. The effect on me is marvellous & I can walk
already quite well again … I am looking forward to a jolly time together in
Brittany.’ Later in the day he sent a second postcard: ‘I walked 10 km this
afternoon resting now & then – I am a little tired but alright.’
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Another worry had surfaced temporarily: the current instalment of
the £300 Beecham had agreed to pay Delius annually had failed to arrive.
Happily, by the end of the month Delius was able to tell Jelka: ‘Beecham
has paid in £150, so we are rich – Take first class & have it comfortable.’ He
and Jelka duly made their separate ways to Lamballe in Brittany, settling
in at the Hotel de la Plage in Val André, where they probably only spent a
week or two. They were certainly back in Grez early in September, and
later they were again to spend time in Paris with the Clewses. At the
year’s end Delius, if not entirely well, was certainly better than he had
been. Winter weather, though, was already proving to be daunting. He
wrote to Norman O’Neill with plans for the future.
We are thinking of hiring a house in London & living there most of the
time – I am thirsting for music & there is none here & very little even in
Paris & then nothing of interest … For the last 16 days we have had
arctic cold & cannot keep our house warm, as we only have wood to
burn – I have just finished a new work: “Eventyr” after Asbjørnsen’s
fairy tales for Orchestra & have rather tired my eyes – I am just longing
for a change & Music.

Jelka wrote in similar vein to Marie Clews: ‘We are planning to go to
England end of January. We cannot keep the house warm without coal
and even the enormous provision of wood will soon be burnt up … The
cold has been simply terrifying.’ Their intention was to stay in London at
Balfour Gardiner’s house in the Holland Park area, though Henry Wood
also offered them his house near Swiss Cottage.

1918

Delius was to tell Orr in mid-January that they now intended to come later
in February and would ‘stay until the end of this awful war.’ He added,
surprisingly: ‘I may perhaps have a class or take a few pupils for
composition & orchestration.’ Here was an echo of the time when over
thirty years earlier, at a low ebb financially, he had accepted a teaching
role (in Danville, Virginia) for what appeared to be the only time in his
life. In 1918 money was difficult, performances and royalties in continental
Europe having all but dried up, and the wherewithal to live in reasonable
style was becoming uncomfortably difficult to access.
A few revitalising days were spent with the Clewses later in January,
but by the end of the month London had been put off and we find Delius,
depressingly enough, in another sanatorium, the Malmaison in Rueil, on
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Interior, Malmaison Sanatorium, Rueil

the western outskirts of Paris. This institution treated various conditions,
including disorders of the nervous system, and at this period it was
treating, too, many soldiers who had been injured at the front. Jelka had
accompanied him there and he was expected to undergo a series of
treatments. ‘The Malmaison looked terribly dreary as I left Fred yesterday
in the dusk and the fog’, Jelka told Marie Clews. Her husband was
distraught: ‘How terribly I miss you: come out as soon as you can – Up to
now I feel terribly lonely’. He ended ‘I became so depressed when I got
back here after seeing you off & had no one to talk to – In other words I
don’t see how this sort of thing can be good for nervous artists. Come
soon, dearest. Good night! love and kisses’. This evidence of the deepseated affection that unquestionably existed between Delius and his wife
echoes the closing lines of a letter Jelka had sent to her husband a few
months earlier while he was at the sanatorium in Bagnoles: ‘Dearest, I
ramble on, because I am so alone and I love to chat with you! … With
heaps of love/ Affectionately/ Jelka.’
The bombing raids on Paris were continuing, and Jelka saw some of
the consequent damage on her return from Rueil. Maud Cunard would
write to Delius less than a month later: London was suffering too and ‘the
raids here are very unpleasant & London not nice now’. It is not clear how
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long Delius stayed at the Malmaison, but he and Jelka, who had lodged
for a while at a nearby hotel, were back in Grez on 16th February. As a
consequence of the continued bombing of Paris, many Parisians were
dispersing to outlying areas, including Grez. By the middle of March Jelka
was at least able to tell Marie: ‘I think Fred is so much better and he is
working; his eyes are wonderfully much better’, and before long they
were to return to Paris, again spending a few days there with the Clewses.
In Marie’s unpublished memoirs, an undated passage describes a
visit by the Deliuses at the height of one of the attacks on Paris.
One evening the air raid signals were given, the sirens wailed and
screeched, and shells began to fall a few seconds later. There was no
time to get to the shelter next door, so the Clewses and the Deliuses sat
together in the darkened library and watched the air battle over their
heads through the glass bay window that overlooked the Luxembourg
gardens. It was a wonderful but terrifying sight. German planes were
trying to get over the city and French planes were beating them off. One
plane fell to the ground in a great sweep of blazing light, another plane
was coming straight for the Luxembourg gardens, it was over their
heads at that moment – then bang, bang, roar, crash! Had it fallen on the
house? No, just next door, fire was springing up. “Jelka,” said Delius,
turning up his coat collar instinctively to protect him from the shells,
“carry my manuscripts to the cellar, I don’t want them to burn … And so
they all four went to the cellar which only afforded imaginary
protection, until the “all clear” was given and the bugles blew. “Better
get a little sleep until the next raid,” said Clews. “We are used to this
most nights, but you are used to country calm and nightingales.” Next
morning all the windows of the studio were found to be broken.

The spring saw Delius regaining fitness, and he and Jelka were once more
busily engaged on the garden’s vegetable beds. Compositional work was
resumed too. The company of Henry and Marie Clews, either in Paris or
in Grez had now to be foregone, as the pair had decided in mid-April to
distance themselves from the bombing of Paris and decamp to Cap
d’Antibes on the Mediterranean coast. The correspondence however – an
invaluable and continuing source of information on the Deliuses’ way of
life right through this period and beyond – continued unabated. Early in
May Delius made the decision that they, too, should go south, at least for a
couple of months, his preferred destination being Biarritz. The good news
was that he was working on his Poem of Life and Love, which Jelka, like
Delius himself and not for the only time, would describe as a ‘Symphony’.
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At this time of the year Delius was debating whether they might either
travel to England in the autumn or even take the risk of crossing the
Atlantic to New York ‘to have my new works produced’, from there going
on to California until the end of the war. He told Heseltine that he was
keen to have his Requiem given: ‘I don’t think I have done better than this
– I have dedicated it to “all the young artists fallen in the War”.’
Grez, as Jelka explained to Marie, was becoming insufferable. It was
‘sadly changed’, and although the French soldiers quartered there were
behaving acceptably,
‘the Americans from Bourron are a terrible nuisance. They get so
dreadfully drunk here in the evenings that they lie like dead along the
roads, they are so loud and noisy; the other evening or afternoon they
came and bathed en masse just opposite Hilma’s garden without any
sort of costume – they all swam across and stood up on Hilma’s landing
place. She showed herself up on the terrace as a protest but then they
stood there nakeder than ever, roaring with laughter: “There’s a woman
looking at yer boys – how bully”!… Grez has quite a different
physiognomy – there are cocottes, the Grez girls are all dressed out and
excited, the young widows even sit on the doorsteps and talk to soldiers
– as to the fatal woman and her likes – well you can imagine.’

More than aware of the promising future source of income that their
Gauguin painting Nevermore now represented (and Lady Cunard in
London was doing her best to be an intermediary in the matter of its sale)
the Deliuses took it with them to Biarritz for safety’s sake as part of their
luggage. Jelka wrote to Marie at the beginning of June: ‘Fred had the
brilliant idea to barricade the wine cellar entrance entirely by heaping up
the whole provision of wood in front… We took two trunks and our
jewels and silver and the Gauguin with us.’ At Bordeaux en route she was
given an opportunity to reappraise her opinion of the American army, for
there they both were able to witness the arrival of vast numbers of
soldiers, together with the huge array of military hardware from across
the Atlantic that was destined for the front: ‘nothing can approach the
Americans: one suddenly sees quite clearly – they must win.’
Their Grez doctor was also in Biarritz and he helped them to find
accommodation, a modest but comfortable apartment at 4 rue Gardague.
‘I have hired a piano’, Delius told Henry Clews on 20th June,’ & am
working a little at my new Symphony’– the orchestral work that we
would find him ‘just finishing’ in mid-July. That month too had come the
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news that the house in Grez had been commandeered. It was, according to
Jelka, ‘full of officers – Grez is now in the War Zone’. Other news was that
the Clewses were engaged in buying a semi-ruined chateau on the
Mediterranean coast not far from Cannes. They were to spend the rest of
their lives there and to spend a fortune on having their property restored.
The Deliuses would finally get the opportunity to visit them at La
Napoule in the winter of 1923-4.
Meanwhile, in a letter to Marie dated 5th July Jelka told her that the
Poem of Life and Love, begun earlier in the year but this time described by
her as a symphonic poem, sounded ‘most beautiful’. Although her
husband had caught the ‘Spanish influenza’, causing ‘fever and terrible
pains in his limbs’ (the epidemic was by now raging in deadly fashion
right across the world), in Delius’s case the affliction proved to be brief. Dr
Bas from Grez gave him medication that had an immediately positive
effect. Then he himself caught the illness from his patient, but recovered
equally quickly.
Had Beecham agreed to extend his financial provision for Delius by a
further year? Jelka complained to Marie: ‘he has not paid up his last half
yearly instalment nor does he answer letters.’ With the sale of the Gauguin
apparently having to be put off indefinitely this was a matter of some
concern. Otherwise, by the end of July all was once more going well, as
Jelka was able to report to Marie:
Fred is sunbathing with me every day and it does wonders for him. He
gets so strong and hardy and enjoys it so immensely… Fred has been
working splendidly and has quite finished his Symphony. He calls it “A
poem of Life and Love”, and it is really that, so emotional and warm and
flowering forth so wonderfully! He has also done another short piece for
small orchestra, A Song before Sunrise which is quite charming too – Oh,
how I wish you could see him so well, his eyes so entirely right again. It
is the greatest blessing.

Of all the pieces composed during the war, Poem of Life and Love would
have to wait longest for its first performance. Recorded for broadcast by
the BBC Concert Orchestra under Vernon Handley, it was first heard on
BBC Radio 3 on 16th March 1999. The work had languished virtually
unconsidered until its rescue by Robert Threlfall, who just two years
earlier had overseen its publication. The later (and shorter) A Song of
Summer, a work largely drawn from the pages of the Poem, was composed
in 1929 with Eric Fenby’s help. At least A Song before Sunrise would not
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have to wait as long for its first performance, at Queen’s Hall on 19th
September 1923 under Henry Wood’s baton.
With the completion of Poem of Life and Love, Delius’s compositional
activity in wartime came to an end, and one can only marvel at both the
quality and quantity of the works that he produced during this period of
profound change and upheaval. His music, virtually disappearing for the
duration from the concert halls of mainland Europe, was, however,
frequently performed during the war in London and the provinces. Some
of these concerts he was able to attend during the course of the two visits
he made to England in the early and final stages of the war. In the 1920s
and early 1930s his music would resume its popularity in Germany and,
until in the end prevented by illness, he was again to travel to the country
of his forebears and to be present at some performances of his works.
On 9th August Jelka addressed a letter to both Henry and Marie
Clews, telling them that she and her husband were preparing to leave
Biarritz. ‘We are going to Paris on Monday, sleep at Bordeaux and to Grez
on Wednesday. I hope [Big] Bertha will behave!’ On returning to their
home, disillusionment immediately set in. The house had been left in a
filthy state by the occupying French soldiery, a number of locked
cupboards having furthermore been forced open and various items stolen.
The wine cellar, at least, had remained undetected. Delius felt that he did
not want to live in Grez any longer, and a visit to London consequently
took on an even more attractive aspect. Towards the end of the month
they packed again. Henry and Marie Clews had come up to Paris for
probably just a short while and the Deliuses stayed with them briefly en
route. They felt that nothing was really safe at their home in Grez and
brought with them the small bronze of one of the Bourgeois de Calais that
Rodin had given to Jelka in 1904. This they bequeathed to the Clewses in
wills drawn up and witnessed by their friends on 31st August. Then it was
off to London, where they had rented for their first month Henry Wood’s
house in Elsworthy Road, Primrose Hill.
On their arrival following the Channel crossing, Jelka noted how the
war had affected the appearance of the English countryside: ‘The
Landscape was quite changed, few meadows now and beautiful cornfields
everywhere and endless vegetable patches all along’. She told Marie how
busy they had become while searching for a home for the rest of their time
in London – it should rather be a flat than a house ‘on account of the coal
difficulties’. One of the first things they had needed to do was to collect
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ration books from the town hall.
In the event they found just the place they wanted – a first-floor flat
at 44 Belsize Park Gardens. ‘We are really most comfortably settled for the
winter now’, Jelka told Marie on 7th October. ‘Our flat is simply charming,
everything in it is so delightful’. Where concert life in London was
concerned, she noted how ‘the orchestras were rather depleted but are
doing well now with lots of women playing in them’ and, better still, she
and her husband were delighted to hear Henry Wood give the first Dance
Rhapsody at Queen’s Hall and to learn that he would later also conduct the
first performance of Eventyr (a work dedicated by Delius to the conductor)
early the following year on 11th January at the same venue.
***
With the signing of the armistice at Compiègne on 11th November,
the conflict was at a close: ‘At last the war has ended’, wrote Delius to his
publisher in Vienna, ‘and it is – thank God – now possible for us to resume
our relations.’ With this he sent the corrected score and parts of An
Arabesque to Hertzka, and asked what the situation might be concerning
Fennimore and Gerda. There was a great deal of catching up to do. For so
many of his works that were languishing with Universal Edition Delius
had received no money and he was clearly keen to have the situation
resolved as quickly as possible.
There had been casualties of war that were uncomfortably close to
home. It was a month or so before Jelka renewed contact with Delius’s
sister Clare, sending condolences on the death of Clare’s soldier son. ‘Now
at last this dreadful fighting is over – we can hardly believe it yet. It is a
blessing that the German militarism has been smashed so completely. They
will be less vain after this… One of my cousins here, a young Dickens has
also been killed in the war – the other female cousins are all engaged in
war work.’ And on 20th December in a final envoi to World War 1, Jelka
expressed to Marie Clews something of her disillusionment in relation to
the whole long-drawn-out episode:
I was quite overcome with joy that the fighting was over – a sort of relief
– but I never had sympathy with the great rejoicings. It seemed to me so
entirely out of all proportion – after the terrible catastrophe we have
traversed – the wonderful grandeur of Germany’s downfall – all these
upheavals – Nobody seems to seize the enormity of it all – The insipid
press – well, we will talk of that, when we meet! I wonder, when that
will be.
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Had, though, German militarism really been ‘smashed so completely’?
And would the ‘wonderful grandeur of Germany’s downfall’ remain
forever conclusive? Delius and his wife were fortunately never to know
just where the confused politics of the 1920s and 1930s were ultimately to
lead, but the signs would become ever more ominous during the
remainder of their lives and times.
‘Oh this dreadful Hitler’, Jelka was to write to Eric Fenby on 2nd
September 1933, ‘what misery he has brought about.’
Lionel Carley


NORTH COUNTRY SKETCHES (1913-14)

Danish composer and conductor, Bo Holten, is a Vice President of the Delius
Society. Here he gives a conductor’s insight into North Country Sketches.
These ‘sketches’ inhabit a world rare in the music of Delius. One could in
a sense speak of a northern and a southern Delius, the latter consisting of
all the American works, In a Summer Garden, A Mass of Life and many
others. The northern Delius is possibly most eloquently represented by
The Song of the High Hills, the conquest of Norwegian mountains being the
reference, but North Country Sketches does not come far behind in its quite
original descriptions of Yorkshire landscapes (at least we presume that
that is what Delius is depicting here, as the score makes no mention of
Delius’s home county).
The work is set in four movements, but it is very far from being a
conventional symphony. First of all it starts with two slow movements
and ends with two fast ones, to my knowledge the only major piece in
existence with such an odd order, uncompromisingly disregarding
entertainment considerations (Delius is a far more uncompromising
composer than music lovers usually imagine, the lyricism and sheer
beauty often luring conductors into sentimentality and spineless
interpretation. I consider him as uncompromising as Webern). Secondly
there is not the slightest relationship thematically between the four
movements. The stubborn Austro-German belief that some certain
similarities between themes and structures and certain conventions of key
relations might create more coherence in a complete work – that ill-fated
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dogma is completely ignored by Delius. He relies entirely on the
unfolding of the emotional content of each individual movement to make
the work become a complete structure – and he succeeds magnificently.
The work seems tightly knit together, but it is really hard to prove why
and how. Can this possibly only be shown through interpretation?
It has been suggested that it is a northern Four Seasons: the first
movement is called ‘Autumn’, the second ‘Winter Landscape’ and the
fourth ‘The March of Spring’. But one looks in vain for summer-like
impressions in the third movement, ‘Dance’, which instead is in mazurkatempo, mimicking northern English and Scottish folk music rhythms and
melodies.
The opening ‘Autumn’ movement is massively dominated by falling
chromatic lines creating a mood of melancholy which in a few places is
contradicted by brief moments of sudden energy that to me signify the
reaction of the beholder actually enjoying the beauty of the decay, the
splendour of the autumnal colours and relishing the cold and damp wind
not only soughing in the trees but also chilling the wanderer’s cheeks
under the steel grey clouds in the late afternoon as the light is waning. Just
before the ending a bird very briefly makes itself audible.
The wintry landscape in the second movement displays nothing that
lives, and hardly life itself at all. The icy and sour running melody on the
woodwinds (reedy oboes) wavers incessantly between major and minor,
only accompanied by dead and falling tunes. Suddenly, as in ‘Autumn’,
this dead melody comes to full emotional life – a Nietzschean, almost
masochistic enjoyment of the harshness of it all – but it soon tapers off and
gives way to the dead landscape. One more attempt to blow life into it, but
in vain. All is covered in snow and ice.
The Scottish dance (often featuring Delius’s favourite rhythm, the
‘Scottish Snap’, in the most surprising and varied locations in the melodic
contour) starts off innocently enough but soon becomes more festive, with
the harmony fittingly erotic in places. A haunting march suddenly bursts
in, but we are soon back to the Scottish dance again. Delius here offers
such frequent changes of tempo in the score that if one respected him in
performance, things would simply fall apart. A constant and delicate
rubato has nonetheless to be respected to make this dance come to life, but
Beecham’s many dynamic shadings, added to the printed score and surely
fitting his performance, need to be deliberately ignored to achieve fluency.
The innocent dance soon outgrows its initial lyricism and becomes quite
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violent (very difficult violin-parts!), and after some more impressionist
colour shadings, the dance becomes intense and wonderfully melodic,
again with Delius’s erotic harmony at its best. A soft ending…
The final movement, ‘The March of Spring’, shares its idea with the
opening movement of Mahler’s third symphony. Both composers very
cleverly depict the sense of growing, of things coming to life. But there the
similarity stops. With Mahler we have a colossal 35-minute development;
with Delius, however, no development at all but a constant variation of
tempo, texture, feeling and expression. This must surely be the most
difficult movement in all of Delius for the conductor to make the ‘musics’
come to life and cohere. At the end a muscular march makes its vigorous
appearance and reminds one of the march at the end of the third
movement. Listening carefully, though, one realises that the similarity is
only emotional – neither melodic nor structurally related.
The march characteristically evaporates in a murmur – and no
summer succeeds it in this northern and austere work.
Bo Holten


VIOLIN SONATA NO 1 (1914)

Japanese-born violinist Midori Komachi undertook a period of research on Delius
which culminated in a series of concerts featuring his violin sonatas in London,
Cambridge and Tokyo in 2012. Her first CD, Colours of the Heart, which
includes sonatas by Delius, Debussy and Ravel, is released in April 2014.
The Sonata for violin and piano No 1 has a unique identity in Delius’s
chamber music works, filled with ideas that developed over a long period
of time. Although Delius started sketching ideas for the Sonata in 1905, he
did not complete the work until 1914. It is worth noting that it had already
been 22 years since he last completed a violin sonata – the posthumous
Sonata in B major was written in 1892. This early work displayed Delius’s
youthful voice, freshly inspired from such influences as Edvard Grieg’s
music. Despite his efforts, publishers in Paris rejected the piece at the time,
leading Delius to abandon the work. Over the next few years, his output
leaned more towards larger orchestral works.
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Delius came back to his initial sketches of the Sonata in 1914, with his
mind full of orchestral sounds. Inevitably, harmonic colours and streams
of chromaticism are explored as if the violin and piano were an orchestra.
Delius was working at his best at this time, having had a series of
successful performances of his orchestral pieces at the start of the year. In
a letter to his friend Percy Grainger, Delius wrote ‘The spring has been
simply divine – The garden is full of Lilacs & Laburnums in full bloom …
it is out of the world’.1 By August, this ideal environment of his home in
Grez-sur-Loing deteriorated, with the outbreak of war in France: ‘During
the German advance there was an ever growing panic … a terrifying sight
& we sat for hours watching this terrified stream of humanity pass by in
every sort of vehicle possible’.2
For Delius, the environment of peaceful nature was an invaluable
backdrop for writing music. This is interestingly reflected in the
contrasting parts of this Sonata. Written in a unique form of one movement
with two parts, the first part was sketched in 1905, and the second part in
1914. As we approach the second part, we find a great contrast in
character to that of the first. Such darkness and earthly marching character
reflects Delius’s state of mind as he feared the outbreak of war. In contrast
to the nostalgic fantasy of the first part, the second part begins ‘With
vigour and animation’. The vigorous character is gradually subdued in
deep darkness, spreading over a long section to be played ‘slow and
mysteriously’. In September, the Deliuses had no choice but to move out
to Orléans, and eventually to England in November, where they were
hosted at Thomas Beecham’s home in Watford.
Although this unfortunate event hindered the publication of the
Sonata, Delius’s temporary residence in England gave opportunities for a
series of significant encounters, particularly with the violinists, Arthur
Catterall, May Harrison and Albert Sammons. This led to a further
revision of the Sonata and, many years later, stimulated the composition of
the other two Violin Sonatas. The Sonata No 1 was premiered on 24th
February 2015 in Manchester, by violinist Arthur Catterall and pianist R J
Forbes, who edited the instrumental parts.
Delius was a violinist himself, with a technique advanced enough to
perform the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto during his early career.
Therefore, one would imagine he would have particular ideas on
technique such as bowings and fingerings. On the contrary, when
comparing Delius’s original writing of the violin part with Catterall’s
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edition, the various articulations of bowing techniques are significantly
different, Catterall having been obliged to add many markings in. Delius
trusted his performers, that ‘a really musical person must feel it my way!’.
This is also the case in his subsequent sonatas, in which violinists
contributed their own bowings and fingerings in the final published work.
Sonata No 2 (1923) was edited by Albert Sammons, and Sonata No 3 (1930)
by May Harrison.
Delius dedicated this Sonata to May Harrison in 1917, when the work
was finally published with generous financial assistance from Thomas
Beecham, who ‘bought’ the Sonata from Delius for £300, and prepared the
work for publication with Philip Heseltine. Beecham described this piece
as having a ‘mixture of styles’, and indeed the work is reminiscent of
various influences that came together in Delius’s fruitful stylistic
development. With this Sonata, Delius’s chamber music writing gained a
dynamic expansion in all directions – harmony, texture and structure, all
collectively explored to create a colourful spectrum.
Midori Komachi
1Letter to Percy Grainger, 29th April 1914. Carley, Lionel. Delius: A Life in Letters 1909-1934,
Scholar Press, London, 1988, p126
2Letter to Philip Heseltine, 26th October 1914; ibid p140


DOUBLE CONCERTO (1915)

Amy Littlewood (violin) and Hetti Price (cello) won The Delius Prize in 2013
with their performance of Delius’s Double Concerto. Hetti describes how she
and Amy prepared for their performance.
Delius wrote the Double Concerto for violin and cello in the spring of 1915
in London, having been inspired by a performance he attended of the
Brahms Double Concerto in December 1914, played by May and Beatrice
Harrison. Delius decided to write for these same performers, whom he
consulted throughout the process. Although the First World War delayed
the premiere, it eventually took place on 20th February 1920, with the
New Queen’s Hall Orchestra, conducted by Sir Henry Wood.
Violinist Amy Littlewood and I began preparing this piece for
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performance at various competitions (including The Delius Prize), as well
as an orchestral concert. To start our journey we each obtained a full score,
which enabled us to contextualise our parts in the whole, and began
listening to several different performances of the work. These included
recordings by violinist Tasmin Little and cellist Raphael Wallfisch with the
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Sir Charles
Mackerras; violinist Tasmin Little and cellist Paul Watkins with the BBC
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Andrew Davis; violinist Yehudi
Menuhin and cellist Paul Tortelier with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Meredith Davies; and violinist Raymond Cohen with cellist
Gerald Warburg and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Norman Del Mar.
Whilst there are many detailed markings in the score, there are also
many ways to interpret them; this has led to a wide array of approaches,
as demonstrated in the various recordings. For a performer this can be
both a joy and a curse: it gives one a substantial amount of leeway for
personal interpretation, but also requires that one spends a long time
working through all the various markings and their precise meaning. This
provides a stark contrast to works that are fairly simple to interpret but
can be a challenge to personalise.
Learning our own individual parts was particularly challenging for
me as Delius’s writing for cello in this concerto is acknowledged to be
very demanding. The level of difficulty was probably one of the factors
that inspired Lionel Tertis to transcribe the cello part for viola; however,
when a viola is used the part loses the depth of sound and colours that I
believe are integral to the piece.
One of the main difficulties for both solo instruments is that when the
parts are played on their own, the notes appear random and are very
difficult to contextualise in the overall melody. For a string player it is
vital to hear the notes in your head before playing them on the
instrument, in order to enable accurate shifting to the pitches. Although
the music is tonal, the cello part is such a mix of seemingly random notes
and intervals, I personally spent many hours trying to sing my part to get
my brain to recognise how the part should sound.
In ‘standard’ concertos, or concertos for several instruments, each
solo instrument is generally given an autonomous line which is usually
easily distinguishable from other solo lines and the orchestral
accompaniment. However, in Delius’s Double Concerto, all parts are
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interwoven, requiring that all the parts must sound in order to hear the
melodies that Delius constructed.
Amy and I played through the work many times with a piano
reduction of the orchestral part. We discovered that because Delius’s
interwoven melody construction meant that all parts were equally
important, this piece works very well as an arrangement for piano trio.
Unlike other double concerti, the orchestral part, when reduced, functions
more as an equal partner to the soloists. It then becomes easier for the
soloists to be distinguishable from the orchestral part and also makes the
performance more intimate.
However, performing this piece with a piano reduction can create a
new set of problems. One of the main differences for the string soloists in
this situation is that fewer tonal colours can be created by the piano, than a
full range of orchestral instruments. This puts a heavier burden on the
string players who must work much harder to make the work convincing.
It also creates the typical piano trio problem, which is that the cello,
having a similar range to the piano, can be easily drowned out.
Balance is also a problem for the cellist when performing this piece
with orchestra. Delius did try to mitigate balance issues, requiring the
cello to play at the very top of its range for the majority of the piece, as
well as thinning out the rest of the texture when the cello does play in the
lower range. I found, however, that when performing both with orchestra
and piano reduction, I needed to play much of my part as loudly as
possible. One way to create a more penetrating sound is to bow near the
bridge, taking care that the tone is not too harsh. We also experimented
with the physical placement of the cello, downstage of the violin.
Delius’s habit of writing the majority of the cello part at the top of the
range is partly what makes it so difficult, but there are also sections when
Delius (in both violin and cello parts) makes the players shift from the
bottom of the instrument to the top, to play an interval that is hard to hear
with no time physically to move from one place to another. On the
following page is one example of this happening in the cello part.
Delius was in some ways very specific about the tempos he wanted,
giving instructions on average every 6 bars (there are 368 bars and 61
tempo markings). However, his markings are often quite vague; for
example, he constantly uses terms such as ‘rather quicker’ having
previously given no indication of the tempo he wanted previously, or
what tempo he wants to reach. Other ambiguous markings include ‘rather
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quicker (molto tranquillo)’, and ‘rather slower but not dragging’. There is
not a single metronome mark throughout the piece.
The tempo issue created another problem: how to create an overall
structure to the piece when the writing is so segmented. This caused us
endless problems, especially as the piece is about 25 minutes long with no
separate movements. We discovered that if you follow all the tempo
markings and indications that Delius wrote, as far as is possible, it is very
difficult to create a coherent overall structure. After one of our
performances, someone suggested taking the tempo markings with a
‘pinch of salt’, resulting in fewer different tempo changes; however, in the
end, we decided against this as we felt it would take too much away from
the piece. Often we hear Delius’s music criticised for not going anywhere;
we feel that this is part of the beauty of his music – just enjoying each
moment as it happens rather than hearing where the music is heading.
Another difficulty created by the forever changing tempos is the
practical issue of ensemble: the two soloists must approach each new
tempo in the same way at the same time. This is compounded by the
necessity in Delius’s music to employ rubato – a slight slowing and then
speeding up of the tempo, often described as pulling the tempo for
expressive purposes. Trying to play rubato in your own individual part
whilst playing together with the other parts at crucial moments as well as
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following all the tempo changes can be a real challenge! The violinist and
cellist need to be so connected; each needs to listen to the other player
almost more than his or herself to create a real ensemble.
When orchestras perform double or triple concertos, the majority of
the time they bring in very well-known soloists, who are each able to
perform their individual parts extremely well. However, because they
often only meet on the day of the performance, there can be a lack of
synergy between them; this results in the performers not being able to use
as much rubato as a piece requires, to follow the changes in tempo as
closely as the piece needs, or to play well enough together. We believe
that it is very important for orchestras either to invite performers who
frequently work together to play double and triple concerti, or to have the
soloists rehearse together before the day of the performance so they create
an understanding between them and can do justice to the piece. Perhaps it
is partly for this reason that the piece is rarely performed.
This is the sort of music that can be difficult for audiences to access,
but we feel it is truly an amazing piece, and for us it was a real journey,
which is still evolving and which has made us better players by
challenging us both technically and musically, forcing us to think on a
much deeper level than is required in other pieces we have played. Our
interpretation is forever changing as we continually find new and exciting
aspects in the music to understand and interpret. We hope this will keep
our performances fresh as we try and bring this music to wider audiences.
Hetti Price
Amy Littlewood and Hetti Price perform the Double Concerto, in the arrangement by Philip
Heseltine for soloists and piano accompaniment, on Thursday 15th May 2014 at 7.00pm, at
Steinway Hall, London. Their performance follows the Delius Society AGM and supper. For
more information please see page 134.
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REQUIEM (1913-1916) – A WORK FIT FOR HEROES?

Paul Guinery is a pianist and writer who has given many talks to the Delius
Society, as well as a lecture-recital at Steinway Hall. His CD Delius and his
Circle was released in 2012. He has recently completed a series of analyses of
Delius’s works for a book, Delius and his Music, to be published in the
Autumn.
Although the manuscript and the published score of Delius’s Requiem
are dated 1914, the work was not originally conceived as a response to
the Great War at all. Delius had begun work on it in 1913, about a year
before the outbreak of hostilities, and the date attributed by the
composer is doubly misleading since we know that the score was not
completed until 1916. The dedication, ‘To the memory of all young
Artists fallen in the War’, is most likely to have been added at that point
but could also have been a post-war afterthought since the score was not
performed until 1922.
Moreover, the text of the Requiem does not refer overtly to the
catastrophic events of the conflict in the way that Elgar’s Carillon (1914)
or Polonia (1915) do, with their specific musical and textual references to
the fate of Belgium and Poland; nor does it incorporate poetry with
military themes and resonances such as Elgar set in The Spirit of England
(1916-17) or as Arthur Bliss would do later in Morning Heroes (1930),
which draws on texts that range from Homer to Wilfred Owen.
Instead, the Requiem is an idiosyncratic compilation of passages
from Nietzsche and the Bible (particularly the Old Testament Book of
Ecclesiastes) and was credited to Delius’s friend, Heinrich Simon (18801941), whose career encompassed politics, musicology and journalism
(he edited the Frankfurter Zeitung). However, it is inconceivable that the
composer himself did not have a firm hand in the selection of material,
which reflects so much of the personal philosophy that he had already
expressed in works such as Songs of Sunset, A Mass of Life and Sea Drift.
Three of the five movements are imbued with Delius’s customary
rejection of notions of Man’s immortality: Death is final, there is no life
beyond the grave and only Nature is capable of an extended Life, in the
sense that it constantly renews itself with the turn of the seasons.
Indeed, the very opening words of the Requiem, ‘Our days here are as
one day, for all our days are rounded in a sleep’ unequivocally spell out
this familiar theme. It is a viewpoint encountered time and time again in
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Delius’s choral and vocal works and thus there is nothing particularly
controversial or unfamiliar about the message delivered in two-thirds of
the text.
However, intractable problems do arise when considering the text
of the first movement and roughly two-thirds of the second. For a start,
and at the risk of stating the obvious, the title Requiem, with all its
Christian connotations, here has no reference to the Church’s traditional
liturgy for the dead, just as A Mass of Life is not a liturgical Mass at all. I
believe that, in both cases, the titles were chosen to be deliberately
provocative.
Furthermore, when Delius wrote to C W Orr in 1916 and referred to
the work as ‘not religious’, he was being disingenuous. What has
actually caused offence and distress since the very first performance of
the Requiem, is the virulent tone of voice of its bitter attacks on religion
which feature so prominently in the earlier part of the score and which
prompted Philip Heseltine to describe the work, accurately, as an
‘atheistic requiem.’ The text does not pull its punches: believers are
referred to as ‘weaklings’ who ‘drugged themselves with dreams and
golden visions and built themselves a house of lies to live in’. To rub salt
in the wound, this is actually a Biblical quotation and Delius (who liked
referring to the work as his ‘Pagan Requiem’) was being mischievous in
playing the Devil and citing Scripture for his own purpose, out of
context. This should not surprise us: we know from Fenby’s accounts of
being goaded in Delius as I knew him, quite how viciously insensitive the
composer could be at times and the Requiem shows this aggressive side
of him to extreme. The infamous choral passage early on in the work in
which Christian chants of ‘Hallelujah’ are juxtaposed with Moslem cries
of ‘La il Allah’ were meant to be offensive. Delius would probably have
countered that he was not undermining specific systems of belief, but
launching an attack on Religion in general. Interestingly enough, he had
written to Ernest Newman asking what musical themes Newman
thought ‘would characterise the best, the Christian – Mahomedan –
Jewish and Boodhist (sic) religions’. Delius was clearly toying with the
idea of incorporating appropriate musical quotations into his score.
When Newman suggested the hymn tune Ein feste Burg to represent
Christianity, this was tersely rejected by the composer who found it not
only too typically ‘Protestant’, but also ‘so entirely German’; the notion
was dropped.
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Audiences at the first performance who had lost fathers and sons in
the trenches of the Western Front, or on more distant fields of battle,
would hardly have been consoled, let alone uplifted, by the opening
sections of the Requiem with its severe dismissal of any rewards in
Heaven for earthly suffering. ‘The Great War’, as it was referred to, was
precisely that: popularly viewed at the time as a triumphant victory
against terrible odds and as a worthwhile and necessary sacrifice. The
subsequent mood of bitter disillusionment which set in towards the end
of the decade, had not yet taken hold in 1922, certainly not in the wider
popular imagination.
Given the problematical nature of the text, with all its
contradictions and its connotations of insensitivity, not to say sheer bad
taste (not a common charge to have to level against Delius), the Requiem
has always been a contentious work even amongst Delius’s warmest
admirers. Beecham, for example, refused to conduct it, dismissing its
ideology as ‘the most curious flight of futility that ever misled the
intelligence and deceived the instincts of a great writer’, and criticising
its musical invention as ‘at no point […] equal to that of any preceding
work of similar dimensions.’ Yet he edited it with his customary
fastidiousness, spending considerable time balancing the dynamics. As
Robert Threlfall has noted, ‘had it been [Beecham’s] most cherished
score, he could hardly have worked with more care and affection.’
Delius himself is on record as asserting, ‘I do not think I have done
better than this’, whereas for Philip Heseltine, who made the English
translation, the Requiem remained ‘the weakest of all Delius’s mature
works.’ Eric Fenby, who had a strong religious faith, initially dismissed
it out-of-hand (‘the most depressing choral work I know’) but changed
his mind later after hearing it performed, lauding the final section in
particular, and even going as far as to claim that ‘(it might) well be rated
by future generations as second only to the Arabesque as one of his most
characteristic and commendable masterpieces.’
I, for one, have no hesitation in ranging myself amongst those who
have grown to admire and love this challenging and extraordinary work
and I would urge those who have yet to take it to their hearts to try
listening again. For me the work is certainly uneven; the weakest parts
are the opening movement and most of the second, when Delius is
furiously riding his ideological hobby-horse. One could admire at least
his intellectual honesty in being true to himself in expressing his
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opinions, were it not for the fact that his musical inspiration is in inverse
proportion to his rhetoric. In other words, he falls well below his usually
high standards and is merely bombastic, resorting at times to an
uncharacteristically crude orchestration and to unmemorable textures
and melodic lines.
But then a miracle happens. Some thirty bars from the end of the
second movement, the music suddenly expands and blossoms at the
words, ‘therefore eat thy bread in gladness and lift up thy heart’, and
from that point, for me at least, it never looks back. Delius’s musical
language had certainly toughened by 1916 and grown more astringent
and spare in harmony, and there is an element of that, not in itself a bad
thing. But in any case the remaining pages – representing well over half
of the score – also contain music of transcendent beauty, provided that
the ears can be cleansed of what has gone before. The third and fourth
movements, for example, are lyrical and poignant love-songs for
baritone and soprano soloists which both contain endings that are as
magical as anything Delius ever wrote.
But the best is saved for last: I consider the final movement to be an
astonishing tour-de-force of orchestral effects, at the same time clothing
some of the most modern-sounding music that Delius ever wrote. Free
of the tiresome dogmatism that dragged down the level of inspiration of
the opening portion of the score, Delius’s true genius in depicting his
natural affinity with Nature can flourish unhindered – and it does so,
triumphantly. We are on familiar ground as the chorus ecstatically
champions the Delian belief in ‘eternal renewing, everything on earth
will return again’ with a shattering climax of sonority in voices and
orchestra, before the instrumental forces alone provide the final word in
a magical coda. Here, in one respect at least, no one could accuse Delius
of failing to provide a sense of eternal and peaceful rest (though with no
promise of resurrection) for the sacrifices of the young soldier artists. If
the title Requiem deceived its original audiences, and has continued to
do ever since, it is time the undoubted quality of most, though
admittedly not all, the score, should now be more widely recognised
and valued.
Paul Guinery
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CELLO SONATA (1916)

Julian Lloyd Webber is one of the most successful cellists of his generation. A
Vice-President of the Delius Society, he is a keen performer of Delius’s music and
his CD, Evening Songs, featuring arrangements for cello and piano of songs by
Delius and Ireland, was released in 2012.
What effect did the ‘Great War’ have on Delius’s Cello Sonata? None at all I
would suggest! Delius continued to do what he did best – being Delius.
True, he might have been forced to exchange his beloved garden at Grezsur-Loing for another garden in England, but the follies of mankind were
of small concern to him.
It is instructive to compare Delius’s Cello Sonata with Debussy’s – two
works written almost contemporaneously. Debussy reflects the spirit of
the times, Delius is seemingly oblivious. However, the Delius Sonata is one
of the finest of its kind and its neglect – in comparison with Debussy’s – is
due to all the familiar ‘reasons’ that commonly militate against him.
During a performance, I have sometimes thought what a decisive
advantage the performer has over the composer. While a performer
(presumably!) has some control over his actions and interpretations, a
composer is entirely at the mercy of the artist’s particular whims of the
moment. Delius probably suffers more than any other composer from
unsympathetic renderings of his music. It is impossible to approach
Delius’s music in the same way as Bach or Beethoven. With Delius, one
has to ‘read between the notes’ and let oneself be carried along by the
phrase lengths and melodic span.
As an example, let’s take the opening of the Cello Sonata. The cello’s
first seven notes must rise from the first note to the sixth and fall again
before emphasising the dropping figure phrased in twos. This is not
indicated in the score, and constant fluctuations in time such as these
could never be marked in sufficient detail. Yet if the music is played
‘straight’, it sounds monotonous and indeed meaningless. The maligning
of Delius’s music is often based upon performances of this nature.
Here are some ‘charges’ made against this Sonata:
‘The piano writing consists of chains of chords which are boring and
monotonous’.
In the hands of an unsympathetic pianist this would certainly seem the
case, but with a pianist who ‘feels’ the line of the phrases and the
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harmonic progressions, these chords, particularly in the development
section, are truly magical and should burn with vitality. I just cannot
imagine Delius sitting at the piano and playing in a listless and
monotonous fashion. He was not that sort of character!
‘The cello part is arduous and unrewarding in that it plays for so long
without a break.’
The cello part is certainly no more arduous than many works which critics
would never think of describing in this way. Surely the same could be said
about indisputable masterpieces like the Prelude and Fugue from Bach’s
Suite No 5. And for several long stretches in the Dvořák Cello Concerto, the
cello plays without a break. I have never heard these works criticised on
this account!
‘The cello part is awkward and does not lie under the hand.’
The answer to this must surely be that any work will have its difficult
moments and they can be overcome if the enthusiasm for the music is
there. There is nothing unsuited to the nature of the cello in this Sonata – in
fact just the opposite. Delius makes the cello sing as few other composers
in this century have done.
One of the finest features of this sonata is its unusually perceptive balance
between the two instruments. There is no question of one overpowering
the other, as is so often the case with this combination, and in this respect
the Delius is one of the most successful of all works for cello and piano.
The sonata is also extremely concise (there can surely be no charges of
‘meandering’ here!) and Delius ends with a resplendent climax unusual in
his music, and in this case completely convincing.
I was very lucky to have worked so closely with Eric Fenby on this
magnificent work – playing it with him both in concert and for broadcast
before we eventually recorded it together for Unicorn Records. Eric taught
me so much about how Delius wanted the Sonata to go and, of course, he
had played it to the composer at Grez with Alexandre Barjansky who was
using the same Stradivarius cello I am now fortunate enough to play! As
Eric wrote in Delius as I knew him: ‘Such music is the food of the Spirit’.
Julian Lloyd Webber
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Eric Fenby and Julian Lloyd Webber rehearsing the Delius Sonata just before their
recording in 1981


STRING QUARTET (1916-17)

Viola player, lecturer and writer Alan George, is one of the founder members of
the Fitzwilliam Quartet, which gave nearly 20 performances of Delius’s String
Quartet in the anniversary year.
Delius has been central to my life ever since the age of four or five, when
my Dad first played me his old 78 rpm Beecham records of Sea Drift.
However, that early musical passion could only ever have the one
practical outlet in adulthood, since by the time I graduated from
Cambridge I found myself a professional string quartet player! At least I
have occasionally had the opportunity to perform some of the smaller
orchestral works, as a (very much part-time) conductor – including a
programme with the Academy of St Olave’s in York in January 2012,
which celebrated Delius’s anniversary with the help of many of his
composer friends and acquaintances.
The Fitzwilliam first tackled the String Quartet in the late 1970s: we
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were on a mission to record a series of ‘neglected masterworks’ for Decca,
and it didn’t take a lot of persuading on my part for my colleagues to
agree that this was a piece that demanded inclusion. As devotees of great
string playing from earlier generations we were naturally drawn to the
performances of Albert Sammons, and although at that time we never
claimed any great expertise in English quartet music the Delius did seem
to suit our playing style and sound – no doubt because of his very unEnglishness, in so many aspects. Since many of those quartets we were
working on were their respective composers’ sole contribution to our
repertoire it seemed a pre-requisite to immerse ourselves in Sibelius
symphonies and tone poems, operas by Borodin, Tchaikovsky, Janáček
and Verdi, late Franck organ music and Fauré songs – in order to feel at
home in each idiom. Whilst Delius was no exception, the elusiveness of his
music in performance also necessitated a study of his greatest interpreters
– and of course it was Beecham himself we learnt most from: tempo,
particularly with regard to ebb and flow; meticulous phrasing and
melodic direction; ‘orchestration’ – as with so many composers who
thought mainly via a larger canvas, it won’t do just to settle for an allpurpose string quartet sound; above all, perhaps, an identity with Delius’s
extraordinarily personal harmonic language, and understanding how to
balance and weight every chord progression. We can tell from Beecham’s
own scores that, although his performances seemed so spontaneously
imaginative, this was not achieved without hours of painstakingly careful
thought and preparation. It so happens that the String Quartet is a
particularly challenging piece to bring off the page, and be made to
‘work’: partly due to the medium itself, where the performers must create
their own palette of instrumental colour, but also because – especially in
the outer movements – the formal structure is by no means obvious.
Indeed, it would be too easy to dismiss the Quartet simply because it
won’t fit into conventional sonata forms. Readers know very well how
Delius was blessed with his own intuitive feeling for natural shape and
formal balance, based principally on emotional inspiration and an
instinctive sense of flow. But we in the FSQ had to work hard at it! It took
many months of study, allied to regular performance experience, before
the process began to feel collectively ‘natural’. And with the passing of
years, and a long break from the piece – due to the loss of two original
players – it has been hugely rewarding to find that the hard work of the
70s/80s has survived, and been resumed so effortlessly by our younger
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members over the past few years. They have also benefited indirectly from
the invaluable advice, encouragement, and wisdom gained from playing
to Eric Fenby himself, especially during the preparation of the
aforementioned LP.
In his biography of the composer, Sir Thomas Beecham expressed the
opinion that the outbreak of war in 1914 was the greatest single blow the
composer suffered during his entire career (presumably excepting the
syphilis which he had contracted many years earlier). But Delius was no
Nielsen: he was no supreme optimist whose ideals had been shattered;
rather, he was the ultimate egocentric, and his seclusion in the countryside
south of Paris seemed to have increased his indifference to the affairs of
the outside world. The war was frankly inconvenient: it undermined his
considerable fame in Germany and compelled him to evacuate his idyllic
house in Grez and return to England. Thus it destroyed the serenity which
had become such an essential backcloth to his creative process. And so
that period of his life (starting around 1900) which saw the composition of
many of his greatest works was necessarily drawing to a close. There
followed a series of compositions in which Delius (outwardly at least)
subjected himself to the discipline of Classical forms; at the same time the
‘Delius Sound’ became ever more individual and progressively less
receptive to mainstream European influences. So it is not surprising that
the sonatas, concertos, and string quartet composed at this time bear little
relationship to the traditional forms established by his predecessors; and it
is not entirely clear why Delius should have chosen to subject himself to
such strictures at all! Certainly he was stimulated by the playing of such
artists as Beatrice and May Harrison, and especially Albert Sammons – in
which case it would be significant that the most successful and truly
characteristic of these compositions has to be the violin concerto,
dedicated to that most underrated of great violinists.
Although Sammons himself was the leader at its first performance,
the Quartet is in no way first violin dominated. Indeed, the scoring is on
the whole effective and (surprisingly) idiomatic, Delius’s feeling for
individual lines making the instrumental parts eminently satisfying to
play. Philip Heseltine was surely a little ungenerous that evening at
Moncourt, when he flung down the score exclaiming that ‘Fred could not
write for strings’! Maybe we could each have done with the odd bar’s rest
(if only to turn the pages!) and just a fraction of time to change from
bowing to pizzicato. Even if some of the double stops are rather awkward,
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there aren’t nearly so many as in Brahms and Dvořák. Fenby once referred
in passing to the piece as ‘a very unsatisfactory effort’ (I would venture to
suggest that he may have been feeling irritated at Delius’s outspoken
attitude to late Beethoven – and in any case, he appeared to have changed
his mind somewhat by the time we played it to him ourselves).
Very few pieces by Delius end in such jolly spirits as this; one could
almost imagine him chuckling to himself (with intentional irreverence, of
course), ‘After all, it’s only a string quartet’! But, at the end of a year of
such immersion in this music – and the Fitzwilliam were grateful to have
had the opportunity (generously assisted by the Delius Trust) to perform
the quartet nearly twenty times in 2012 alone – it was the words of Sir
Neville Cardus which lingered in the memory most, writing so movingly
of how he ‘recollects emotion in tranquility ... Delius is always reminding
us that beauty is born by contemplation after the event’.
Alan George


EVENTYR (1917)
Bo Holten

Delius had an ongoing imaginary and artistic dialogue with his
contemporary, Richard Strauss. Not that Strauss contributed much to this
dialogue, but he was such a towering figure at the time so many
composers in musical Europe after Wagner had to have this ongoing
dialogue with him. Delius hated his Also sprach Zarathustra – and with
good reason. Delius’s own substantial Nietzschean outburst far exceeds
Strauss’s albeit flashy but rather superficial contribution – seen from a
Nietzschean viewpoint, that is. Lebenstanz is Delius’s first real attempt at
emulating the dashing Strauss of the early tone poems. Even more
effective is Paris which succeeds in describing the taste of absinthe, the
perfume and looks of prostitutes, the street cries and whistles, the babies’
lullabies – much as Strauss would boast being able to emulate in music the
taste of a cold beer and a good cigar. But after that brilliant metropolitan
essay in Straussian pictorialism, Delius went his own way using his
acquired orchestral skill for his own purposes.
Strange that we should find him returning, as a refugee in England
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during the Great War, to a Straussian tone poem. But is this piece really
Straussian? Well, it’s much more Straussian than the concertos and pieces
for choir and orchestra that he also turned out during these years, but
somehow Eventyr has retained the earlier flavour though clearly sifted
through that colossal change of style and manner that Delius underwent
up to the start of the war. So echt-Delius all the way through, but … with
clear references nonetheless.
The art of telling a fairy-tale in music often starts with a sweet and
lyrical tune: ‘This is just a fairy-tale, don’t take it too seriously’. Thus the
beginning of Rimsky’s Scheherazade and of course Strauss’s Till
Eulenspiegel. The tune usually returns at the end saying: ‘well, all this fuss
was only a fairy-tale – and now it is almost over’, and then the piece ends
with a short and tender joke.
This also happens in Eventyr, but the lyrical tune in the Delian work
is far finer than the other two: a wonderful example of what Fenby liked
to call the Delian prose melody, and for which he was always poorly
credited.
Eventyr is subtitled ‘Once upon a time – after Asbjørnsen’s Folklore’.
In Norway it is customary to speak of ‘Asbjørnsen og Moe’ – the exact
Norwegian equivalent of the brothers Grimm in Germany – famous
collectors of folklore in the 19th century. Delius was of course, considering
his love of Norway and the many summers he spent there, virtually fluent
in Norwegian and he read these stories in the original language. It has
never been possible to detect if Delius is referring to one fairy-tale in
particular, but I find it likely that he is composing on a distillate of the
many stories he must have known: the way they move, how they climax,
how the subterranean forces are governing, fate-commanding, magicworking – all speaking eloquently about what is hidden in the human
subconscious, but in a highly unscientific way.
And Eventyr moves exactly like this: one never knows where it is
going, now lovingly lyrical, now in a terrible rage, now mystically
ruminating and now furiously gathering momentum out of nothing. No
work in this period by the master displays this amount of wildness, rage
and mystery as this one. And that makes this work unique in his output.
Strangely there are no hints of Norwegian melody in the piece, as for
instance in Song of the High Hills. But certainly hints of Scandinavian
wilderness – you can easily get lost here, which is a rare feeling in Delius,
but he captured it exactly, knowing it so well from his own experience.
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Eventyr begins with some tentative musings over a pentatonic bass
tune that recurs in the middle part of the piece, but never again – very
Delian indeed. Out of the blue comes a wonderful passage of folk-like
melody with lush, chromatic harmony of the best Delian sort, soon to be
interrupted by a devilish little figure. The lovely music tries to assert itself
but stifles into a grimace and we are left with the little devil: a kind of
cross between Wagner’s music for the Nibelungen dwarfs in Siegfried and
Dukas’ marvellous Sorcerer’s Apprentice. This infernal figure soon develops
into all kinds of fury and struggle, with lyricism only rarely showing its
face. At a couple of key points you hear a horde of trolls yelling ‘Hey’ at
the top of their voices, which seems to be a specific reference to the tale
‘The Widow’s Son’. These are marvellous moments which will make
people shiver in a good performance.
It is of no use going through a lot of details in this piece because its
main aim is unpredictability. It has waywardness as one of its major
qualities. A piece like Eventyr is quite hard to grasp for the listener at a
first hearing – but even more difficult to write without the whole thing
falling apart. It is sadly one of Delius’s most rarely performed pieces, but
absolutely one of his best and most original.
Bo Holten


A SONG BEFORE SUNRISE (1918)

David Curtis is Artistic Director of Orchestra of the Swan which performed
several of Delius’s orchestral works during the anniversary year. A late convert
to Delius, David Curtis gives his thoughts on performing A Song before
Sunrise.
When Katharine Richman asked if I would be prepared to pen some
words on A Song before Sunrise I was somewhat bemused, flattered and
slightly intimidated. She kindly suggested that my words should ‘focus
on your reaction to the music, rather than an analysis of the music itself
which, I imagine, will be familiar to many of our members’.
A wonderful understatement and I make absolutely no pretence to be
any sort of expert on Delius and especially not in writing for this Journal.
However, what I did learn through programming works such as A Song
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before Sunrise, the Cello Concerto with Julian Lloyd Webber, Folkeraadet and
the Florida Suite, was that here was a composer about whom I knew too
little, and therefore had the great opportunity to discover for myself these
wonderful masterpieces and his extraordinary and unique musical
language.
I have perhaps three things in common with Frederick Delius: a
home in rural France – where I’m writing these notes, a love of music, and
by happy coincidence we share the same birthday, though I hasten to add
not the same year.
Some may consider a professional career spent mainly playing viola
in a string quartet, 1974 – 2004 as a member of the Coull String Quartet, an
unusual career path to conducting, and in some respects I would agree.
Certainly there was little opportunity to immerse myself in Delius’s music
although we recorded the String Quartet for BBC Radio 3 and of course
included the work in many programmes and tours, including several
performances in Italy to an audience that, it has to be said, found the work
somewhat baffling. Perhaps a diet of Verdi doesn’t really prepare the ear
for Delius’s rather more nuanced world.
That being said, coming to conducting from the inside of a string
quartet gives a valuable perspective and in some respects tremendous
benefit. The perspective I have as an ex, or some say ‘recovering’ viola
player is that my instinct when conducting is to approach even large scale
repertoire as chamber music, and at all times to encourage musicians to
listen to each other – always my preferred way of making music – and the
benefit I have as a ‘late-comer’ is that I have so much to discover and
explore for the first time, a wonderful privilege.
For me, then, the Delius anniversary presented an opportunity to
learn and, to a very small degree, immerse myself in a musical language
that is quite unique and I simply hadn’t expected Delius to be so
extraordinarily sensual and powerful. Naive perhaps, but for those who
only know the First Cuckoo and Summer Night works such as Appalachia,
the Florida Suite and A Song before Sunrise were a revelation.
Dedicated to that great researcher into English music Philip Heseltine
(Peter Warlock) A Song before Sunrise was completed in 1918. For such a
serene and seductive mood the work had an inauspicious genesis, its
sketches strapped to Jelka’s leg when they fled temporarily from France to
England at the start of the Great War (she was terrified his music would
be lost if their cross-channel ship sank).
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So against a backcloth of the horrors of the war and Delius’s own
personal suffering from the troubling symptoms of syphilitic paralysis,
this strikes me as being an extraordinarily rich, evocative and untroubled
work. As a performer I always think that reading too much of a
composer’s personal life into his music is fraught with danger: Mozart
wrote his G minor and C major quintets at a time of great personal grief
and Beethoven’s fifth and sixth symphonies were composed at a similar
time for him.
Delius does present problems for performers, partly due to his
unique musical ‘language’ but this is exacerbated by the paucity of the
Delius repertoire that is regularly performed. There simply aren’t enough
opportunities to get ‘inside’ Delius, to appreciate the particular sensuality
of this music. As a conductor and performer it is not usually the notes
that present the problem in Delius, it is the challenge of getting the notes
to ‘lift off the page’. Delius’s scoring can, for the unwary, encourage
playing that is heavy and stolid rather than sensual and languorous.
A Song before Sunrise is typical in many ways with string parts closely
scored, largely moving in unison and little idiomatic writing for strings or
woodwind. Indeed if one were to remove the clef at the beginning of each
line and try to judge which line belonged to first violin, second violin,
even down to the bass line it would be extremely difficult.
This music needs a sympathetic understanding of the composer’s
intention and sound world, so perhaps we should consider Delius less
English, and approach his music from a French perspective, using an
impressionist rather than an English pallet of sounds and technique.
The bow needs to be used, for the main part light and fast across the
string and ‘sul tasto’ over the fingerboard, much as one would when
performing Debussy or Ravel string quartets (those 30 years in the Coull
were quite useful after all ...). Wind players need the same approach – a
less concentrated sound but one that is open and transparent, almost
naive.
6/8 time signatures, another Delian trope, can also be a pitfall for the
unwary, with too much weight being given to downbeats. This ‘tyranny
of the bar line’ will kill the music so we transfer the energy to the second
beat, helping the musical flow, moving towards the rising sun. Gently
energising the second beat of the bar and creating a sound that has
movement and tempo, moves, lifts and carries the music forward, rather
than resolutely sitting on the down beat.
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Delius hints at all of this when he marks the opening not Allegro,
Allegretto, Vivace or any other term over laden with custom and practice
but he uses one simple English word, ‘Freshly’. Simple yet challenging.
So, we are now under way with music that sings and has life and
when Delius marks ‘poco rit’ or ‘gradually becoming slower’, this gentle
movement allows us time to pause and reflect without losing a sense of
anticipation.
After 27 bars we come to the first wonderful, sensual full-blown
Sunrise theme, but after only eight bars we are back in the world of predawn with birdsong in the undergrowth and unmistakable cuckoos in
oboes, flutes bassoons and clarinets. This middle section reminds me of
that pre-dawn stillness, when the world seems to pause a moment; it
seems unlikely but perhaps Delius was inspired by Emily Dickinson’s
poem ‘nature, gentlest mother’.
At bar 80 then we are again moving with an exact reiteration of the
opening 34 bars, even to the first cuckoo call in the clarinets, but at bar 114
there is the wonderful transition towards the glorious sunrise. For only
the second time the incessant movement of the 6/8 rhythm ceases,
replaced by a serene, calm line in upper strings and winds carried forward
on a rising tide of semiquavers to the extraordinary climax at bar 124,
subsiding now so we can hear at last Delius rooster’s sunrise greeting in
the clarinet figuration.
A Song before Sunrise is short – only six minutes – but there is a wealth
of orchestral detail and evocative power. For me it was a real joy to
discover and perform this wonderful, luscious, dreamy, evocative and
sensual work.
David Curtis
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ANTHONY COLLINS AND HIS LEGACY OF
DELIUS RECORDINGS
John France writes extensively on music, particularly British music from the
nineteenth century onwards. He is a regular contributor to music publications
and a keen blogger, notably on his own site, landofllostcontent.blogspot.co.uk.
Introduction
My first introduction to Frederick Delius was an old 10-inch record which
I found in the Coatbridge High School music-library around 1971. It was
Anthony Collins’ recording of The Walk to the Paradise Garden and On
Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring issued on Decca (LW 5036). They were
part of a selection of Delius’s orchestral music that had been recorded in
1953 and subsequently released on various media over the following 58
years. A couple of years later I was motivated to buy two Decca Eclipse
records from Cuthbertson’s Music Shop in Glasgow. These featured the
entire Collins/Delius Discography. Part of the inspiration for that purchase
was the delightful photographs of National Trust woodland at Wetheral
in Cumberland gracing the sleeves. The seven pieces on these albums
served as my apprenticeship to Delius’s music and they have remained
favourites for over forty years. The performance that Anthony Collins
drew from the London Symphony Orchestra (LSO) has been my personal
benchmark for all subsequent versions of these iconic works. It was not
until some years later that I discovered Thomas Beecham’s interpretations
of this music. Yet, these never usurped my original enthusiasm for
Collins’ readings. I still have the Decca Eclipse records in my collection;
fortunately all the tracks are currently available on CD or download.
It is the purpose of this essay to examine the achievement of Anthony
Collins in respect to his recorded legacy of Delius’s music. It will
concentrate on the reception of the original recordings, but will also note
critical opinion of many subsequent re-releases and re-masterings.
Anthony Collins’ Biography
Unlike other prestigious British conductors, there is no ‘official’ biography
of Anthony Collins. To the best of my knowledge, there is not even a
‘chapter length’ study of his life and works. What little information exists
is found in a few musical reference books and in the pages of
contemporary music journals and the press. The most comprehensive
discussion of his achievement is in John L Holmes Conductors on Record
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(1982). The current Grove is rather short on detail but the fifth edition
(1954) does give a bit more information. The internet is surprisingly silent
about his work.
Anthony Collins was born in Hastings on 3rd September 1893. When
he was only seventeen years old, he was engaged as a violist in the
Hastings Municipal Orchestra. After four years in the army during and
after the Great War, he entered the Royal College of Music and studied
violin with Achille Rivarde (1865-1940) and composition with Gustav
Holst (1874-1934).
For ten years he was principal violist of the London Symphony
Orchestra and the Covent Garden Opera House Orchestra before
resigning in 1936 to further his career as a composer and conductor. His
concert debut was in January 1938, conducting the LSO in a performance
of Elgar’s Symphony No 1. In 1939 he founded the London Mozart
Orchestra (not to be confused with the London Mozart Players which was
formed in 1949). During the Second World War Collins lived in the United
States where he conducted various orchestras and also worked in the film
industry. After the war he returned to England and made a number of
recordings before finally returning to the States in 1953. Anthony Collins
died in Los Angeles on 11th December 1963; at the present time he is best
remembered as an interpreter of Sibelius. From a compositional point of
view he was quite prolific: he wrote two violin concertos, two symphonies
for strings, a number of light music miniatures and a large quantity of film
music. His most popular composition is the short, orchestral miniature
Vanity Fair which still features in many anthologies of British Light Music.
In 2005 Dutton Epoch issued a ‘retrospective’ CD of Collins’ music
(CDLX 7162).
The Original Recordings
The recording history of Anthony Collins’ Delius collection begins in June
1953 with the release of an LP (Decca LXT 2788) featuring Brigg Fair, On
Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring, The Walk to the Paradise Garden and A
Song of Summer. The music had been recorded in February of that year
with Collins conducting the London Symphony Orchestra. It was
simultaneously released in the United States on the London Label (LL
758). The Record Guide (Edward Sackville-West, Desmond Shawe-Taylor et
al) for 1955 notes that
‘these four favourite pieces are carefully played and extremely well
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recorded; but the shaping, especially of the woodwind phrases and of
the poetic endings leaves something to be desired. Nevertheless, this
disc is bound to give considerable pleasure’.

The most detailed review of this record is given in The Gramophone
magazine (June 1953) by M M – Malcolm MacDonald (1916-1992). He
declares that Anthony Collins
‘persuades the LSO into highly sensitive playing, and has throughout an
immense care for the niceties of internal balance, which so often in a
Delius score do not by any means look after themselves.’

He concedes that three of the pieces (not including A Song of Summer) are
already in ‘more or less definitive’ versions recorded by Thomas Beecham.
Beecham is deemed to ‘nearly always’ extract ‘the last shred of beauty
from the bewitching music, [however] Collins sometimes remains content
with the last but one.’ An example is cited from the opening bars of Brigg
Fair, where he suggests that after the introduction as Collins has rendered
it, it is
‘just ready for Beecham to get the wood-wind soloists to linger a bit
more in the right places, and to tell the harp to for pity’s sake try to play
a run of five notes evenly.’

He relishes the efforts of the principal horn player in Brigg Fair.
I remember a fan of the First Cuckoo telling me that her ideal of this
work was to be reminded of a hot, sultry, summer’s day somewhere in the
Home Counties – not Norway or France. It could be defined as a
‘ravishing’ sound she was searching for. M M does not consider Collins
achieves the same degree of ‘ravishment’ as Beecham does. The reason
adduced is interesting – Collins sticks to the score quite strictly. This is
always a subject for debate: to what extent does Beecham ‘recreate’
Delius’s score in his realisation of the First Cuckoo?
The reviewer is impressed with ‘nearly all’ of Paradise Garden, which
he deems is an improvement on the ‘fine’ Beecham version. He suggests
that the reason for this is the recording balance. Nevertheless, he
considers that ‘perfection … waits on just a little more lingering affection
in some of the wind players’. His comments on A Song of Summer bear
reporting in full:
‘[this work] escapes these odious comparisons. How can you compose
music like this when you are blind and paralysed – even given that you
can compose music like this at all? The devotion that must have been
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necessary on Eric Fenby’s part has its reward in the nostalgic beauty that
he set down on paper; without it the wonderful music could never have
been liberated from Delius’s mind.’

The critic was impressed by the recording quality (monaural) which has a
‘brilliance and clarity that leaves any earlier versions standing.’
Technically, this means that Decca are moving towards a ‘more authentic
balance that improves enormously both the realism and the aural pleasure
of their recording.’ There is a down side: the tendency to ‘surface swish’
needs to be addressed. M M concludes his evaluation by reiterating his
view that the disc is produced with ‘outstanding technical quality and
very fine musical quality’.
Eric Thompson, writing in the contemporary Tempo (autumn 1953)
journal, had been discussing Collins’ recent release of Richard Strauss’s
sequence of waltzes from Acts 1 and 2 of Der Rosenkavalier (LW 5025) with
the London Philharmonic Orchestra. He regarded it as ‘a lively
performance and the excerpt from Humperdinck’s Hänsel and Gretel, on
the reverse [side] is equally good’. Later in the review he writes that
‘Anthony Collins again, only this time with the London Symphony
Orchestra, gives us four Delius pieces … [which] are clearly recorded
throughout. One is inclined to associate Beecham’s name with what one
thinks is the ideal performance, but it is certainly demonstrated in these
recordings that thought and care have been lavished upon these
interpretations’.

In 1954 Decca released a second volume (LXT 2899) of Anthony Collins
conducting Delius’s tone poems. It featured the magnificent evocation of
Paris: The Song of a Great City, the more intimate Summer Night on the River
and the atmospheric In a Summer Garden. These had been recorded in
October 1953 and once again featured the London Symphony Orchestra.
The reviewer (M M) in The Gramophone (May 1954) recognised the
fact that Paris is not a ‘particularly characteristic’ work of Delius. He
recalled how it had caused considerable disappointment when it was
released as the principal work on the pre-War Delius Society record
collection issued in 1934. He accepts that both Collins and Beecham have
given ‘ravishing’ accounts of this work. Paris does not exhibit the usual
‘gentle, resigned melancholy’ normally associated with Delius. The
Straussian mood of the work forces the orchestra to ‘show their paces’ in
reflecting a ‘fascinating, kaleidoscopic picture of Paris at night and at early
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dawn.’ M M rates Collins’ version, which ‘persuades the London
Symphony Orchestra into a performance of sensitivity equal to that which
Beecham achieved with the London Philharmonic in the old Society set.’
Decca have ‘responded with one of their very best recordings – clear, wellbalanced, smooth-toned, and with splendid handling of the climaxes as
the music ebbs and flows.’ He believes that Paris will be unlikely to
receive a better recording in the foreseeable future.
In a Summer Garden is seen as being a ‘little less outstanding than
Paris’. The problem is put down to the sound balance rather than to
Collins’ conducting. This especially manifests itself with the string
accompaniment obscuring the characteristically expressive woodwind
phrases, and is a problem that has been ironed out in the subsequent remasterings of this piece. M M suggests that this technical problem means
that he must recommend the Beecham recording of this work on
Columbia (33C1017). Neither does he feel that Collins and the LSO are
quite as sensitive in their performance of Summer Night on the River as
Beecham. M M concludes by admitting that this LP, like its companion is
a ‘fully worthy companion to the outstanding Beecham series on
Columbia.’
The American magazine Billboard (19th June 1954) picked up on
Collins’ recordings with considerable enthusiasm. Reviewing the
simultaneously released London Label (LL 923) record it suggests that
Collins, who
‘… after Beecham is that composer’s most distinguished interpreter, here
chalks up three more outstanding readings. Paris is a moody, evocative
work not previously available on LP. The other two are happy works
written in Delius’s most mature years. The recorded sound is rich and
gives a magnificent sheen to this lovely music.’

The Record Review (1955) reports that this ‘is a most beautiful record’ and
compares most favourably to Beecham. On the negative side, it felt that
Anthony Collins did not ‘manage the climaxes as carefully … they sound
a little coarse…’ The critic felt that ‘Paris … is a flawless achievement’ and
that Collins has shown considerable ‘cleverness’ in ‘combining the
Toulouse-Lautrec side of this luxurious music with the tender passages
which offset it.’ The final thought was that the recording was so
impressive that ‘one forgets the presence of the gramophone.’
In the following years a number of other short notices continued to
make the comparison between Collins and Beecham. The critic reviewing
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the Decca medium-play reissue (LW 5173) in The Gramophone (July 1955)
submits that A Song of Summer and Summer Night on the River are ‘very
beautifully recorded, and, if without Sir Thomas’s ultimate finesse,
nevertheless enjoyable.’ A R (probably Alec Robertson, The Gramophone
February 1956) has written that Collins’ version of Paris etc. (LXT 2899) is
‘indeed very good and very well recorded, but it is not disparaging it to
say that no other conductor has Beecham’s magical touch in Delius’s
music. His interpretation (Beecham’s) is more nocturnal, more
evocative.’

Ernest Chapman (Tempo, Autumn 1965) considering the Ace of Clubs repackaging of ‘three of Delius’s best orchestral works’ Paris, In a Summer
Garden and Summer Night on the River on the ‘bargain’ Decca series (mono
only, ACL 245) suggested that
‘Anthony Collins’ readings are sound, though lacking the lyrical quality
of Beecham’s, and the London Symphony Orchestra plays with true
finesse. The reproduction, however, requires a high volume level to be
effective.’

The Decca Eclipse Recordings
In 1970-71 Decca released two LPs on their popular Eclipse label, noted
above (ECS 633 and ECS 634), featuring all seven of the Delius works
recorded by Anthony Collins in 1953. They were ‘re-mastered’ in
‘electronic stereo’, which was really an attempt at making the old
monaural recordings sound better by adding reverberation and ‘tinkering’
with frequency levels. Some reviewers felt that the original recordings
were ruined by this ‘Electronically Reprocessed Stereo’.
The first LP included Brigg Fair, On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring,
The Walk to the Paradise Garden and Song of Summer. The Gramophone
(November 1971) reviewer, R L (probably Robert Layton) notes that
‘Collins succeeds in capturing the atmosphere of A Song of Summer.’ The
other works were seen as ‘thoroughly idiomatic readings’ however he did
have reservations about the audio quality: ‘Naturally the sound is not as
vivid or brilliant as a modern recording and calls for some degree of
tolerance.’
The second Decca Eclipse LP featured Paris, In a Summer Garden and
Summer Night on the River. Writing in The Gramophone, (July 1972)
R L considers that ‘it would be idle to pretend’ that Collins’ version is
equal to Beecham’s for ‘Sir Thomas brought to Delius very special
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qualities of light and atmosphere that few others have succeeded in
matching.’ After this commonly heard caveat he insists that this is a good
performance ‘with no lack of vitality or poetry and with excellent playing
from the LSO’. He concluded by noting that ‘Collins was a sensitive
Delian and his accounts of both the shorter pieces are atmospheric and
idiomatic.’ He is impressed by the stereo transcription but considers that
the bass has been ‘mechanically boosted.’
Modern Transfers and Re-masterings
In 1995 Dutton Laboratories released a compact disc (CDLXT 2503) of six
of Anthony Collins’ 1950s recordings of Delius. The Walk to the Paradise
Garden was not included. The Gramophone (August 1995) reviewer begins
by noting that these performances were ‘famous and acclaimed in their
day’ which is impressive as it also happened to be Thomas Beecham’s
‘day’ as well. He considered that the 1953 recordings had ‘worn well’ and
praised the sound quality of this disc noting the ‘satisfyingly solid bass, a
wide dynamic range and only a touch of fizz to the strings in the heavier
passages to betray their age.’ The main thrust of M E O’s (Michael Edgar
Oliver) evaluation is that Anthony Collins was a master at creating
musical colour. Each of the three ‘summer’ pieces require a different
palette of colours to reflect the particular musical landscape – water,
garden, moorland. In Paris, he feels that Collins is able to control the
formal structure of the work which can ‘easily fall apart’ if the various
episodes are not given their due weight in the overall development of the
music. The conductor is able to create impressive musical climaxes in
Paris and A Song of Summer and manages to avoid ‘rhythmic monotony’ in
the progress of the First Cuckoo. He observes a few examples of
‘carelessness’ from Collins that include the fact the bells and the trumpet
near the end of Brigg Fair ‘never quite synchronize.’ His closing remarks
suggest that Anthony Collins’ version of Paris ‘is the best performance’ on
the CD and is ‘perhaps the finest of Delius’s The Song of a Great City ever
recorded.
Jonathan Woolf reviewing the Decca Eloquence CD release (461 3582) for MusicWeb International (2002) suggests that Paris is the
‘prize of the collection – from the opening, with its sepulchral basses, to
the final moments of ecstatic exultation Collins traverses nearly twentyfour minutes of perilous score with utter conviction.’
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He believes that he ‘is sovereign at assimilating the disparate elements of
the score’ which echoes M E O’s remarks above. Woolf concludes his
thoughts on Paris by suggesting that ‘whether scintillating, dancing or
glowering this Paris is viscerally alive, with effortless weight cushioning it
and leading to a conclusion made inevitable and moving through Collins’
command of structure and tonal nuance’. This skill extends to the other
pieces on this disc. He brings ‘Elysian logic’ to In a Summer Garden,
‘languorous sensuality’ to Summer Night and a ‘yearning elegance’ to A
Song of Summer. He concludes by confidently stating that to listen to
Collins’ Delius ‘is truly to understand a little better the nature of his
orchestral genius and to absorb a beauty born of a conductor’s selfless
gifts.’
The same critic (MusicWeb International, 2005) considered the
Pristine ‘download’ (PASC015) which includes Brigg Fair, On Hearing the
First Cuckoo in Spring, A Song of Summer and The Walk to the Paradise
Garden. Woolf concentrates in his appraisal on the improvements in sound
quality made on the original recording. He considers that Pristine have
reduced surface noise, but in so doing they have managed to ‘reduce the
immediacy of the original … [the] result is a gauzy, quiet one but rather
lacks openness of sound.’ This appears to be a trade-off – surface noise,
clicks and scratches removed at the expense of a duller sound.
The Decca British Music Collection (470 375 2) featured a number of
works by Delius performed by a variety of artists. Collins is represented
by Paris, In a Summer Garden, A Song of Summer, Summer Night on the River
and The Walk to the Paradise Garden. Terry Barfoot (MusicWeb
International, 2002) suggests that the sound is ‘anaemic, with little or no
richness or bloom during climaxes.’ Barfoot enjoyed the ‘natural phrasing
and shaping ... and Collins’ ability ‘to conjure magical colours from quasiimpressionist textures…during the mostly quiet music of In a Summer
Garden ...’
Delius Society Journal Evaluations
There are surprisingly few references to Anthony Collins in the pages of
the Delius Society Journal. The most important contribution was from
Michael Gartz (DSJ 78, 1983), who began his article by noting that Brigg
Fair has always been one of Delius’s most popular works and that the
listener has three different Beecham recordings to listen to (there was also
an unpublished version dating from 1928). The earliest commercially
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available one dating from 1928 is in his opinion the ‘finest.’ He is tempted
to regard this as the ‘definitive performance, a miracle of interpretation
which could never be challenged, let alone superseded.’ Gartz explained
how he had recently come across Anthony Collins’ 1953 recording,
however his ‘allegiance to the Beecham version was so strong’ that it took
him several days to get around to hearing it. His immediate reaction was
one of ‘pure delight’ and he had come to consider that Collins was
‘worthy to be placed alongside Beecham’s classic account.’ He decried the
comment made in the contemporary edition of the Penguin Stereo Cassette
Guide that Collins’ conducting was in the Beecham tradition.’ In fact he
considered that Collins’ realisations were ‘just as individualised as
Beecham’s and just as revealing of the music.’ He then compares the two
versions of Brigg Fair and concludes that Collins’ is more ‘languorous,
grave even, conjuring up images of a bleak winter morning, with a cortege
slowly descending from the hills.’ He considers this music both tragic and
nostalgic in the same manner as Mahler’s Ninth Symphony. Michael Gartz
is equally impressed with the other works on this disc and considers the
sound ‘astonishing for its age.’
Thirteen years later Roger Buckley (DSJ 117, 1996) recalls Anthony
Collins’ ‘spectacularly successful’ contribution to the discography of
Sibelius in the 1950s. He reminds readers of the two Delius LPs made at
around the same time. In this review of Dutton Laboratories (CDLXT
2503) re-mastering, he notes that Collins has been ‘regarded by some as
second only to Beecham as a conductor of Delius’. He insists that Collins’
‘insight and integrity survive quite undiminished. These are fine,
passionate performances. Some of them, such as Paris and A Song of
Summer, must be among the greatest performances of Delius’s music
ever recorded.’

After praising the quality of the re-mastering and noting some ‘slaphappy ensemble playing’ by the LSO and some extraneous noises-off he
concludes by stating that these are still ‘very important recordings.’
In 2008 Lyndon Jenkins (DSJ 143, 2008) was a little less
complimentary about Anthony Collins’ version of Paris. He notes the
Record Guide’s (1955) opinion that this was ‘a flawless achievement’ and he
points out that the 1995 Dutton CD transfer
‘revealed some fairly indifferent playing; this would not have been so
evident on the original LP – although the insistent tambourine early on
that packs up several bars too soon certainly was.’
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He offered in mitigation that the LSO was then at a ‘lowish point’ and was
awaiting its ‘mid-50s rejuvenation’. Jenkins does concede that there are
‘impressive moments’ in Collins’ performance [of Paris,] but considers that
‘the whole of the opening is much laboured and, at some of the tempi he
chooses, he seems unable to give the faster sections the rhythmic lift they
need to bring them alive.’

Finally, a personal appreciation from Rob Sabine (DSJ 144, 2008) in a short
note about Rudolf Kempe and the 1962 Delius Festival. Sabine notes that
he had just been demobbed from the RAF. He had bought the Ace of
Clubs LP (ACL144) primarily for the performance of Ralph Vaughan
Williams’ Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis. He was struck by the two
Delius pieces on the ‘B’ side – The Walk to the Paradise Garden and A Song of
Summer. He was ‘stunned by the music, its beauty and individuality – a
feeling that remains to this day.’
Conclusion
Reading these reviews suggests that Sir Thomas Beecham is consistently
regarded as the base-line interpreter on record of virtually all Delius’s
orchestral music. One critic after another compares the recordings made
by Anthony Collins and the London Symphony Orchestra with Beecham’s
‘exemplar’. Most often this comparison is favourable. Some 60 years
after these reviews were published it is easy to see that the major
stumbling block was that Anthony Collins’ new recordings were quite
simply not Beecham’s interpretations of these works. In 2014, with more
than 58 recordings of [eg] the First Cuckoo currently available and
featuring some 25 different conductors, it is an interpretative dilemma that
all listeners have to deal with. Is Beecham’s the definitive interpretation of
Delius, or are others equally valid? I personally believe that Anthony
Collins has left a near-perfect legacy of the seven works that he recorded.
John France
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DELIUS AND ALBERT COATES
Sixty years ago last year, Albert Coates died in South Africa; there has been scant
mention of this anniversary in the press, online, on television or radio in 2013.
Why is he of interest to Delians? Paul Chennell answers this question, starting
with an interesting biographical journey.
Albert Coates was born in St Petersburg in 1882, the son of a Yorkshire
businessman who settled there and a Russian mother. Like Delius, Coates
was educated in England, and intended to enter his father’s business, but
when he returned to St Petersburg he found it difficult to interest himself
in anything but music and eventually he was given permission to go to
Leipzig to study at the Conservatorium.’1 He was appointed assistant
conductor to Arthur Nikisch at Leipzig in 19042. Coates was a conductor
and composer, who in his youth conducted opera in Leipzig, Elberfeld
and Dresden. His London debut came in 1910 when he conducted the
London Symphony Orchestra and he went on to conduct Tristan at Covent
Garden in 1914. Coates became a good friend of the composer Alexander
Scriabin whilst conducting in Russia between 1911 and 1918. He returned
to England in 1919 and worked with Beecham at the British National
Opera Company. Conducting opportunities also occurred at the Leeds
Festival, and in the 1930s with the BBC Symphony Orchestra.3 Coates also
undertook much conducting work in the USA. He went to live in South
Africa in 1946 and he died there in 1953.
Coates left two operas, both composed in the inter-war period. He is
best remembered for his conducting of Russian music and the music of
Wagner. However, we should not forget that he also gave first
performances of the revised version of Vaughan Williams’ London
Symphony, Bax’s Symphony No 1 and Holst’s Choral Symphony.
Albert Coates is associated with several works by Delius. On 26th
February 1920 he conducted the first performance of The Song of the High
Hills at a Royal Philharmonic Society concert in London. Delius wrote
from Grez on 10th February to Norman O’Neil, who was preparing the
programme notes:
‘I want the note on The Song of the h. hills to be as short & simple as
possible – I have tried to express the joy & exhilaration one feels in the
mountains & also the loneliness & melancholy of the high solitudes &
the grandeur of the wide far distances. The human voices represent man
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in nature; an episode, which becomes fainter & then disappears
altogether.’4

In a letter sent a few months later Delius told C W Orr that
‘The Song of the High Hills … went off well − especially the chorus –
Coates evidently did not quite know what to do with my music – It was
unfamiliar to him & I am afraid he had not occupied himself sufficiently
with the score – However, no doubt, he will give a better rendering of it
on the 2nd June when it is to be repeated.’5

In fact Coates performed this work again at a Royal Philharmonic Society
Concert in December 1922.6 The Times critic said of this concert that it
consisted of ‘a curious mixture of events’, as it included performances of
Glazunov’s symphonic poem Stenka Razine, Brahms’s Song of Destiny, an
extract from Verdi’s Otello and Scriabin’s Prometheus. Of The Song of the
High Hills this same critic remarked that it is
‘… not based on any appeal to reason. Delius asks no more than that we
should enjoy the sound he makes, and we do. We may tire of it, for he
goes on making the same sort of sound for a long time, consciously
avoiding direct contrast. One begins to feel that more of that kind of
orchestral sound would become unbearably luscious when the choir,
singing without words, takes up the tale, and its rhapsody, sung with a
wealth of fine tone, is a revelation.’7

In March 1921 Delius heard a very fine performance of Appalachia given by
Albert Coates at a Royal Philharmonic Society concert in London. He
wrote to his publisher, Universal Edition, in that month to say that
‘… Coates has just given a quite wonderful performance of this work at
the Philharmonic & with the Philharm. Choir. I was present it was very
enthusiastically received.’8

In a letter to Marie Clews, Jelka wrote from Hampstead in July 1921
‘… they gave a few very good performances of Delius orchestral works,
especially Appalachia with chorus, which went off most brilliantly
conducted at the Philharmonic by Coates, who after the endless
enthusiastic applause and many callings-out of Fred embraced him
before the whole orchestra and hall. Coates is such a big strong healthy
robust creature and he was like a great big bear and Fred looking all
spiritual in contrast quite disappeared in this embrace.’9

The Times critic said of this performance of Appalachia that
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‘Mr. Coates gave a performance in which all the attractions of its
imaginative orchestration had their full effect. Those attractions would,
one feels, have been still stronger if Delius had found a more supple
Negro melody around which to weave them.’10

Philip Heseltine wrote to Delius in September 1919 to inform him of a
planned performance of the Requiem by the London Symphony Orchestra
on 8th March 1920 at Queen’s Hall. Heseltine suggested that Delius
intervene to ensure the order of the concert programme was changed,
because of the inclusion of Scriabin’s Prometheus of which he wholly
disapproved.11 In October 1919 Heseltine wrote to Delius, and in passing
said that in his opinion Coates was: ‘… on the whole, the best conductor
we have here.’12 The first performance of Delius’s Requiem was actually
given on 23rd March 1922 and was conducted by Coates at a Royal
Philharmonic Society concert at Queen’s Hall. Of this concert The Times
critic said
‘Mr Kennedy Scott must be congratulated on the training of the choir,
and Mr Coates on achieving a remarkable first performance of a
complicated score.’13

Delius had originally intended to be present but ill-health prevented this.
Delius understood that Coates intended to conduct two performances of
this work but did not know when the second was to take place.14
In February 1934 Jelka Delius wrote to Eric Fenby and mentioned a
performance of Songs of Farewell she and Delius had heard, which was
conducted by Coates. She remarked that
‘… conditions were pretty bad. What came thro’ best was the beginning,
also No 2. And Joy, Shipmate, Joy. That was truly heavenly and certainly
Coates is so much more flexible and juicy than M. S. If only one could
have heard properly!’15

Delius’s North Country Sketches is dedicated to Albert Coates. Why this
dedication was made is unclear but, as we have seen, Coates was at least
partly a Yorkshireman and this may have inspired the dedication. As Eric
Fenby remarks in the sleeve note for an LP issued in 1975
‘I cannot pretend to know what Delius sought to convey precisely
beyond the purely musical content of his North Country Sketches. In the
six years that on and off I was his musical amanuensis and one of his
household, I doubt if his conversation about music exceeded twenty
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minutes all told; and this mostly at my initiation. Otherwise talk about
music was taboo.’16

Finally we must note that Albert Coates conducted the New York
Symphony Orchestra in a performance of the Delius Piano Concerto in the
USA in January 1922 with Percy Grainger as soloist. Coates continued to
perform Delius’s music in the USA, as Don Gillespie and Robert Beckhard
remarked in their article On Hearing the First Delius in America.
‘From the 1920s and into the 1930s, American audiences continued to
hear Two pieces for small orchestra (and in particular On Hearing the First
Cuckoo in Spring), A Dance Rhapsody and Brigg Fair, thanks to the arrival
on these shores of Albert Coates, Eugene Goossens, Henry Wood,
Hamilton Harty, John Barbirolli and Thomas Beecham.’17

Whilst we will always recall the enormous impact of Sir Thomas
Beecham’s advocacy of the music of Delius, it is also important and
instructive to recall other prominent musicians who promoted the music
of this cosmopolitan composer, not the least of which was Albert Coates.
He chose, as we have seen, to perform some of Delius’s finest and most
rewarding scores, and is a conductor who deserves to be re-evaluated at
the time of the sixtieth anniversary of his death.
Paul Chennell
Conductors Gallery by Donald Brook, Rockliff, 1946, p40
The Oxford Dictionary of Opera edited by John Warrack and Ewan West, OUP 1992 p146
3 Queen’s Hall 1893-1941 by Robert Elkin, Rider & Co. 1944 p50
4 Delius A Life in Letters Volume 2 1909-1934 by Lionel Carley, Scolar Press 1988 p228
5 Ibid p231
6 Ibid p260
7 The Times, Friday 8th December 1922 p10
8 Delius: A Life in Letters Volume 2 1909-1934, Scolar Press 1988 p242
9 Ibid. p245
10 The Times 11th March 1921 p8
11 Frederick Delius and Peter Warlock: A Friendship Revealed edited by Barry Smith, Oxford 2000
p289
12 Ibid p297
13 The Times 24th May 1922 p10
14Delius: A Life in Letters Volume 2 1909-1934, Scolar Press 1988 p253
15 Ibid p439
16 Fenby on Delius edited by Stephen Lloyd, Thames Publishing 1996 p158
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LEIPZIG THEN AND NOW
Roger Buckley took the opportunity, on a visit to Leipzig, to do a little research
into Delius’s time there as a student.
Much has changed in Leipzig since the time of Delius’s 18-month period
of study there. The city was severely damaged by Allied bombing
towards the end of World War II; also, some important buildings were
neglected or destroyed during the Soviet occupation that maintained
power from the end of the war until the ‘peaceful revolution’ overthrew it,
heralding the reunification of Germany in 1990. These included the
university church, the Paulinerkirche, a beautiful 13th century building
that survived the bombing, only to be dynamited by the communist
administration in 1968. Post-war Soviet-style utilitarian architecture is to
be seen in fewer parts of the city centre nowadays but it persists in the
dour housing blocks of some of the outer suburbs. Imaginative new
buildings, such as the glass-fronted University, situated between the
Gewandhaus and the Opera House on Augustusplatz, the main square,
have lent the city a new vibrancy.
Delius’s lodgings for most of his stay in Leipzig were centrally placed
at 5 Harkortstrasse, one of the main arterial roads of the city. The house is
substantial and remains in good condition. It is in largely commercial use
now, though the bell plate indicates that there are six private apartments
on the top floor, where the young Englishman resided.
The famous 1887 Christmas Eve party at which Edvard and Nina
Grieg, Christian Sinding, Johan Halvorsen and Delius entertained
themselves with music and a hamper of food and drink provided by Max
Abraham, Grieg’s publisher, took place at Grieg’s lodgings in
‘Hertelstrasse’, according to Delius’s account of the event dictated years
later to Percy Grainger. We looked for, but could not find, Hertelstrasse,
though Härtelstrasse (which could sound similar when dictated) offered
itself as an alternative. This street is situated quite close to the centre of
town, being near to Harkortstrasse and the sites of the old
Conservatorium and the Panorama Restaurant, so it would fit the
perception we have that Delius and Grieg had lodgings in quite close
proximity. (Lionel Carley agrees on this point, which is good enough for
me!)
Härtelstrasse is a street of fine large houses, typically with four or
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five floors, similar in appearance to those in Harkortstrasse. The even
numbers are on the north side and numbers 4 and 12 are still there, but
there is a yawning gap between them which is currently being filled by
much less distinguished modern buildings; of number 8 (where the Griegs
had their apartment) there is now no trace.
The Panorama Restaurant, to which Delius and the Griegs repaired
after their first introduction, accompanied by Christian Sinding, and
which they were to visit again many times, has also, sadly, disappeared.
The 1884 city map establishes where it stood, and the area can still be
identified as a clearing south of the Ross Platz (still so-named, and part of
the Martin-Luther-Ring). It is impossible to say, merely by looking,
whether its disappearance resulted from Allied bombing or whether it
happened during the construction of the Martin-Luther-Ring. The name
‘Panorama’ has been perpetuated, however, in the ‘Panorama Tower’, a
high-rise building on Augustusplatz, near the University, Gewandhaus
and Opera, which has a restaurant on the 29th floor from which a fine
view over the city can be obtained.
***
My wife Lesley and I recently made a New Year visit to Leipzig,
which we would happily recommend to fellow-members as an excellent
‘city break’ destination. Getting there could not have been easier for us:
the Ryanair flight from London Stansted to Leipzig Halle takes under two
hours and the centre of the city is less than half an hour away by taxi. We
would suggest staying in or near the centre, as that part of the city is
largely pedestrianised and it is easy to walk to many of the main sights,
concert halls, art galleries and museums.
Leipzig is a fine city with a long history. It is home to the oldest trade
fair in Europe. The foundation of its university in 1409 led in time to the
city becoming a centre of printing, publishing and book selling, and the
Imperial Court of Justice was located here. In the 19th century, rapid
industrialization resulted in a building boom, which explains the wealth
of buildings in art nouveau, neo-classical and other historical styles, both
private and official, that are a defining feature of the city. Cotton spinning
was formerly a major industry. ‘Gewandhaus’, which could be translated
as ‘cloth hall’, is the name now associated with the city’s world-famous
symphony orchestra which dates back to 1743.
Music is perhaps, to those outside the city, Leipzig’s best-known
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claim to fame. Johann Sebastian Bach was cantor here for 27 years and is
buried beneath the altar of the Thomaskirche. In 1840 the newly married
Robert and Clara Schumann made their home in an elegant house in
Inselstrasse and Felix Mendelssohn lived not far away with his family
from 1835 until his death in 1847. Richard Wagner was born in the city in
1813 and later attended Leipzig University. The city’s most durable and
exportable musical credential, however, must be the Conservatorium of
Music that Mendelssohn founded in 1843. It was originally situated in the
courtyard of the Altes Gewandhaus, the concert hall on the top floor of the
trading hall and guildhall of Leipzig’s cloth merchants that had opened in
1781. There the concert hall remained until the inauguration of the Neues
Gewandhaus on Beethovenstrasse in 1884. The Conservatorium moved to
a new location on Grassistrasse in December 1887, where it remains to this
day, now named the ‘Hochschule für Musik und Theater Felix
Mendelssohn Bartholdy’ (the Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy College of
Music and Theatre). It seems reasonable to assume that its old building
was pulled down, along with the Altes Gewandhaus, in 1894. The Neues
Gewandhaus was destroyed in the bombing of 1944 and the orchestra
performed in a number of alternative venues until the current, second
Neues Gewandhaus was opened on Augustusplatz in 1981.
We know that in October 1886 Delius enrolled at the Leipzig
Conservatorium (then called ‘Königliches Konservatorium der Musik zu
Leipzig’, the Royal Conservatory of Music of Leipzig). He left in April
1888, and so it appears that he would have attended both the old and the
new buildings. The move must have been an unwelcome distraction for
students and staff alike; is it possible that this disruption contributed to
the disillusionment with the institution that he so often expressed?
A picture of Delius’s Leipzig emerges in Maurice Guest by Henry
Handel Richardson, first published in 1908. The pen-name of Ethel
Richardson (1870-1946), the author was born in Melbourne, Australia; in
1888 she enrolled as a piano student at the Leipzig Conservatorium (there
was probably no overlap with Delius) and there met her future husband.
Described as ‘a study of erotic obsession and the nature of genius’, but
enjoyable as a grand romantic novel, though with a devastating ending,
the action is set against a background of the lives of Leipzig music
students of the era that Delius knew.
Roger Buckley
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OBITUARIES
Over the last year we have sadly lost three colleagues: Richard Kitching, Leslie
Head, and Jeff Driggers. Here, some of those who knew them best pay tribute to
three remarkable Delians.

RICHARD KITCHING

A very long-standing member of the Delius Society, and founder and Chairman of
the Midlands Branch, Richard Kitching died on 26th August 2013 following a
long period of ill-health. We are pleased to include four tributes to Richard from
Brian Radford, Graham Parsons, Stewart Winstanley, and Lyndon Jenkins.

Richard Kitching, who died in 2013, aged 81
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Richard Kitching as I knew him – Brian Radford

Richard Baxter Kitching, to give him his full name, founded the Midlands
Branch of the Delius Society on the understanding that it would have a
committee of just one! He strongly believed this would cause the fewest
problems, and duly organized its inaugural meeting on 22nd April 1964,
at which he gave a talk on ‘The Life and Music of Delius,’ followed in due
course by many others. However it was not until May 1974 that I myself
joined the Society and got to know him, and it was my privilege to
continue to know him right until the end.
The first special event I attended was the celebration of the Branch’s
10th anniversary dinner in Nottingham on 23rd November 1974, which
was memorable in many ways, especially for the opportunity to meet
Roland Gibson, the founder of the Society, and the friendliness of
everyone present. I well remember the first Midlands Branch meeting that
I attended at Clive and Edith Bemrose’s house at ‘South Sitch’ in
Idridgehay on 3rd May 1974, when part of the programme consisted of a
performance of Scene 4 of A Village Romeo and Juliet which includes the
dream sequence. Branch members offered a superb rendition of that
famous section, with Brian Dunn sitting on the carpet playing a small
xylophone to simulate the peal of church bells! Another highlight was the
first performance, also at the Bemroses, of scenes from Irmelin on 3rd May
1975. Robert Threlfall put us all through our paces, as Branch members
took minor roles in the first Act accompanied by Richard, whilst Robert
himself played for the final section with Marjorie Tapley and Robin Dodd
in the lead roles of Irmelin and Nils. This was repeated for the local Derby
Music Club and later again before a London meeting held in Holborn
Public Library on 27th November 1975.
Richard’s meetings were held in his and other members’ homes in
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire, and it was through Richard that I got to
know Eric Fenby and many others. Apart from Delius, the subjects of the
talks varied widely, from the well-known English composers to others
such as Warlock, Grieg and Grainger; there were talks about those from
other musical genres, including the more modern European and American
composers, even extending to jazz – a wider range than members enjoyed
at HQ! Historic recordings had a place, as well as live music by violinists,
a string quartet and singers, whilst talks on various conductors inevitably
included the redoubtable Thomas Beecham. Piano recitals included many
given by Robert Threlfall, and later Paul Guinery, and Richard went on to
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invite younger performers, such as Bobby Chen, whom he always
followed up, encouraging their later development.
The meetings
invariably ended with an excellent buffet supper washed down with
quantities of good vintage wine, for which the Branch became equally
noted, and Wyn Evans was always the charming hostess at the many
meetings held in Richard’s own home. Records show that Richard in fact
arranged over 110 such meetings in all, every one unique and fascinating
in its own way.
Richard also regularly attended the London Branch meetings, and in
later years I would accompany him, travelling to St Pancras by train from
Derby. With his interest in art, our mornings were spent visiting one of
the London Galleries, often the Royal Academy of Art, where we had
‘Friends’ memberships, looking at one of their exhibitions and then taking
lunch there. The afternoons were spent looking in specialist record shops
for ‘rarities’ and indulging in what Richard always referred to as ‘instant
gratification’ as we made purchases for our collections! Then on to attend
the Society evening meetings, for a period arranged by myself as
Programme Secretary and which I always hoped were enlightening and
full of interest.
Richard had considerable gifts as a painter, and for many years he
attended a summer art course on the Isle of Mull, turning out some
wonderful studies of landscapes in that part of Scotland. I particularly
treasure one showing the North Shore of the nearby Holy Island of Iona,
which he painted on one of those trips in 1997. He also loved vintage cars
including a rather special Jaguar he called ‘Timothy’, and used some of
them for trips abroad.
As a special celebration of the founding of the Midlands Branch,
members Jerry Rowe, who had attended that very first meeting in 1964,
and Graham Parsons, his near neighbour and friend, organised a 40th
anniversary recital on 17th October 2004 at the Voicebox Arts Centre in
Derby. Young musicians Simon Wallfisch (cello), Rhodri Clarke (piano),
Christine Maroy (mezzo soprano) and Peter Mollerhoj (piano), who had
featured at London’s Royal College of Music Delius event that May, gave
a wonderful recital of Delius songs and works for cello and piano.
Afterwards Richard was presented with an engraved glass wine cooler
and a cheque, whilst his partner, Wyn Evans, received a framed
watercolour painting of bluebells in a Derbyshire setting.
After a lapse of some time, because the trips to London with very late
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evening arrivals back in Derby had become too tiring, Richard asked me if
we could together attend the London Branch meeting at the New
Cavendish Club on 21st March 2012, where his friend Siva Oke, the
founder, executive and music producer of SOMM Recordings, was to give
a talk on Delius’s choral and vocal Music. This we duly did, with the
morning spent visiting an exhibition of works by David Hockney, most of
which he enjoyed, followed by our usual lunch there. Following a record
shop visit we went on to the New Cavendish Club where, as he took
afternoon tea, he was warmly greeted by everyone present, particularly
Siva Oke, whose talk was fascinating.
It had been the intention to hold another celebratory event to mark
the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Midlands Branch early in 2014,
but sadly that was not to be, for Richard then suffered a long period of illhealth and, despite receiving the best care and attention, finally passed
away on 26th August 2013, aged 81.
It is quite amazing that, at that last London meeting which Richard
attended, Siva Oke should say ‘One of Delius’s few works that ends
confidently is his setting of W E Henley’s A Late Lark – in which he
achieved a beguiling mood of serenity and fulfilment,’ since Richard had
himself chosen that very same work for inclusion in ‘A Service of
Celebration’ for his own life at All Saints Church, Mugginton, organized
by Graham Parsons and attended by his many friends from all walks of
life. It was a final most fitting tribute to him. I believe that Richard did
actually feel that his task was accomplished, and the long day done, as he
was
‘... gathered to the quiet west,
The sundown splendid and serene,
Death.’

He will be very much missed by all those who were privileged to know
him and who valued his friendship. We extend our sympathies especially
to Wyn Evans in her sad loss but also to all those who will, like me, be
mourning his passing to rest.
Brian Radford
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Richard Baxter Kitching – Graham Parsons

Richard Kitching, who died last August in a Derby nursing home, was
Chairman of the Midlands Branch for 49 years and a Vice President of this
Society.
He was a man with an exceptional capacity for friendship with
people from all backgrounds and ages. For a quiet man Richard had a
lasting impact on those he met. Although an only child he had an easy
rapport with young people – I believe he acquired some 13 godchildren
and took his responsibilities seriously. When two disabled deaf children
lived next to him in Weston Underwood, typically he took the trouble to
learn basic sign language.
Richard was born in Mwanza, Tanganyika (now Tanzania) where his
father was based as a government land surveyor. The family returned to
the UK within a few years and settled in Allestree, Derby. He attended
Miss Maltby’s kindergarten in Derby where he learnt his good manners,
then went to Repton prep and main schools. Richard was not enthusiastic
about sport, although when required he made that extra effort to earn
points for his house by achieving the time target over 440 yards after
several attempts. When cross-country running was scheduled he had a
cunning plan – slipping out of the race into the music school to play the
piano and then quietly re-joining the runners as they returned.
After studying law at Nottingham University and Guildford he
joined a Nottingham law firm and practised as a solicitor for over 30 years
before retiring as senior partner. He was described as a very competent
lawyer, a safe pair of hands. Richard lived in Nottingham where he met
many of his friends, before moving back to Derbyshire to live and
commuting to Nottingham.
I knew him for 26 years since we became neighbours in Weston
Underwood. He has undoubtedly had quite an influence on my life,
directly or indirectly, not least in introducing me to the music of Delius
and membership of the Society. Sharing a common interest in classical
music, we had weekly sessions piano duetting and listening and being
introduced to a wide range of music (jazz & American song included)
from his large record collection. In addition we attended innumerable
concerts and music festivals plus art galleries over the years. One
problem with piano duetting with Richard was his tendency to occupy the
central space at the keyboard. I solved this by buying an electric keyboard
which we regularly heaved across the road for two-keyboard sessions.
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We tackled a variety of composers, with several works by Delius edited by
Richard’s good friend Robert Threlfall, including A Poem of Life and Love.
Richard had three main passions: painting and art, classic cars, and
of course music. He was no mean artist in watercolours, oils & pastels,
and regularly attended painting schools in Europe and for several years
on the Isle of Mull, cementing lasting friendships with the locals on Mull.
Classic cars was another area of activity with his pride and joy, a 1936
SS Jaguar, plus a rare Standard Avon called Timothy. He did plenty of
rallying and touring with the Jaguar Car Club in Europe and this country.
One of Richard’s regrets was that he found himself chatting to ‘this chap’
at a Delius Society London meeting only to discover, after the event, that
he was the American singer Mel Torme who was also a classic car
enthusiast and, with George Shearing the jazz pianist, a keen Delian.
Finally, there was Richard’s music and piano playing. At the centre
of this was the Delius Society. Shortly after it was formed Richard offered
to start a Midlands Branch, as long as he was both Chairman and sole
committee member. So the first meeting was held in April 1964 and he
ran it single-handed for 49 years, attracting many eminent musicians and
authors, with four or five meetings every year held in private homes,
including his own, in Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire. I am hopeful that
with more time to research Richard’s files I can provide a more detailed
history of those Midlands Branch meetings, but note from a quick scrutiny
that Eric Fenby, Stanford Robinson (the BBC conductor), Gordon Clinton
(the baritone), Lionel Carley, Lyndon Jenkins, John Bird, Robert Threlfall
and many others were notable contributors. Attendances regularly
approached 30 and some of the recitals had as many as 50 guests.
Richard was always keen to encourage young musicians. He
arranged for Lukas Vondracek, still a teenager, to give a recital at his
home as well as Bobby Chen who learned all the Delius piano pieces for
the occasion; he then sponsored Bobby to make a commercial recording
with Somm, which resulted in three fascinating days for Richard and me
in London with Siva Oke whilst it was created.
In accordance with Richard’s wishes, at his funeral in September we
played A Late Lark by Frederick Delius, setting words by W E Henley, for
which he had chosen the recording by Anthony Rolfe-Johnson (tenor)
with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Eric Fenby. At the
end of the service we played a selection of music from recordings by
professional pianists whom Richard had enticed to perform on his fine
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grand piano, and entertain privileged audiences at his home. They were
Mark Bebbington, Bobby Chen, Paul Guinery, Lukas Vondracek and
Christopher Duckett, playing music by Frank Bridge, Prokofiev,
Godowsky, Chopin and Billy Mayerl.
Graham Parsons


RBK – a true friend – Stewart Winstanley

The following tribute is the text of Stewart Winstanley’s eulogy at Richard
Kitching’s funeral.
With the passing of Richard I very much wanted to stand up before you
today and say a few words about a truly good friend, and I am extremely
grateful to dear Wyn for allowing me to do so. I expect that many of you
have memories and stories to tell of being in his good company but this is
Richard as I knew him.
However, I am of course aware that Richard had many good friends
who knew him far longer than I did: those of you here in Derbyshire, the
Midlands and elsewhere; in particular those in the Delius Society, the
Jaguar Club and from the many other interests Richard had but who are
not here today in person, though are I am sure, in spirit. It was because of
my first contact with Richard in joining the Society that my wife Jean and I
have also enjoyed the company and friendship of so many of those people.
We knew him for 25 years and my one regret with Richard is that I didn’t
meet him sooner in life, but nevertheless I cherish the memory of the
countless hours spent in his wonderful company during all that time.
We travelled together on many occasions at home and abroad in
pursuit of our mutual musical and artistic interests, and also at times
sharing the driving of his lovely old Jaguar car. And there were many,
many unforgettable moments with Richard. Whether it was the rather
tricky situation of facing a herd of stampeding French bulls while driving
his Jag on a French country road, or sitting on a hotel balcony admiring
the Norwegian midnight sun over a few after-dinner drinks and my trying
to teach him a few basic phrases in Norwegian from my very limited
knowledge – an exercise that soon descended into farce with both of us
being unable to speak for laughing – it was through this acutely shared
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sense of humour that we got on so well. Richard admired a dry sense of
humour and sparkling wit, something I have to say, neither of us
possessed but regularly tried out on each other with him more often than
not getting the better of me. When sometimes I did succeed he would
adopt that pretended hurt/deadpan expression of his that many of you
may have seen at one time or another.
Richard of course was a gifted amateur pianist in his time and I have
two recordings of his that bear that out. He had an incredible depth of
musical knowledge that I always admired, and I was often witness to him
engaging some musician or the like in a deeply knowledgeable
conversation that left me in awe. I learned a lot from him about music
over the years. We didn’t always agree on our musical tastes: I like Italian
opera but he regularly told me that it was too rumpty-tumpty for him,
then promptly contradicted himself by describing in detail how much he
liked particular arias and moments from those very same operas! He
could be good-naturedly forthright in his views but there was also a
softness and more than a touch of vulnerability about his personality that
was quite endearing. He was one of the kindest, warm hearted people I
have ever known, and whatever social situation we were in, he was the
‘life and soul of the party’.
Richard was quite simply, a very lovable man and he will be greatly
missed.
Stewart Winstanley


Tribute to Richard Kitching – Lyndon Jenkins

Appropriately enough my friendship with Dick began in 1962, the year of
the Delius centenary festival held at Bradford. I forget now whether it
was there that we made each other’s acquaintance, but it was a concert
that included some music of Delius for which he came to Birmingham
later the same year that provided the real opportunity to meet. That was
the catalyst and it quickly cemented a friendship that lasted fifty-one
years.
The hundreds of musical occasions we enjoyed subsequently are far
too numerous and far-flung even to think about, but all the important
events invariably found us together. Memory will never dim of the more
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significant happenings, such as the great Society events in Scarborough
when our beloved Eric Fenby and his wife were alive, and the trips to that
musical mecca for Delians, Grez-sur-Loing … these things were
unmissable. Twice we journeyed to the USA for the Delius Festivals at
Jacksonville, following in the pioneering footsteps of Robert Threlfall,
meeting and making new friends all the time through music.
Like many people of his time Dick was especially devoted to English
composers, not just the mainstream but the secondary figures too, and, as
a fine pianist himself, he was remarkably conversant with a huge range of
repertoire quite aside from ‘our’ composer. But it was our good fortune
that the music of Frederick Delius came very near the top of his list – if it
was not the actual pinnacle – and drew such a fervent response from him.
It inspired him to throw his enthusiasm into spreading his own love to
others in many practical ways. The benefits were all to us: I often reflect
that organisations such as ours would hardly exist were it not for people
like him.
The amazing work that he did in forming a branch of the Society in
the Midlands will have been mentioned elsewhere. I admired him for it as
much as anybody, and there is no doubt that he did some extraordinarily
interesting things there in the course of many years of meetings. Always
his loyal friends and supporters locally rallied round, creating a solidity
and strong sense of purpose. I think of those kind people who were
closest to him – too many to name individually, though I must single out
his devoted Wyn, whose friendship and love also lasted a half-century. In
our tight little circle hers will have been the greater loss, and we feel for
her.
Anyone who knew him will remember Dick for his wide-ranging
musical knowledge which was greatly respected and admired on all sides,
for his enthusiasm which we all loved, and for his friendship which it was
a privilege to have. He was one of the nicest of men, with an endearingly
affable nature and a great sense of humour, and ever willing to lavish an
outstanding ability on any project that interested him. It was to our great
benefit, over a hugely impressive span of years, that the Delius Society
became one of those.
Lyndon Jenkins
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JEFF DRIGGERS

Corlis (Jeff) Driggers was a driving force in the Delius Association of Florida. He
died on 11th November 2013, just a couple of weeks before his 89th birthday.
Tributes are included here from Helen Faulkner, Roger Buckley and Lionel
Carley, all of whom knew Jeff and his work.

Corlis (Jeff) Driggers (1924-2013) – Helen Faulkner

Jeff Driggers was known to everyone who attended the Delius Festivals,
held annually in Jacksonville, Florida from 1961 to 2004, for his immense
hospitality, enthusiasm and love of the music of Delius. He had been
involved with the festivals almost from the start and had held every office
of the Delius Association of Florida which grew out of the early festivals.
Born in Ft Lauderdale, FL on 29th November 1924 Jeff joined the US
army in 1943. After the army he graduated with a BA and MA in
psychology from the University of Florida then took music degrees from
the Eastman School of Music and Florida State University. He later
earned a third Master’s degree, this time in Library Science, from Indiana
University.
His main career started in 1957 when he joined Jacksonville Public
Library as a catalogue clerk, progressing to become head of the library’s
Art and Music department in 1965. Here he built up notable collections of
films – a lifelong enthusiasm – and music, particularly Delius-related
material. After his formal retirement
in 1991 he continued to work in the
library at least once a week as curator
of its Delius Collection and, when a
new library building was opened in
2006, one of its large decorative
murals included a portrait of Delius
for which Jeff took no credit, but
deserved much.
A man of wide musical tastes
and interests, Jeff had to admit that
Delius was only his second favourite
composer (Debussy was first), but as a
lover and promoter of all things
Floridian Jeff was quick to adopt
Jeff at home, April 2008
Delius for Florida, based on his time
Photo: © Lesley Buckley
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there in 1884-5. He worked tirelessly to make the Jacksonville Delius
Festivals attractive and varied events. With his lifelong partner Bill Early
(obit DSJ 140, Autumn 2006) he put together the events, produced the
programmes, hosted countless parties, particularly for participants from
overseas, and sent visitors away with key limes and pecan nuts from the
garden of their house on the river.
Jeff was a great supporter of the Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra
and the Florida State Seminoles (American) Football Club. His ashes have
been scattered at Solano Grove, the site of the orange grove where Delius
lived. He now rests beside the Delius monument with Bill and their
beloved German Shepherd, Billy.
Helen Faulkner


Tribute to Jeff Driggers – Roger Buckley

I find, with friendships that have lasted many years, that it can be difficult
to recall when they began. I am pretty sure that I met Jeff at an Annual
Festival of the Delius Association of Florida, a number of which I attended
from the early 1980s onwards; this was an event to which Jeff contributed
generously and in many ways. We corresponded on many Delius and
Florida-related subjects, at first by letter and later by email, and became
good friends.
Jeff and Bill Early, his partner, lived in the Lake Shore district of
Jacksonville, Florida in a property that backed on to Cedar River, a
tributary of the St Johns River. I visited them there many times; they
could not have been more hospitable. Often our mutual friend Frank
Lieber (sadly also deceased) was invited too. On these occasions, we
would sit in the back porch or on the dock drinking ‘highballs’ (which
meant plenty of bourbon, ice and not much water) while Bill prepared
dinner in the kitchen, taking his time. He did not take kindly to
interruptions and when we eventually entered the kitchen it would be as
clean and tidy as if nothing had ever happened there. I made a note of
one of the meals we ate: baked fillet of lamb en croûte, curried potatoes
and honey-glazed carrots, with asparagus set in Bloody Mary aspic. It
was wonderful – though by the time the meal appeared we were probably
too inebriated to appreciate it properly.
Jeff lived an orderly life. His books, recordings and videos were
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catalogued with a librarian’s professional skill. Thanks to the acquisition
of excellent sound equipment he and Bill could, and often did, listen to
full-length evening concerts of music carefully chosen from his library.
Jeff could speak on any topic but he was happiest talking about music,
and not just Delius. He had a wide-ranging knowledge and appreciation
of 19th and 20th century music and he revered Debussy. English music,
especially that of Britten, Vaughan Williams, Moeran and Bax, had a high
place in his affections. But, time and again, he would return to Delius,
with most of whose works he was easily familiar. He was inordinately
proud of the influence that Delius’s days in Florida had had on the young
man’s musical and emotional development and he even went so far as to
state:
‘When I hear In a Summer Garden I certainly do not think of a riverbank
in France; I see moss-draped oaks, azaleas, and magnolias and I feel the
humid heat of Florida and see the wide St Johns River. And when I hear
the last major theme in A Song of Summer I hear the pentatonicism of
black songs and spirituals and I feel a kind of “Southern sadness”
(whatever the hell that is) …’ (That engaging little sting in the tail was
typical of Jeff’s pronouncements.)

Lesley and I last visited Jeff in 2008. He was the perfect host as always
and he took pleasure in preparing each day a different style of breakfast
(Southern, Yankee or European). He drove us everywhere and one day
we had lunch with Henry and Peggy Cornely. Henry (also since
deceased) had been another stalwart of the Delius Association of Florida,
and was formerly principal cellist of the Jacksonville Symphony
Orchestra. It was with immense pride that Jeff hosted our visit to the new
Jacksonville Public Library, of which the Delius Collection was his very
own creation. As we left for the airport he was speaking of our next visit,
which alas never took place.
We shall remember Jeff for his musicality, his erudition, his
generosity and – most of all – for his gentle humanity.
Roger Buckley
We hope to be able to include, in a future Journal, an article based on the many insightful
comments on Delius and his music, made by Jeff Driggers over the years.
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Jeff Driggers – Lionel Carley

Among lovers of Delius’s music, both in and beyond the Delius Society,
Jeff’s name stands out as one of the greatest American Delius scholars and
as the man who did more than any other to create and then build on
Jacksonville Public Library’s impressive archive of Delius-related material.
I first met Jeff in 1972, when we came together in Jacksonville at the
first of the several Delius Festivals that I was to attend. It was then that he
introduced me to the Library’s growing Delius Collection. Generously, he
would allow me to take back to London for the Delius Trust Archive
copies of some of the rare material in that collection. In turn I would send
him copies of various items from our own files that I thought he should
have. So it was that we would remain in touch for over forty years – to
what, I felt, was the benefit of each of the institutions that we represented.
On a personal level Jeff was ever the warmest of hosts, either at his
tranquil home at the water’s edge or at one or other of the restaurants in
or around Jacksonville. He furthermore ever remained a willing guide on
visits to Solano Grove. And the many visitors who came over so
frequently from the UK knew they could always rely on him for the
organisation and expertise that so informed their attendance at those quite
unique annual Delius Festivals of which he was so proud.
So it is that I salute the achievements of a true friend and moreover of
a remarkable and highly gifted man. His many friends in England will
miss him, as will Jacksonville Public Library’s outstanding Art and Music
Department.
Lionel Carley

Donations in memory of Jeff Driggers may be made to the Jacksonville Public Library, to be
used for the continued maintenance of the Delius Collection of which Jeff was curator. Please
contact the Editor (journal@thedeliussociety.org.uk) for further details.
The Delius Collection is housed in the Special Collections Department of the Jacksonville
Public Library. It came into being in the 1940s after Jacksonville resident, Martha Richmond,
developed an interest in Delius having discovered the house in which he had lived in 1884-5.
She found papers and other materials relating to Delius, which she donated to the Library,
going on to purchase further items for the collection. Jeff Driggers first came across the
material, which was then kept in locked boxes, in the 1950s and when Martha Richmond
died and left some money for the collection to be expanded, it was Jeff who helped to
identify and purchase many additional items. To find out more about the Delius Collection,
visit the library’s website (jpl.coj.net), which includes a searchable online catalogue.
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LESLIE HEAD

The conductor and educator Leslie Head died on 7th September 2013 at the age of
91. Director of the Kensington Symphony Orchestra for 30 years, he was known
for his revivals of British music of the early 20th century, particularly that of
Elgar, Bax, Brian and Delius.

Tribute to Leslie Head – Lewis Foreman

Members of the Delius Society may remember the entertaining society
evening at the British Music Information Centre on 26th October 1999
when Leslie reminisced about his career while I played a wide range of
extracts from surviving tapes of his performances. (Stephen Lloyd
reviewed it in DSJ 127, Spring 2000).
In his early days I don’t think Leslie thought of himself as a Delian
but after he had programmed the overture or tone poem Paa vidderne with
the Kensington Symphony Orchestra (KSO) at St John’s, Smith Square in
March 1974 he began to be responsive to suggestions to include Delius in
his programmes. Paa Vidderne was broadcast by BBC Radio London on 7th
July 1974 (re-broadcast on 30th July 1977). I wrote an article about it in the
Delius Society Newsletter at the time (No 42 January 1974). It became
clear that Leslie had a natural feeling for a Delian flow when he conducted
a splendid performance of Appalachia at St John’s Smith Square on 17th
November 1977. It was the same concert when Leslie conducted the
modern revival of Arnold Bax’s wonderful choral work Enchanted Summer
(who does such programmes now?).
Subsequently, with his emerging interest in Delius I suggested we
explore the then little-known Double Concerto in the even less familiar
Tertis arrangement for violin and viola. Trevor Williams and Frederick
Riddle agreed to play and the KSO appeared at St John’s Smith Square on
18th November 1980.
In the 1970s and early 1980s the City of Westminster Arts Council
promoted an annual concert each year, chosen from the most adventurous
proposal submitted by a Westminster arts organisation. In 1982 it was
won by Leslie with a concert I had devised at his request exploring longforgotten British operas in scenes and arias. Leslie’s programme was
given by a team of advanced students – 20 singers in all – each of whom
had learned one or two items, all coming together as the chorus when
required. The orchestra was billed as ‘Opera Viva Orchestra’ but was in
fact the KSO. The highpoint of the concert, which was on 12th February
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1983, was the closing scene from Delius’s opera Irmelin, in fact the love
duet, wonderfully sung by David Skewes and Janine Osborne with the
orchestra. It was so successful it appeared on two LPs, critic Ernest
Bradbury writing of the concert that it was ‘not only a huge success but, in
the final estimate, an overwhelming revelation’.
When I interested Leslie in Delius’s melodrama Paa Vidderne, we were
fortunate that Lionel Carley agreed to make a new English translation of
Ibsen’s poem. This proved to be a remarkable discovery. Leslie had been
hoping for Kenneth Branagh, but in the event Allan Hendrick was the
speaker – orator perhaps would be a better word – and he appeared
without microphone at St John’s Smith Square on 7th February 1984. In
not arranging amplification Leslie inadvertently gave us a wonderfully
authentic performance, as it is very rare for such a melodrama to be
presented today without a microphone. In the event the speaker’s valiant
efforts to be heard over the orchestra contributed significantly to the
heroic nature of his performance.
Leslie’s performance was the first public performance of the work. It
was followed in July at the Cheltenham Festival by the first fully
professional performance under Sir Charles Groves, this time given in
Norwegian.
Leslie Head was the son of a Hove company secretary. After wartime
service as an RAF radio operator he studied at the Guildhall School of
Music, and started his professional career as an orchestral horn player,
first with the CBSO, then with the Scottish National Orchestra. He
founded the KSO in 1956, and it was directed by him for thirty years. The
concerts took place at London town halls – St Pancras, Kensington, and
Fulham – as well as churches and school halls. Once St John’s Smith
Square and the Queen Elizabeth Hall opened, both were used.
The difference between the KSO and other semi-professional
orchestras was the ambition of its programming, often with repertoire
then far from familiar. It secured Leslie national press coverage. Soon
opera was added to his portfolio and his associated opera company,
Opera Viva, ran from 1963, giving over 80 operatic revivals, many of them
in costume. Later there was a second company, Pro-Opera.
In his work with singers he gave stage opportunities to vocalists of
the subsequent standing of John Tomlinson, Pauline Tinsley, Della Jones,
Elizabeth Connell and Sarah Walker. On Leslie’s eightieth birthday John
Tomlinson wrote from Bayreuth:
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‘For a young singer there’s that awkward bridge from college to
professional solo work which is so difficult to cross. ... In my case, back
in the 70s, I was lucky that you were there to break that circle. You gave
me the chance to sing some wonderful parts from a wide range of rediscovered rarities. I am just one of the many indebted to you for the
challenge you entrusted to us in our formative years as artists.’

When Leslie learned that one of his singers, the soprano Pauline Tinsley,
was about to make her debut at Santa Fe in Donizetti’s Anna Bolena, he put
on a performance for her to give her stage experience of her role.
From the earliest days the KSO gave a variety of London/British
premieres and revivals. In his concerts Leslie later came to have a special
sympathy with revivals of British music of the early twentieth century,
especially Elgar, Bax, Brian and Delius.
There was choral music too. In the early years massed choir
performances of the Verdi Requiem or The Dream of Gerontius at the Royal
Albert Hall or Central Hall Westminster financed the season. When
soprano Rita Hunter sang in the Verdi Requiem, Leslie asked all to ensure
she did not eat cream cakes as he felt they affected her voice. Leslie’s
presentation of Schoenberg’s Gurrelieder in 1961 at the St Pancras Festival,
was the first performance of the full original version in the UK. The
enterprise was viewed as madness by the powers that be, who refused
funding. The soloists were the key to its eventual success with Robert
Thomas, Josephine Allen and Monica Sinclair. Years later composer Colin
Matthews wrote:
‘If I were to point to any one event that pushed me in the direction of
becoming a composer (an unlikely direction at the time), it would be
your performance.’

Other interesting premieres included: Nielsen’s cantata Sleep, Puccini’s
Messa di Gloria (after the BBC had rejected it), Mayr’s Mass for the
Coronation of Napoleon, Tchaikovsky’s Ode to Joy and Villa Lobos’s Choros
No 10. His exploration of early Elgar included The Black Knight and the
Coronation Ode, truly pioneering at the time. The new was not overlooked,
including the London premiere of Bliss’s Coventry Festival commission
The Beatitudes, Alan Bush’s Byron Symphony and Britten’s then unknown
Ballad of Heroes.
Leslie persuaded the celebrated Russian singer Oda Slobodskaya out
of retirement for Prokofiev’s Alexander Nevsky, Mussorgsky’s Songs and
Dances of Death, and (as The Neighbour) Stravinsky’s Mavra. The latter
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was the work in which, as The Mother, she had premiered over 40 years
before. Quite unlike a famous prima donna, with Leslie in an Edgware
Road fish restaurant she enthused, ‘I luerve fish and chips’.
Noted for Donizetti, Verdi, and Berlioz, Leslie espoused a varied
operatic repertoire. After Luisa Miller at Fulham Town Hall, Andrew
Porter hailed Leslie as ‘one of our best Verdians’. Perhaps the most
arresting was his South Bank premieres of Siegfried Wagner’s operas Der
Friedensengel (since issued on CD) and Der Kobbold featuring such
luminaries as Hanne-Lore Kuhse, Martha Mödl and Raffaeli Polani, before
a large contingent of the Wagner family. In contrast he also conducted the
only stage production of a Stanford opera for decades (Much ado about
nothing) and Frank Martin’s Le vin herbe.
In the 1970s the short-lived BBC radio station Radio London regularly
broadcast London ‘fringe’ performances and Leslie Head’s orchestra
featured so large in this activity that Tom Vernon – the music producer
there – was intending to make it the station’s official orchestra. Tom was
succeeded by Chris de Souza, but all too soon the station closed and there
ceased to be an outlet to disseminate such interesting work. Chris wrote
to Leslie:
‘I was astonished at the range of your performances. You . . . provided
London with a facet of music-making which was one of the things which
made it such a rich scene. The ‘70s were a golden decade . . . impossible
to think of a local Radio doing such a thing today.’

Leslie Head’s funeral was held at the Downs Crematorium, Brighton, on
1st October 2013 when, in a service of thanksgiving, Leslie’s life was
traced with recordings of his own performances. I am delighted to report
that, among a large congregation, a number of Delius Society members
were present to pay tribute to Leslie, and we left the service to the sound
of the love duet from Delius’s opera Irmelin sung by Janine Osborne and
David Skewes in Leslie’s captivating performance during his St John’s
Smith Square opera survey in 1983.
Lewis Foreman
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BOOK REVIEWS
THE AESTHETIC LIFE OF CYRIL SCOTT

Sarah Collins
Boydell Press 2013 pp 248
Illustrated with music examples
£55.00 (£41.25 to Delius Society members – details below)
In recent years there has been a considerable upsurge of interest in Cyril
Scott (1879-1970), the most obscure and longest living member of the socalled Frankfurt Group that included Balfour Gardiner, Percy Grainger,
Normal O’Neill and Roger Quilter. Dutton Laboratories have recorded
his entire output for piano on which his fame as a composer largely rested,
and both Dutton and Chandos have issued some important CDs of his
orchestral works, including a few world premiere performances, and
some that were only possible because the manuscripts of the works,
withdrawn by the composer, have survived in the Grainger Museum in
Melbourne. There is an excellent bio-bibliography by Laurie Sampsel
(Greenwood Press, 2000, see DSJ 130 pp58-9) that provides the first full
catalogue of Scott’s musical and literary output, and there is an
informative website (cyrilscott.net) to which his son, Desmond Scott,
living in Canada, has contributed. The latest addition to the Scott revival
is this scholarly study by Sarah Collins which, while not being quite a full
biography, provides a fresh understanding of the man.
In addition to his output as a composer, Scott was also a fairly prolific
author of books and pamphlets on homeopathy and alternative medicine,
music, psychology, theosophy, comparative religion and occult subjects;
he also wrote poetry, unpublished plays and two autobiographies. As
Sarah Collins has observed, most commentators on Scott have
concentrated on the music and generally ignored the more esoteric
interests that he dabbled in, avoiding a fully rounded picture of the man.
It has been a common belief that the dissipation of his creative talents in
such pursuits resulted in his failure to develop fully as a composer.
Collins takes a different approach: she has examined those interests and
shown how they both informed and were an essential part of Scott’s life
and his music.
Neither of Scott’s two autobiographies, My Years of Indiscretion in
1924, or Bone of Contention, published the year before he died, tells us
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much about his compositions – indeed the later book does not even
mention a number of important works, such as his last two symphonies.
In both volumes he seems far more concerned with the various
personalities he met whom he discusses in detail. Delius is not among
that number. There is scant reference to him in either autobiography,
confined in the earlier to a mention of the Scottish-born pianist and
composer Eugen d’Albert arranging an evening of chamber music by Scott
and Delius at the Tonkünstler Verein, Vienna,1 and in the later book to a
‘very critical Delius’ calling his Deuxieme Suite for piano ‘fine, strong
stuff’.
Unlike the other members of the Frankfurt Group, Scott did not enjoy
a close friendship with Delius, neither did he visit him at Grez as his
fellow Frankfurters did on many occasions. There is only one reference of
any significance to Delius in Collins’ book, so it is perhaps worth briefly
sketching in their relationship, such as it was. Before they had even met,
Scott had written to Delius in March 1907 (possibly at the request of
Henry Wood), suggesting some available accommodation in Chelsea
when he came over from France the next month. In April Delius wrote
home to Jelka, ‘Cyril Scott I have also seen & he is really very nice.’2 Three
days later he wrote of meeting Grainger whom he considered ‘more gifted
than Scott & less affected.’3 On 23rd July the critic Robin Legge informed
Delius:
‘Cyril Scott ... is devoted now only to “occultism” – & is seen everywhere
with a black Yogi who is supposed to hold in his head all the Secrets of
the Universe. Scott is a whole-hogger in the matter.’4

Scott attended both Wood’s performance of the Piano Concerto in October
and Cassirer’s performance of Appalachia in November, afterwards writing
a rather self-centred letter of appreciation that was hardly likely to endear
him to Delius, saying that
‘although my own productions may not be over sympathetic to you –
yet I hope that will not lead you to think I cannot rise to the beauties of
yours!’

adding that the Piano Concerto ‘I could not help feeling was not an
adequate expression of yourself.’5 Besides the difference in their musical
outlooks, it was quite likely Scott’s self-confessed arrogance and the way
he, as Collins has put it, ‘sought to project the persona of a “great artist”‘
that kept them apart.
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Scott, who believed in reincarnation and Karma, was preoccupied
with the idea of ‘the immortal artist’ whose essential characteristics were
innovation and originality, and his Frankfurt years and those following
immediately after saw him very much as a composer in search of a style,
identifying himself with the Symbolists and the Pre-Raphaelites. At a
young age he came into contact with a number of powerful personalities
who strongly influenced his thinking and shaped his life: the German poet
Stefan George on whom he modelled his appearance and behaviour as ‘an
artist’; the German artist Melchior Lechter who inspired Scott’s use of
stained-glass windows and Gothic furniture in his own home; the Swiss
Hans Lüthy in whose atheism Scott found a welcome alternative to his
mother’s strong Christian beliefs; the professor of French literature,
Charles Bonnier, from whom he learned the art of writing verse; and
others who led him down occult paths. One may wonder if a youthful
desire to stand out as composer and artist made him too readily receptive
to their influences, too unquestioning of their views just because they
challenged the norm. As Collins has commented, ‘there is no doubt that
Scott’s writings show evidence of an immature absorption of some
elements of his formative influences’. However, two of Stefan George’s
artistic doctrines would have held him in good stead in later years when
his music was little appreciated and infrequently performed – that ‘no
artist worthy of the name ever writes for the public, but solely for art
itself’ and that ‘every artist should be pleased when he receives adverse
criticism, for to be easily understood shows one not to be worth
understanding’.
While his poor health as a child and regular headaches in adulthood
led him to investigate alternative medicine, he seemed drawn more by the
aura rather than the argument or intellect of organisations like the
Theosophical Society. Nevertheless, his 1933 book Music: its secret
influence throughout the Ages is steeped in the occult and the esoteric, the
text having apparently been communicated to him through a medium by
the Master known as ‘K H’. As Scott expressed it himself,
‘the Master ... intimated that ... it was desirable to make known the
esoteric aspects of music, and that the Masters wished to use my pen to
that end’.

Scott also wrote several anonymous occult books (1930-2) of an
autobiographical nature bearing the title The Initiate and concerning the
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teachings of a guru (the Initiate) as related by his pupil (Scott). Scott
himself and people of his acquaintance are all given pseudonyms.
But the most fascinating and most revelatory of these anonymous
publications is The autobiography of a child: written from the psycho-sexualanalytical standpoint for doctors, teachers, and psychologists. Published in
1921, it was, to use Collins’ words, a remarkably frank
‘study of human nature via self-psychoanalysis for the purpose of
enhancing parental understanding of childhood sexual proclivities and
torments’.

It is in essence a case study of his own fraught childhood, including his
first period of study at Frankfurt when only 12. It was sent for review to
Lord Alfred Douglas, of all people, who suggested that it should be
withdrawn on the grounds of obscenity. As the result of legal action, all
copies were seized and destroyed. Fortunately, Sarah Collins has had
access to one and the insights she provides into Scott’s personality are
among the most interesting features of this new book. (That year Scott
had an occult marriage to the author Rose Allatini who three years earlier,
under the pseudonym of A T Fitzroy, had undergone a similar experience
when her novel Despised and Rejected that dealt with such controversial
themes as homosexuality and pacifism was also banned for obscenity,
withdrawn and pulped.6)
Successive chapters deal with seminal turning points in Scott’s
musical career and his philosophical outlook, and his spiritualist
conversion. When at the age of 65 Scott decided to give up composing
(whether because of writer’s block or as the result of him receiving few
performances one cannot tell), the Master had other ideas and Scott set to
work on his third opera with the assistance of an occultist who, also at the
Master’s suggestion, became his female companion for the remainder of
his life, Scott and his wife having agreed to an amicable separation.
Later chapters investigate Scott’s philosophical and musical outlook,
while the discussion of his music occupies the last chapter, ‘Theory and
Practice’, in which Scott’s development is examined with music examples,
not least his individual approach to ‘musical flow’ with the intention ‘to
secure continuous flow, without a cadence from beginning to end of the
movement’. While the subject matter of this well-researched book makes
it heavy going in a few places, it is essential reading for anyone interested
in Cyril Scott. The select bibliography omits a number of key works on
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Scott’s fellow Frankfurt composers and their circle of friends that might
have usefully added further information to the text. For example, the
singer and composer Frederic (no ‘k’) Austin was a close friend of Scott’s
from his Liverpool days with whom he shared rooms, and as he was, for a
short while, Beecham’s composition and theory teacher, he quite likely
introduced Scott to Beecham who included Fair Helen of Kirkconnel in his
first London concert in 1905. Austin (to whom the work is dedicated) was
the soloist. A more surprising omission is that neither Scott’s music nor
his writings are indexed. The London performance of The Rite of Spring
described on p93 was its concert premiere, the dates of the Fourth
Symphony alter significantly between pages 211 and 212, and the
unspecified last orchestral work that Scott was to hear in public in 1969
(p132) was his First Piano Concerto.
There may be those who find it difficult to accept Scott the composer
whole-heartedly because of his associations with the occult, but as Sarah
Collins has written:
‘Scott’s interaction with occultism was undoubtedly genuine ... his occult
identification was never superficial ... yet it was a playful interaction of a
kind devoid of aloof pretension.’

As for Scott the Orientalist, he himself said of his one popular work,
‘When writing Lotus Land I had thought of nothing more pretentious
than to compose a piano piece with an Eastern flavour.’

This invaluable new study goes a long way towards helping us
understand what it was that shaped this extraordinary figure.
Stephen Lloyd

1Dating is more often than not absent in the autobiographies, but this chamber concert was
almost certainly the one given on 1st December 1913 which included Delius’s songs and
which he attended (‘half a concert of my own music’, see Lionel Carley’s Delius: A Life in
Letters vol. 2 p109). Scott’s Deuxieme Suite, dedicated to Debussy, was possibly performed in
that concert. This rare pairing of composers was repeated on 15th April 1991 in Paris by
Tasmin Little, Anna Holroyd and Piers Lane.
2Lionel Carley, Delius: A Life in Letters Vol 1, Scolar Press 1983, p285 fn 3
3Ibid p287
4Ibid p295
5Ibid p314
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6The introduction to the 1988 reprint of Despised and Rejected, by GMP Publishers Ltd, gives a
full account of the novel’s fate.

Boydell & Brewer is pleased to offer Delius Society members 25% discount on purchases of
this book, when ordered direct from the publisher before 31st August 2014. Either order
securely online at boydellandbrewer.com (entering the offer code 14043 when prompted at
checkout); by post at Boydell & Brewer Ltd, PO Box 9, Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 3DF; by
telephone: 01394 610 600 or by e-mail: trading@boydell.co.uk. Payment can be made by
cheque, MasterCard, Visa or Maestro/Switch. For postage please add, for each book ordered,
£3.00 for the UK, £7.50 for Europe, and £13.50 for the rest of the world.
Members may also be interested in Stephen Lloyd’s new book, Constant Lambert: Beyond the
Rio Grande, which is also published by Boydell & Brewer and available at a 25% discount
until 30th June 2014. Members pay just £33.75 (full price £45), when quoting the code 14066.
Ordering/postage as above.


HAMILTON HARTY: MUSICAL POLYMATH

Jeremy Dibble
Boydell Press 2013 pp 365
ISBN: 978-1-84383-858-6
£45.00 (£33.75 to Delius Society members – details below)

Sir Hamilton Harty is best known as the conductor of the Hallé Orchestra,
who arguably made Manchester the most important focus for music in
Britain in his day. This book chronicles and analyses Harty’s illustrious
career, from his establishment as London’s premiere accompanist in 1901
to his years as a conductor between 1910 and 1933, first with the LSO and
then with the Hallé, to his American tours of the 1930s. Tragically, Harty
died from cancer in 1941 at the age of only 61. This book also looks at
Harty’s life as a composer of orchestral and chamber works and songs,
notably before the First World War. Although Harty’s music cleaved
strongly to a late nineteenth-century musical language, he was profoundly
influenced during his days in Ulster and Dublin by the Irish literary
revival. A great lover of Mozart and especially Berlioz, Harty was also a
keen exponent of British music, and an active supporter of American
composers such as Gershwin. Harty’s role in the exposition of standard
and new repertoire and his relationship with contemporary composers
and performers are also examined against the perspective of other
important major British conductors such as Thomas Beecham, Malcolm
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Sargent and Henry Wood. Additionally, the book analyses the debates
Harty provoked on the subjects of women orchestral players, jazz,
modernism, and the music of Berlioz.
In a tribute published at the time of Delius’s death Harty said that he
deplored the composer’s passing perhaps even more than most, ‘for he
counted for much in my musical and my private life’. It appears that
Harty first accompanied songs written by Delius at a concert organised by
Vaughan Williams in 1905. Henry Wood gave the first performance of
Harty’s Comedy Overture at a Prom in 1907 alongside music of Delius. The
older composer greatly admired Harty’s Violin Concerto and, after hearing
a broadcast of it in 1932, he wrote from Grez to Harty saying:
‘I heard your concerto….for the first time and it seemed to me superbly
played by Mr. Barker. After a first hearing the first movement especially
appealed to me with its touchingly beautiful second subject.’

Harty had performed Delius’s music in both London and Manchester
during the First World War.
Jeremy Dibble mentions that when Harty was appointed conductor
of the Hallé Orchestra, the press coverage included a biographical portrait
of him in the Musical Times. This emphasised the elements of Harty’s
background and training which he regarded as important. The piece
centres on Harty the autodidact which makes him, alongside Elgar and
Delius, hostile to academies and the musical establishment. The writer of
the article recognises that a few years earlier it would not have been
possible for such a musician to direct the orchestra in question. In passing
Jeremy Dibble suggests that Delius
‘was in the process of creating his similarly autodidactic image, with the
help of his confidante Philip Heseltine.’

In October 1921 Harty conducted a performance of Sea Drift in Bradford.
The Manchester Guardian reviewer noted that the Bradford audience was
distinctly lukewarm in its response to this lyrical masterpiece. Harty met
Delius for the first time at this performance, and by this time he greatly
admired the older composer’s music. Four months later, Harty and the
Hallé Orchestra accompanied Frederick Dawson in a performance of
Delius’s Piano Concerto. As Jeremy Dibble mentions in this book ‘Harty’s
admiration for Delius reached a climax in his first performance of A Mass
of Life’, given in February 1932 with Roy Henderson as the solo baritone.
Neville Cardus praised the performance greatly. Delius heard it on the
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radio and wrote to Harty thanking him for a ‘splendid performance and
perfect understanding of this work.’ Harty also performed Life’s Dance at
this time, which again pleased Delius. Harty was keen to programme
more Delius, and was interested in the possibility of a concert
performance of A Village Romeo and Juliet. In April 1932 Harty performed
The Walk to the Paradise Garden in a concert given in Madrid with the
Madrid Philharmonic Orchestra. Jeremy Dibble claims that Delius
preferred Harty’s reading of A Mass of Life to that of Beecham but did not
dare say so for fear of alienating his greatest champion. Although we are
not told the source of this suggestion, readers will remember that in DSJ
152, p 65, Roy Henderson recalled that Delius wrote to him in 1932 saying
that Harty’s was the best performance he had heard. Harty certainly
travelled far and wide with Delius’s music, performing it in several
countries including Australia, America and Spain. In 1934 Harty deplored
Delius’s death as a loss for England and the world. He had championed
Delius enthusiastically, in contrast to his attitude to some other
contemporary composers such as Vaughan Williams, Holst and
Stravinsky whom he regarded as more intellectual and ‘difficult’ for
audiences.
This is a scholarly and detailed account of a full musical life in which
Jeremy Dibble also has much to tell us about Beecham, Grainger, Grieg
and a host of other prominent musicians. Sometimes the text is a little
heavy but this will surely become the standard work on the life and work
of this composer and conductor. It is unfortunate, therefore, that a
number of typos and slips have gone unnoticed in the production of this
book. If you can tolerate the odd blemish, you will enjoy a major
contribution to our understanding of the life of one of the most interesting
British musical personalities of the early 20th century.
Paul Chennell

Boydell & Brewer is pleased to offer Delius Society members 25% discount on purchases of
this book, when ordered direct from the publisher before 31st August 2014, quoting the code
14043. Ordering information as for The Aesthetic Life of Cyril Scott, above.
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FREDERICK DELIUS, DER VERGESSENE KOSMOPOLIT.
DIE REZEPTION DES ENGLISCHEN KOMPONISTEN IM
DEUTSCHSPRACHIGEN KULTURRAUM
Frederick Delius, the forgotten cosmopolitan.
The reception of the English composer in German speaking countries
Hans Gottlob
Aisthesis Verlag, Bielefeld 2012 pp 340
ISBN 978-3-89528-964-4
EUR 28.00

From the mid-1970s, I have been lucky enough to be able to keep a watch
on German cultural life where Delius and performances of his music are
concerned. In this respect the new book by Hans Gottlob has brought
many memories back to me.
This new book in the German language comes four years after the
release of Frederick Delius (Musik-Konzepte 141/142) in 2008. Here we
have, in 340 pages, a great deal of information on the reception of the
composer in the German-speaking countries. In the 2008 book, James
Deaville in his article ‘Jenseits des Deutschen? Delius in der
deutschsprachigen Rezeption’ had only fourteen pages in which to cover
the subject. So this new book by Dr Hans Gottlob is naturally more
informative on various aspects of the German-language reaction to Delius.
In eighteen chapters Gottlob analyses Delius’s development in the
German-speaking countries (including Austria and Switzerland), from the
composer’s Westphalian parentage and his progress to becoming a
cosmopolitan, taking in how he was influenced by his interest in foreign
poets (Walt Whitman, J P Jacobsen), as well as the German-speakers
Friedrich Nietzsche and Gottfried Keller.
In other chapters Jelka Rosen and Ida Gerhardi are described as
important accompanying figures, and details of their family backgrounds
are included. Jelka Rosen’s grandmother was, as we know, a daughter of
the composer Ignaz Moscheles, who was himself a friend of Mendelssohn.
The book describes the roots of the Moscheles family as well as their
cultural interests, which were themselves to inform Jelka Rosen’s own
interests. Ida Gerhardi and her friend Jelka both went to Paris to develop
their artistic abilities, and here they met Frederick Delius. Hans Gottlob
describes Ida Gerhardi and her family background in Westphalia and
examines her artistic commitment.
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In Chapter IV Gottlob looks in some depth at Delius’s breakthrough
in Elberfeld (now Wuppertal), while the composer’s friends Hans Haym,
Julius Buths and Fritz Cassirer are also described in some detail.
Delius’s use of German texts for his compositions, notably in the case
of A Mass of Life, is the subject of a long essay. Curiously, although the
book is aimed at a German-speaking readership, Gottlob only uses the
English translation of Delius’s title whereas Delius himself preferred the
German denomination, Eine Messe des Lebens. As we know, Delius at first
intended to call his composition Lebensmesse, but later changed it due to
the intervention of Richard Dehmel, whose poem Eine Lebensmesse was
also to be set to music (in 1909 by the Dutch composer Jan van Gilse).
Hans Gottlob also analyses in detail Delius’s Requiem, and Heinrich
Simon’s original German text is given in full.
In Chapter VI, Gottlob gives an account of German and world
premieres of Delius’s works in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, from
Leipzig in 1888 (Florida Suite) all the way to Kiel in 1997 (The Magic
Fountain).
In the following chapter the author seeks to find out whether the
composer Delius can be integrated into the traditional line of his English
composer colleagues of the English musical renaissance 1860 – 1940.
Chapter VIII gives an overview of the reception of Delius’s music in
Germany after 1920. The time after the First World War, when Delius’s
most important supporters had gone (Julius Buths in 1920, Hans Haym in
1921, Ferruccio Busoni in 1924, and Fritz Cassirer and Hermann Suter in
1926), resulted in a slow decline in performances of his works in Germany.
Hans Gottlob describes in some detail how the only important German
Delius-conductor (and indeed personal friend) Carl Schuricht (1880-1967)
promoted, right until the end of his life, performances of Delius’s most
important choral compositions: Eine Messe des Lebens (the last coming in
1927) and Sea Drift (radio productions in Stuttgart in 1954, Hamburg in
1961 and Munich in 1963).
Particularly interesting are Gottlob’s descriptions of Beecham’s
connections to German cultural life and concerts in Germany – from early
in 1912 until the thirties. Beecham conducted Delius in Leipzig in 1930
(Brigg Fair with the Gewandhaus Orchestra and Rudolf Kempe as solo
oboist), 1933 and 1934 (Brigg Fair and Paris with the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra) and 1936 (first tape recordings of On Hearing the First Cuckoo in
Spring with BASF Ludwigshafen). Last but not least, there were
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Beecham’s final concert tours to Vienna (1957), Basel (1958) and West
Germany (1959), where he conducted mainly smaller Delius works.
Hans Gottlob writes of German music life after 1945, when relatively
few orchestral works were being given, with productions being mounted
of all of Delius operas (with the exception of Irmelin), beginning in 1980 in
Zürich, and continuing with Darmstadt (1981), Düsseldorf (1985), Bern
(1987), Bielefeld (1988), Kiel (1994, 1997 and 2000), Trier (1999 and 2000)
and Karlsruhe (2012). Gottlob lists the conductors of the opera
productions (at least for the premieres, eg Sir Charles Mackerras and
Christian Thielemann), but perhaps unfortunately omits the names of the
singers in the title roles (eg Barbara Bonney in Darmstadt 1981).
Concerts in Bielefeld in 1984 (Eventyr and the Piano Concerto) and
1990 (Eine Messe des Lebens) prompt Gottlob to declare Bielefeld a ‘DeliusHochburg’ (‘Delius-stronghold’). The 1990 Bielefeld performance of Eine
Messe des Lebens is extensively described, with details of soloists and choirs
and mentions of reviews in various newspapers. However, the 2002 Bonn
performance of the same work, which was extraordinarily well received in
the press, is only accorded half a sentence.
Lists of Delius-productions from radio stations in two of the Germanspeaking countries (Germany and Switzerland, but curiously not
including Austria) from 1945 to about 2008 are given. Unfortunately,
details of soloist and conductors are again lacking, as well as some
‘special’ concerts (for example the Delius Violin Concerto as performed by
the then 21-year-old Tasmin Little and the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra
under Kurt Masur in 1986).
All in all Hans Gottlob has given us exceptionally useful coverage of
the reception of Frederick Delius and his music in the German-speaking
countries. It is more than serviceable as a reference book on the subject
and is genuinely interesting to read for the historical background that it
offers.
Hans Peter Dieterling
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CD REVIEWS
DELIUS IN NORWAY

Norwegian Bridal Procession, Paa Vidderne, Two Songs from the Norwegian
(Prinsessen and En fuglevise), Sleigh Ride, Folkeraadet, On Hearing the First
Cuckoo in Spring, Eventyr
Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Andrew Davis.
Ann-Helen Moen soprano
Recorded in Grieghallen, Bergen, 15 – 18 April 2013
CHANDOS CHSA 5131
Duration: 78:32
Delius’s music is almost never heard in Norwegian concert halls. This is,
therefore, a CD with a much wider significance than the programme on
offer or the quality of the performances. It is the first time a Norwegian
orchestra has made a hefty commitment to Delius on disc. Considering
the composer’s commitment to Norway this is, frankly, astonishing. In
nineteen of his adult years he spent a long summer there; over thirty
compositions, large and small, are inspired by experiences in Norwegian
nature or written to verses by Norwegian poets. That this CD appears
now has perhaps more to do with Andrew Davis’s investment in Delius
than the orchestra’s. One would like to believe otherwise: to champion
the composer’s cause in Norway there would no better ensemble, with its
strong connections to Grieg (he conducted the orchestra from 1880 to
1882). The disc has also been made possible through an act of visionary
sponsorship by the Grieg Foundation.
It is, then, an important disc, and one hopes that they have got the
blend of music right. On the final evening of the recording week last
April the orchestra and Davis performed most of these works in
Grieghallen, interspersed with readings by the conductor from the GriegDelius correspondence. The hall was packed (I was there) – but of course
the main draw was a closing performance of the Grieg Piano Concerto.
Judicious programming.
And again here. The CD is a multi-pronged offensive on
preconceptions of dull Delius. Splendour: Paa Vidderne. Humour: the
Bridal Procession and Folkeraadet. Charm: En fuglevise. Sensuality: Cuckoo.
Mystery and drama: Eventyr. There are effervescent moments of Sleigh
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Ride and Folkeraadet that could easily become TV theme tunes or sizable
YouTube hits.
But it’s a bit of a gamble, to be honest, especially with the first two
works. Delius’s workmanlike orchestration of Grieg’s Norwegian Bridal
Procession (Op 19, No 2) pales in comparison with the established version
by a Norwegian contemporary. Johan Halvorsen presses into service
pretty much every plinging, popping, or plucking effect on his theatrical
palette. Delius would become a brilliant orchestrator in his vintage years,
but the same smack of Beaujolais Nouveau suffuses the Paa Vidderne
symphonic poem, the composer piling on more levels of noise for each
modulation of the central theme at the work’s climax. (While Over the hills
and far away, a high point – pardon the pun – in Delius’s mountain music,
has been strangely neglected in recent years!)
But enough reservations. The sheer quality of sound is a joy – the
bright, immediate acoustic of Grieghallen generously lifts string timbre
and fuses brass into rich choirs. The engineers have enriched the
woodwind colour with additional bassoon warmth, but it is always wellbalanced; solo voices, too, are perfectly engineered.
Davis makes more of Paa Vidderne than I have heard before. The
youthful energy he gets from the players is contagious, and the dazzling
zeal displayed at the bombastic centre is huge, vulgar fun. At last! A
conductor pulls off the challenging effect of the final bars, framing the
horns’ dying mountain call perfectly.
This will be the definitive reading of Folkeraadet for the foreseeable
future. Conductor and orchestra are enjoying themselves immensely – as
did Delius, during one of the happiest summers of his life, pouring all his
joie de vivre into the score with utmost self-confidence. Scored for a
Christiania pit band, the incidental music offers quite a few thrills when
filled out with full symphonic resources. Norwegians celebrate their
Constitution’s 200th anniversary this year; they should let bygones be
bygones and press to their hearts the splendour that closes the first
Interlude: never did the national anthem sound so good! Davis also
ensures with his tempi choice that the Funeral Interlude doesn’t hang its
head, but instead builds to its con humore finale, a rumbustious Roman
candle of musical merriment.
Tempo questions also arise with On Hearing the First Cuckoo. Or,
rather, tempo tastes. For me this is the ideal speed for the work, imparting
graceful movement; for many it will I think be too fast. Davis achieves the
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most refreshing reading of the piece I have heard for years, shaping it by
applying some bold rubato to winning effect. Nevertheless the track is
spoilt by a feeling of resistance to his notions from the lower strings.
Recording came a day early, perhaps.
For the main work on offer, Eventyr, the whole ensemble is at its
considerable best, the wild central ride brought off with as much attention
to pure excitement as to rhythmic detail. A few other essential details
suffered at the hands of the engineer or in the big hall sound: not least the
celeste and harps drop in and out. Curiously, in a Norwegian
performance, the off-stage tribe of trolls shout Hey! instead of the scored
outburst, a nasal Norwegian Hei!.
The two orchestrated songs (better known as Twilight Fancies and The
Bird’s Story) are an ideal match of mood and mirth, with Norwegian
soprano Ann-Helen Moen performing Prinsessen with an exquisite
sensitivity to mood and emotion.
A final word of praise must go to sleeve note-author Andrew Burn
who, as ever, is a paragon of accuracy.
Nothing is more important to the continuing revitalisation of interest
in Delius than the loving investment in his music by leading conductors as
varied as Andrew Davis, Bo Holten, and Mark Elder. I applaud warmly
Davis’s use of his time last year with the Bergen band to do this vital task
of promotion in the country that was the focus of Delius’s constant
longing. Perhaps this conductor will also be the first to perform in a
Norwegian concert hall the greatest work inspired by Norwegian
landscape: The Song of the High Hills.
Andrew J Boyle


HALLÉ: DELIUS AND HOLST

Holst The Hymn of Jesus, Delius Sea Drift, Cyanara
Roderick Williams, Hallé Orchestra, Hallé Choir and Hallé Youth Choir,
conducted by Sir Mark Elder
Hallé: CD HLL 7535
Even in the world of recorded mainstream classical music, it is unusual to
have two superlative accounts of the same masterpiece appearing within a
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matter of months of each other – but this has just happened with Sea Drift.
Hard on the heels of Bo Holten’s Aarhus recent, marvellous performance
with Johan Reuter (which received two reviews in DSJ 154) comes this
very different and quite superb account of what many people (including
the present writer) consider to be Delius’s masterpiece. Together they
show that most pieces of great music can be interpreted in very different
ways with complete integrity, and Sea Drift is no exception.
Sir Mark has said that he decided to ignore all Beecham’s revisions
and editing for the Collected Edition, and use Delius’s original score
instead – so that, in the very opening, the 45 bars up to the entrance of the
chorus, there are just 26 crescendi and decrescendi marks in all the parts as
against nearly 150. His opening is therefore subdued – the sea is calm, the
sky perhaps grey, and a sadness foreshadows the tragedy to come. It is
almost as though the beginning of the story is being told by an old man
looking back at the boy on the shore – but as the action gradually comes
into the present, the ‘veil’ is lifted and the approach more positive. The
playing is magical, so sensitive and beautifully balanced – as, indeed, it is
right through to the pppp end: every department of the Hallé has some
remarkable players. Elder’s conception of the work is very similar to
Richard Hickox’s with Bryn Terfel and the Bournemouth orchestra and
chorus on Chandos: they are almost equally subdued until the central
section and the long build-up to the central climax – the truly ecstatic ‘you
must know who I am, my love’ – which Elder, his players and singers
handle with consummate skill and unanimity. Both Elder and Hickox
hold that moment seemingly for ever – and it works! Perhaps
unsurprisingly, Beecham’s performances with Gordon Clinton in 1951 and
Bruce Boyce in 1954 are quicker – although the overall difference between
the timings is only a little over four minutes – but at that point he is almost
as daring as they are. The second, more agonised, climax near the end, ‘O
darkness, O in vain!’, is equally overwhelming in all four recordings.
There is little to chose between the Manchester and Aarhus choruses, both
of whom are absolutely in tune at ‘O rising stars’, with good words and
total commitment – but, perhaps because they are more familiar with big
English choral music than the Danes, the Hallé Choir supplemented by
the Hallé Youth Choir (the former brilliantly trained by Frances Cooke),
just seems to have the edge.
Holten has a generally warmer, less laid-back view of the work
(although those terms are relative), being very much on a par with
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Hickox, and he takes it a little faster than Elder, but his reading is not a
whit less sensitive, either musically or to Whitman’s poem than either of
them. Nor, of course, is Beecham outshone – all four performances are
different, but all equally valid.
The one, immediately striking, difference between the Elder and
Holten recordings is the approach of the baritone soloist. Williams is
totally ‘straight’, hardly ever straining his voice, with immaculate words
and nearly-perfect tuning in the tortuously difficult part, with augmented
or diminished intervals and accidentals in virtually every other bar.
Although he probably spends more time on the operatic stage than in the
concert hall, his approach is not operatic – quite the opposite of John
Reuter, who has a big, powerful voice, and much of the time might almost
be singing Wotan or Doctor von Straubensee in Bo Holten’s brilliant opera
The Visit of the King’s Physician; it has to be said, too, that his English is not
very idiomatic.
The very natures of music and musicians mean that there simply
cannot be a completely perfect performance of any work – but for me Sir
Mark’s and Roderick Williams’s performance comes as close to one as I
have ever heard, and none of the other three are far behind.
Cynara is famous for having been the piece that, when in 1929 Eric
Fenby played Delius’s only partly completed manuscript (dating from
1907) to him, convinced Delius that they could work together – but, sadly
it is only very rarely performed these days, which makes this recording
particularly welcome. Ernest Dowson has only ever been regarded as a
minor, recherché poet, but his verse is so apt a match with Delius’s ripest
and most luscious harmonies, and orchestration, that Cynara is, in its own
little way, a masterpiece too. Words and music complement each other
most satisfyingly – as do Williams’s singing and the Hallé’s playing.
Holst’s Hymn of Jesus is an equally idiomatic and satisfying
performance – and this is a brilliantly engineered disc that deserves to be
on many Delians’ shelves and really treasured.
Martin Lee-Browne
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TWENTIETH-CENTURY SONATAS FOR CELLO AND
PIANO
Bridge Cello Sonata in D minor, Delius Cello Sonata, Ireland Cello Sonata in
G minor, Clarke Sonata for Viola (or cello) and Piano, Keys Cello Sonata,
Rubbra Cello Sonata in G minor
Alexander Baillie cello, John Thwaites piano
SOMMCD 251-2 (double CD)
Recorded at Sendesaal Bremen 16th-22nd December 2012

The Cello Sonata continues to be one of Delius’s most popular works.
Indeed, in our anniversary year of 2012, with the benefit of many
performances by Julian Lloyd Webber, one of our Vice Presidents, it was
played at least 19 times.
The Cello Sonata has also fared very well in the recording studio with
some twenty recordings since the first, by its dedicatee, Beatrice Harrison,
in 1926. These include at least four by Julian Lloyd Webber with various
partners (the first with Eric Fenby in 1981) and two by Raphael Wallfisch.
Recent recordings have included Michael Schlechtriem with Noriko
Kitano (2009), Julian Lloyd Webber with Pam Chowhan (2010), Raphael
Wallfisch with John York (2011), Philip Handy with Robert Markham
(2011), Paul Watkins with Huw Watkins (2012) and the present recording.
Additionally there is the splendid recording by Martin Outram, with
Julian Rolton, of his transcription for viola (2009). For those who seek
video performances there are several of the whole or part of the work to
be found on YouTube – but some of these are to be avoided!
This choice is somewhat bewildering for the buyer, especially as the
majority of these performances are very good, albeit with some surprising
differences in tempo varying from 10.01 minutes (Outram) to 15.29
minutes (Lloyd Webber/Fenby) but with the majority, like this one,
around 13 minutes. So in this respect it comes down to a matter of
personal preference. The other consideration may be the coupling.
Without covering all the options, there are, for example, several
recordings with the Ireland and Bridge Sonatas (Handy, Outram), one
recording with Parry, Bantock and Foulds (Watkins), and both Lloyd
Webber and Wallfisch have linked the Delius appropriately with the Grieg
Sonata.
The double CD being reviewed here is of special interest; it offers not
only another interpretation of the sonatas by Bridge and Ireland but also
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three lesser known sonatas by Rebecca Clarke, Edmund Rubbra and Ivor
Keys.
There have been several recordings of Rebecca Clarke’s delightful
Sonata for viola (or cello) and piano of 1919, but more generally in the
viola version. This work, in which Clarke’s passion for French music can
be clearly heard, is in effect a three-movement tone poem. Some of the
material from the opening movement is recalled, transformed, in the final
movement and between the two is a brilliant scherzo. Beautifully written
for two equal partners with many subtle mood changes this is a very
appealing work.
In contrast with the Clarke, Rubbra’s Cello Sonata is a darkly serious
work, noble at times and highly contrapuntal, rather more in the spirit of
the baroque period than the 20th century. Progressing largely at a
measured pace, occasionally with faster, though not light-hearted,
passages a fairly sombre mood is maintained throughout. Dating from
1946 and dedicated to William Pleeth and his wife, the pianist Margaret
Good who promoted the work widely, this is hardly music of its time but,
like much of Rubbra’s music, may, with its strength of character, win the
listener over with repeated hearings.
Distinguished academic, performer (piano and organ), writer
(particularly on Purcell, Brahms and Mozart) and occasional composer,
Ivor Keys has not been represented in the recording catalogues in spite of
winning the Festival of Britain composition prize for his Clarinet Concerto
in 1951. His Cello Sonata was published in 1957 and has been performed
by its American dedicatee, Maurice Eisenberg, and in a broadcast
performance for the BBC by Rohan de Saram in 1964. Cast in three
movements it opens with an impassioned Allegro largely based on a threenote motif. This is followed by a Lento cantabile and the work concludes,
like the Rubbra, with set of variations with many effective changes of
mood and culminating in a return of the first movement motif.
Alexander Baillie is Professor of Cello at the University of Bremen
and is highly regarded both as a performer and as a recording artist. He
has appeared at the Proms with several first performances and his
recordings include Tippett’s Triple Concerto, the Shostakovich First
Concerto and he has received high acclaim for his recording of the Britten
Cello Suites. His cello festival at Carteret, Normandy is now in its tenth
year.
As one would expect, Baillie and his fine accompanist, John Thwaites,
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give committed performances of all six sonatas on these CDs. The playing
is assured throughout though I might be slightly picky in wishing that full
advantage had been taken of the rare opportunity provided by Delius for
a strong final flourish. The Bridge and Ireland Sonatas, indeed all the
works in this appealing set, receive strong performances from both
players and the recording quality is good, even if to my taste there is
perhaps a certain over dominance of the piano at times due, I am sure, to
recording balance rather than the performances.
As a footnote it is a pleasure to record that Philip Handy (a Delius
Prize winner in 2010) has recently issued Volume II of The Romantic Cello
which includes Delius’s Serenade from Hassan along with the sonatas of
Rachmaninov and Ireland and a Serenade for solo cello by Benjamin
Woodgates. It will be recalled that Volume I included a fine performance
of the Delius Sonata. We wish him every success with this recording.
Michael Green

Julian Lloyd Webber gives an insight into the performance of the Cello Sonata on page 40.


DELIUS: ORCHESTRAL MUSIC ARRANGED FOR TWO
PIANOS (VOL 2)
Paris: The Song of a Great City (arr Buths), Eventyr (arr Benjamin Dale),
Fantastic Dance (arr Bartlett & Robertson), Summer Night on the River (arr
Heseltine), The Song of the High Hills (arr Grainger)
Simon Callaghan and Hiroaki Takenouchi pianos
SOMMCD 0129
Playing time 79:35

We are pleased to include two reviews of this disc: from Delius Society Chairman
Martin Lee-Browne and pianist Roger Buckley.
For many years now, the number of those who enjoy playing music for
four hands – duets or on two pianos – has been declining, doubtless in the
face of the enormous spread of recordings, and so this one and its
predecessor (SOMMCD 0112) are interesting, as it were, in musicological,
as well as purely musical, terms. A good number of commercial reviews
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of both CDs have said that the transcriptions are not anything like as
‘good’ as the orchestrated originals – but that completely misses the point.
They were specifically written to enable people (admittedly only those
with reasonable techniques) to get to know the music at home or in their
studios, because at the time they were made there were few performances
of any of Delius’s works outside London, Manchester, Liverpool and a
few German cities. This and the previous volume contain all the twopiano (and one piano duet) arrangements of Delius’s orchestral works –
made, in the main, by his greatest friends – and are in many ways tributes
to their masterly skills, and their affection for Delius and his music. This
disc is at least the equal of, if not superior to, the first, for Simon Callaghan
and Hiroaki Takenouchi are now so steeped in the Delian idiom that
everything flows along so naturally and sensitively, with the build-ups to
the climaxes perfectly judged. They have that great ability to see and
work towards the end of a piece from its start; the structure is never
distorted because they don’t ‘understand’ parts of the music; they know
instinctively which of the orchestral lines need bringing out and which are
merely supportive. This is quite excellent, and often thrilling, two-piano
playing.
Delius once said that in The Song of the High Hills he ‘tried to express
the joy and exhilaration one feels in the Mountains & also the loneliness
and melancholy of the high Solitudes’ – and that is exactly what Callaghan
and Takenouchi manage to reflect. This is without question the highlight
of the two discs, and their playing is beyond praise. The moods change
constantly, and they go from one to another quite effortlessly; their
pianissimos are breath-holding moments, and the climaxes huge, almost
overwhelming. Curiously, notwithstanding that the work involves
singers as well as the orchestra, Percy Grainger’s transcription is perhaps
the best of them all – although the magic of the initial entries of the tenors,
and later the rest of the chorus, singing either alone or in unison, is
impossible to replicate with one finger.
From the first bars of Eventyr you are right in the middle of a gloomy,
slightly spooky, forest and the transition to what might be a sunlit
meadow is magically done. The mysteriousness of the piece is well
brought out – as is the beginning of Paris. Paris must have without
question been the most difficult music of everything on the discs to
transcribe – one really needs to look at a miniature score to see how
brilliantly Julius Buths did it. The pianists clearly enjoy the myriad
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changes of mood, from blithe happiness to touching adagios, from huge
climaxes to the near silence as the riotous city falls asleep in the small
hours of the night. The almost completely uncharacteristic Fantastic Dance
was the last music that Delius wrote, when he was truly exhausted and
relied on Eric Fenby’s help; on its own terms, it is as well transcribed and
played here as everything else on this disc – while the last piece, Summer
Night on the River – which Fenby once called ‘orchestral pointillism’ - is
done with the utmost delicacy and understanding.
Martin Lee-Browne


In the days when satisfactory sound recordings of orchestral music were
not readily available, the recorded repertoire being restricted and
recording technology limited, piano duet transcriptions were a popular
alternative for home entertainment. That medium remains attractive still,
largely thanks, however, to the existence of an excellent repertoire of its
own, plus the sociable nature of duet playing. Two-piano music has had a
smaller domestic impact for the obvious reason that few homes can boast
two pianos situated in the same room. This is generally seen as the more
‘professional’ of the two media, even though the repertoire is similar to
that of the piano duet. Once again there are fine original works (by
Mozart, Debussy, Rachmaninov and many others), and transcriptions of
orchestral music abound, freed from some of the physical limitations
imposed by four hands at one keyboard.
Here we have a generously filled second disc of Delius two-piano
transcriptions from the Callaghan/Takenouchi duo, offering three
substantial works and two shorter ones. Between them, the two discs give
us nearly two-and-a-half hours of Delius in this form.
Because long-held pedal notes begin the piece, Paris starts with
tremolandos (Grainger’s term was ‘woggles’), which I personally find
diminish, rather than enhance, the dramatic effect that they are meant to
create. The woodwind solos that follow cannot be individually
characterised on the piano: flute, oboe and clarinet sound the same.
Another even more fundamental problem is the fact that a piano note can
only diminish (and never louden) after being struck; furthermore, once
struck, the note has to decay at its own speed, which cannot be hastened
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(except perhaps by the rarely-employed artificial expedient of ‘flutter
pedalling’). This becomes a real problem after Figure 33 of the score, the
climactic moment at which there are three fateful gong strokes; in the bars
that follow there are fp (loud immediately followed by soft) indications,
plus crescendos on notes already sounded, that are totally impossible to
reproduce on the piano. At such moments one feels for the transcriber
and for the performers, for they are set against insuperable difficulties.
Benjamin Dale’s arrangement of Eventyr is very rarely played. Many
aspects of the score fare better than does Paris – the xylophone, to take one
small example, is convincingly reproduced by the percussive piano
texture. The highly rhythmic passages go well, also, and the overall effect,
though complex and challenging to the ear, is singular and it would be
fair to state that this arrangement casts an interesting new light on the
score. (It goes without saying that Delius’s ‘wild shouts’ are omitted.)
Fantastic Dance must be one of Delius’s most neglected scores.
Completed with the assistance of Eric Fenby in 1931, it is unusual in
incorporating the whole-tone scale that Delius rarely used; also, its
chromaticism is extreme. In a way, it represents his fourth ‘Dance
Rhapsody’, if Lebenstanz is counted as the first, and the two works entitled
Dance Rhapsody are the second and third respectively. It works curiously
well in two-piano guise. This might be the ideal first track to play on
sampling this recording.
The transcription of Summer Night on the River, Delius’s most
impressionistic – some would say pointilliste – individual work, reminds
me of a monochrome reproduction of one of Monet’s Nymphéas
paintings. Even the subtlest pianism – and that is what we hear from this
dedicated pair – cannot match the interplay of colours and light and shade
that are the essence of this music.
The Song of the High Hills (the opening definite article is omitted from
the CD liner) begins with the Grainger ‘woggles’, which strike fear into
some hearts, but so well prepared and executed is this performance that it
creates real atmosphere and establishes an existence in a time warp of its
own. Plainly the unaccompanied chorus passage cannot make its usual
effect, but there is so much genuine musical commitment here,
complemented by the superb Steinway sound and the excellent recording,
that this does not seem to matter too much.
It is intriguing to speculate on what Delius would have made of this
recording venture. I would like to think that he would have enjoyed the
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display of musicianship and the wonderful sound, and he would probably
have been pleased that his friends’ transcriptions had been recognised.
Had he also been aware of the current great wealth of recordings of the
original, orchestral versions of nearly all of this music, many of them in
superb modern sound, he might have been slightly puzzled as to why
these worthy artefacts had been resuscitated.
Roger Buckley


THE LARK ASCENDING

Moeran Violin Concerto, Delius Légende, Holst A Song of the Night Op 19
No 1, Elgar Chanson de Matin, Chanson de Nuit, Salut d’amour;
Vaughan Williams The Lark Ascending
Tasmin Little violin, BBC Philharmonic conducted by Sir Andrew Davis
Chandos CHAN10796
Recorded Salford 23rd and 26th May 2013
Running time 75:45
Take any four of the five composers represented on this disc and one
could pose a question ideally suited to that most challenging of TV quiz
shows, BBC4’s Only Connect. What do they have in common? Answer –
they were all at some time associated with the violin. Both Holst and
Vaughan Williams studied the instrument as a child, Moeran formed a
string quartet while at school, Delius was proficient enough to perform
the last movement of Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto while in Danville,
USA, and Elgar not only taught the violin in his early days but frequently
played in local orchestras.
As for the works themselves, The Lark Ascending may have been given
top billing on the CD cover to attract a buying public, but it is the Moeran
Violin Concerto that is most deserving of attention. First performed at the
Proms in July 1942, with Arthur Catterall the soloist and Henry Wood
conducting, it has not been heard there since 1951. It is arguably Moeran’s
finest achievement and its general neglect outside the recording studio is
nothing short of a disgrace. It is a work of extraordinary beauty, with
essentially two reflective slow movements framing a lively scherzo. The
soloist enters after five bars with a typical Moeran fingerprint (three rising
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quavers followed by an upward leap, in this case a third, almost identical
to that memorable second subject in the first movement of Moeran’s
Symphony in G minor). This also happens to be a Delius trademark (the
same four notes of the principal theme of the Irmelin Prelude and, with the
intervals slightly stretched, recalling The Walk to the Paradise Garden).
Moeran was a great admirer of Delius – his choral Nocturne to a text by
Robert Nichols was dedicated to Delius’s memory in 1935 expressly at
Jelka’s request - but this concerto is no imitation Delius. Is it coincidence
or was it Moeran’s magpie instinct that made him unconsciously borrow
at figure 74 in the last movement the powerful motif that begins Vaughan
Williams’ Prelude to the film The 49th Parallel released only the previous
November? And the cor anglais solo with harp accompaniment in the
same movement offers more than a hint of a similar passage in Bax’s In the
Faery Hills. Yet despite these occasional similarities Moeran does have a
clear individual voice, and the lively Rondo – Vivace second movement in
particular brings out the Irish in him, while the Lento final movement
contains surely some of his loveliest music, with a glorious sunset coda
that mirrors the work’s opening. Andrew Davis gives a most sensitive
reading, stressing especially the pastoral, meditative moments, and
Tasmin Little, who comes to this work not for the first time, gives a
faultless performance.
The Légende in E flat is very early Delius, dating from the 1890s and is
also known in what was probably its original version, for violin and
piano. It was first heard in orchestral guise at Delius’s May 1899 concert
in St James’s Hall, London. It is a work of considerable charm, lasting
eight minutes and containing a few melodic hints at the more mature
Delius. The soloist opens with the work’s principal theme that is repeated
at different pitches. A wistful più animato follows, leading to a bold,
vigorous development più vivo of these two sections. Then, after a soft
reprise of the opening, the work ends magically, vivo, with the soloist
playing in semiquavers sempre spiccato con sordino and sempre pp, rising
and disappearing in the heights, not unlike the familiar lark.
A Song of the Night is a fairly impressive if uncharacteristic early work
of Holst, written in 1905, seven years after he left the Royal College of
Music and the year in which he was appointed Director of Music at St
Paul’s Girls’ School in Hammersmith. A little later he paired with it as Op
19 no 2 the Invocation for cello and orchestra of 1911. While the latter work
was performed that same year, A Song of the Night had to wait until 1984
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for performance and until 1985 for publication. The work opens with an
unaccompanied cadenza for the soloist and reaches a central climax after
which, with an echo of the cadenza, it fades to a hushed ending.
Elgar’s Chanson de Matin, completed in March 1899, three months
before the momentous premiere of the Enigma Variations, was first
published for violin and piano and offered as a companion piece to the
Chanson de Nuit that had been published two years earlier and possibly
composed some years before that. Salut d’amour was composed in 1888 as
a piano piece and was dedicated to his future wife, Alice, whom he
married the following year. It was published that year in versions for
piano, for violin and piano, and for orchestra. All three pieces are more
familiar in their arrangements for orchestra and used to be rather unfairly
dismissed as pot-boilers, although the story goes that much later Elgar,
having sold the copyright of Salut d’amour to the publisher, on hearing a
street musician one day play the work, tossed him half a crown, with the
dry comment ‘That’s more than its composer ever made out of it!’
Elgar was the master of both large-scale works and of what one
might term salon music where his melodic gifts are so evident. Here these
three pieces are receiving their first recordings in new arrangements for
violin and orchestra by Roger Turner.
By not allowing these
performances to linger, Andrew Davis avoids any sentimentality and
shapes the pieces most effectively.
The Lark Ascending also first appeared for violin and piano but is now
of course well known in its orchestral version and has become something
of a crowd-puller in concerts. It was dedicated to Marie Hall who gave
the first performance, with piano, in 1920, and with orchestra the
following year in London with a young Adrian Boult conducting. (In 1895
she was very briefly a pupil of Elgar and in 1916 recorded an abridged
version of his Violin Concerto under the composer’s direction for the
acoustic process.) The Lark Ascending is one of those works that has
suffered somewhat from over-exposure and there is a danger of avoiding
it for that reason and not listening closely to it for the wonderfully
evocative work that it is. Tasmin Little has been long familiar with it yet
still manages to bring something fresh to this score, which also serves as a
reminder of how common the sound of skylarks once was in the English
countryside – as, for that matter, was the call of the first cuckoo in spring.
Stephen Lloyd
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CONCERT REVIEWS
THE WALK TO THE PARADISE GARDEN

Royal Festival Hall, London, 20th October 2013
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden, Grieg: Piano Concerto
Holst: The Planets
Alice Sara Ott piano
Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Vladimir Ashkenazy
For this Sunday afternoon concert the Philharmonia Orchestra played to a
sold-out Festival Hall audience but, as far as Delius is concerned, this was
a missed opportunity to play The Walk to the Paradise Garden in Delius’s
rarely performed original orchestration. As it appears in the opera A
Village Romeo and Juliet, the Walk is scored for a huge orchestra, with
quadruple woodwind, six horns and a full brass section. These forces are
not needed for most orchestral concerts so we almost always hear it in
Beecham’s much reduced (and in my view much less satisfactory)
orchestration. But Holst’s Planets requires a similarly gargantuan wind
and brass section, so theoretically we could have heard the Walk in the
original scoring as all the players needed were there to play in The Planets,
though to be fair to the Philharmonia, they would have needed to hire
orchestral parts for the whole opera, as I don’t believe the original version
of the Walk is available separately.
So we heard the all too familiar Beecham version and a rather
lacklustre performance at that. It got off to a hesitant start with somewhat
reticent solos but things improved as the orchestra settled. Despite some
lovely woodwind playing (especially Kenneth Smith’s flute solos) this was
regrettably not a memorable performance, and I yearn to hear the original
version in the concert hall, with its massive tuttis which contrast so well
with the quiet, contemplative moments.
Next we had the Grieg concerto played by the young GermanJapanese pianist Alice Sara Ott. This was a decidedly vigorous, extrovert
and somewhat idiosyncratic performance – she played in bare feet and
had some distracting body movements and mannerisms. She played with
great bravura and the climax at the end of the third movement was
particularly thrilling, but there were odd choices of tempo – the slow
movement, for example began unexpectedly fast and consequently lacked
magic. Mention must be made of the exquisite and sensitive playing from
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the Philharmonia – the harmony in the trombone and bassoons
supporting the first movement second subject on cellos was marvellous, as
was the wonderful flute solo in the middle section of the last movement.
The Philharmonia really came into its own with Holst’s Planets in the
second half. This was by turns an impressive, exciting and at times a really
moving performance. Mars was suitably menacing, Venus ravishing and
Mercury fleet of foot, though the start was unfortunately drowned by an
outbreak of coughing. The whole work was rather spoiled by a jarring
moment near the end when, during a magical and ethereal Neptune, the
offstage female chorus suddenly crashed in mezzo-forte and almost
drowned the orchestra for the rest of the piece (harps, for example, were
inaudible)! And the final fade-out was most unsatisfactory – the sound
did not disappear gradually but, after a slight decrescendo, suddenly
stopped. I could not see where the singers were but the sound seemed to
emanate from the boxes at the side of the auditorium and was therefore
too loud for the audience. It’s not difficult to arrange the right balance
and a total fade-out by suitable placement and a combination of closing
doors and walking away, and it’s really surprising that such a well-known
(and magical) moment should have been so badly stage-managed.
The Philharmonia is one of this country’s top orchestras and there
was much to enjoy in this concert. Despite the missed opportunity over
the orchestration of the Walk, we must be grateful that a sold-out Festival
Hall audience had the chance to hear one of Delius’s short masterpieces.
Tony Summers


THE BARNARD TRIO

The German Society of Pennsylvania, Sunday 17th November 2013
Albert and Hete Barthelmes Auditorium, Philadelphia
The Barnard Trio: Nancy Bean violin, Lloyd Smith cello,
Davyd Booth piano
Presented by the Philadelphia Branch of the Delius Society
All three performers are present or former members of the Philadelphia
Orchestra; Lloyd and Davyd are both Delius Society members, and Davyd
has served as Vice-Chair since the Branch’s founding in December 1976.
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The programme was an attractive mix of lighter pieces and some
substantial works. Among the former were Henry Gibson’s arrangement
of Bizet’s Torreador’s Song from Carmen, Reginald Redman’s My love’s an
arbutus, W H Squire’s Tarantella for cello and piano, and the obscure
Francis G Byford’s A Regret. No biographical information has surfaced on
this composer.
Delius Society member Frank James Staneck was represented by his
Thanksgiving, the premiere of this work, originally a solo piano piece, in a
version for piano trio. The novelty of the concert was the U S premiere of
Norman O’Neill’s Theme and Variations on Pretty Polly Oliver, his Opus 1,
dating from 1896. Lloyd Smith prepared a performing edition from copies
of the MS score and parts sent several years ago by O’Neill’s
granddaughter, Katherine Jessel, of Haslemere, Surrey, a member of the
Delius Society.
Grieg’s Trio in C minor received a rare performance. Delius was
represented by his Romance for violin and piano, and a stellar performance
of the Double Concerto. Philadelphia Inquirer music critic David Patrick
Stearns singled out this performance as one of the year’s highlights in his
year-end review of things he’d heard. He and some of us members agree
that the rhythms and harmonies are heard more clearly in Heseltine’s trio
version than in the big orchestral original.
The encore was Elgar’s charming Salut d’amour.
Bill Marsh


MIDORI KOMACHI RECITAL IN TOKYO

Tokyo Opera City Recital Hall, Tokyo, Japan, Friday 6th December 2013
Delius: Sonata No 2, Holst: Lied ohne Worte, Valse-Etude, Britten: Suite Op 6
for violin and piano, Hosokawa: Elegy for solo violin, Ernst: Variations on
The last rose of summer, Elgar: Sonata in E minor Op 82
Midori Komachi violin, Chihiro Tan piano
Following her Tokyo Recital in November 2012, which was reported to
Society members in DSJ 153, Midori returned to our capital city again last
December to give us another captivating concert including Delius’s Violin
Sonata No 2.
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Midori Komachi violin, and Chihiro Tan piano

For our reunion, Midori devised an all-British (or British-related)
programme, with one exception by the renowned Japanese contemporary
composer, Toshio Hosokawa, effectively inserted into the middle of the
concert. Through this thoughtful line-up, Midori clearly displayed to us
her remarkable adaptability to works which were considerably different
from each other, in terms of style, musical character and required technical
mastery.
Midori opened the concert with her beloved Delius as before,
choosing his 1923 Sonata this time. Following the short introductory
arpeggio by the piano, Midori made a superb start, immediately taking
the audience with her into the ecstatic Delian world, her sonorous, tuneful
violin floating in a cloud which changed its colours all the time reflecting
various kinds of mood of the music, such as joy, yearning, and sometimes
wistfulness and sorrow, before leading us to the vigorous finale.
Compared with her Delius performance a year ago, it seemed that
she had become increasingly mature, and more confident in her rendition,
using bold expression when necessary.
Delius was followed by Holst’s lovely miniatures, a chic suite by
young Britten as a modernist, and two totally contrasting unaccompanied
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works, one from the East today and the other from the era of legendary
virtuosi in the mid-19th-century Western Europe. Among these
performances, I was particularly impressed by her profound insight and
sincere empathy in Hosokawa’s Elegy for solo violin, deeply rooted in the
cultural tradition of his (and her) home country. I believe that this work
will be included in many more of her recitals from now on.
Elgar’s Violin Sonata concluded her recital, with warm appreciation
from the audience. Chihiro Tan, an experienced accompanist and also a
highly regarded soloist herself, made an outstanding contribution through
her attentive collaboration. In particular, she demonstrated her mature
musicality in Elgar’s autumnal sonata, creating a warm dialogue between
the two musical minds.
Shigeo Nakano

Midori’s long-awaited first CD, Colours of the Heart, featuring Delius’s Sonata No 3 is released
in April. For more information on this CD please see page 132.

Gauguin’s painting, Nevermore
© The Samuel Courtauld Trust, The Courtauld Gallery, London
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETINGS
THE GARDENS OF DELIUS’S DOUBLE CONCERTO
Delius Society London Branch
New Cavendish Club, London, 9th October 2013

Daniel Grimley, Associate Professor of Music at Oxford University, is currently
researching the ways in which particular landscapes shape our responses to music
and sound, and equally the extent to which our sense of landscape and
environment responds to patterns or fields of acoustic perception. Unfortunately
space restrictions prevent the inclusion of more than a brief outline of Professor
Grimley’s most enlightening talk; interested readers who would like to know more
are invited to contact the Editor.
Gardens occupied a privileged place in the early twentieth-century
imagination. Sites of refuge or utopian retreat, a green barrier against the
rapidly advancing tide of grey industrial sprawl, gardens simultaneously
served a more ritualistic purpose: as shrines or spaces for spiritual
contemplation, as a celebration of domestic idyll and routine, and as a
sylvan domain of erotic adventure and anxiety. Critical response to
garden symbolism in early twentieth-century English music, however, has
been surprisingly cautious. Popularly regarded as the casual expression of
a cosy or complacently suburban pastoral, an epitome of Englishness,
gardens in fact prompted a startling diversity of musical response, from
the anarchic athleticism of Percy Grainger’s Country Gardens to the
languorous exoticism of Arnold Bax’s tone poem The Garden of Fand. The
role of gardens in the work of Frederick Delius offers a compelling case
study. Delius’s composition studio in Grez-sur-Loing led out into a rich
flower garden created and maintained by his wife, Jelka, and her
companion, the German artist Ida Gerhardi. An early visitor to Grez, P T
Oyler, wrote an evocative description of the garden in the Musical Times:
It is not easy to grow flowers in this climate. But Mme Delius had her
own way of overcoming the difficulty. She planted roses in every bed, at
varying distances, and filled the spaces between them with such annuals
as enjoyed the sunshine and dry air. There were petunias in blue and
purple, marigolds in yellow and orange, zinnia in bronze and gold,
nicotiana in white (which enhanced all the other colours, salpiglossis,
cosmos, crimson flax, pink geraniums, white pelargonium and I do not
recall how many more. Never have I seen such a riot of colour, and to
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crown all, here and there, a clump of Madonna lilies growing up and
above this kaleidoscope of blooms, and breathing over them, so to speak,
a benediction.

Oyler’s account is characteristic in its intricate attention to the details of
specific varietals and their individual shades and the edenic overtones of
the final sentence: madonna lilies were one of the favourite flowers of the
pre-Raphaelites. The garden, for Delius, became a vital creative resource, a
liminal zone whose acoustic character he sought to capture in works such
as the orchestral rhapsody In a Summer Garden (1908) and the ecstatic
intermezzo The Walk to the Paradise Garden from his penultimate opera, A
Village Romeo and Juliet (1907). Yet the precise meanings of such musical
gardens, and their relationship with Delius’s multilayered cultural and
political contexts, remain unclear.
Professor Grimley’s talk examined the role of gardens as a physical
and symbolic presence in one of Delius’s key later works, the Double
Concerto for violin, cello and orchestra. Composed in 1915 for two gifted
instrumentalists, May and Beatrice Harrison, the Concerto’s genesis and
shape were powerfully stimulated by the literary and artistic interest in
gardening prevalent in England in the early years of the century. A
central figure in this process was Delius’s cellist, Beatrice Harrison, whose
interest in gardens extended to her appearance in the first live outside
broadcast for BBC radio, playing with the accompaniment of a nightingale
in her local woods at Foyle Riding near Oxted on the Surrey-Kent border.
Far from offering simply an anodyne escape from the strains or rigours of
modern life, however, gardens emerge in Delius’s music as a more
complex and contested space. Professor Grimley argued that gardens for
Delius became a means of negotiating conflicting notions of authorship,
identity, and place; a site of solace, refuge and confinement; and a moment
of idyllic union, desolation and remembrance.
Daniel Grimley / Katharine Richman
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‘PARIS: THE SONG OF A GREAT CITY’ – UNCOVERING
SOME MUSICAL SECRETS
Delius Society London Branch
New Cavendish Club, London, 9th December 2013

Tony Summers has kindly written this article, based on the talk he gave to the
London Branch back in December.
‘Sentimental ... nostalgic ... gently pastoral ... rhapsodic ...’ we’ve all heard
these words applied to Delius ad nauseam by the musical media, who see
him very much as a ‘one mood’, rambling, formless composer (and in this
context rhapsodic is likely to be used as a polite way of saying ‘formless’!).
The media seldom talk about Delius as a musical pioneer or describe
his music as progressive, yet he was a pioneer – along with so many other
early 20th-century composers he was breaking down the barriers in his
own unique way, and his music then was seen as ‘difficult’ as that of
Strauss. It’s probably true to say that he didn’t influence the course of
20th-century music much, but his omission from a recent popular musical
history of the 20th-century1 confirms what I think many believe – that he
is simply an unimportant figure whose music is a minority taste, limited
in range and regressive rather than progressive.
Paris: The Song of a Great City is the kind of work I wish the media
would take more interest in. It confounds the traditional Delius
stereotype and possesses so many of the qualities that people think
Delius’s music lacks. It’s a pioneering, innovative work, very cleverly
constructed and it’s a mystery as to why it’s so little known. And for the
musicologist or researcher it’s a fascinating subject for study as much is
still unknown about the sources and significance of Delius’s musical
materials. In this article I want to tell you about my preliminary work to
try and uncover these secrets and bring out some of the unique and
pioneering features of this relatively unknown work.
Paris – a pioneering work
In a few words, Paris is an orchestral tone poem evoking a Parisian night
as Delius knew it. He finished it in 1899, so it comes at the end of his
‘early’ period, and at over 20 minutes it was his longest continuous
orchestral work and easily his most complex up to that time. It’s very
unusual in his output for having as its inspiration an urban rather than a
rural subject. Delius wasn’t really a ‘city’ person but Paris was different: it
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was the only city he really cared for. Heseltine called it a ‘corner of his
soul’ and it’s no coincidence that his few other works with urban
connections are strongly linked to Paris.2
Paris is a pioneering work as it’s probably the first orchestral work to
evoke the atmosphere of a city in music.3 It predates all the well known
‘London’ pieces such as Elgar’s Cockaigne, Vaughan Williams’ London
Symphony and the many London suites and overtures. Delius’s work is
also in very select company because, apart from London, remarkably few
other cities have been described in orchestral works: one thinks perhaps of
Respighi’s three Roman tone poems, Ibert’s Escales – a picture of three
Mediterranean ports – and Charles Ives’s Central Park in the Dark. There
are others that might qualify but this is not a wide field.4 And what about
Paris itself? Where are the French composers who have been inspired to
capture the atmosphere of their capital city? Their works may exist but I
don’t know of any!5 Delius’s work is pioneering, it may well be unique
and it certainly belongs to a very select group – surely these facts if better
known would be of interest to the music media and concert planners?
Paris – Delius’s scenario
The first mystery surrounding Delius’s work is the scenario. The music is
very descriptive but it’s not entirely clear what is happening all the time.
The score of Strauss’s Alpine Symphony contains programme notes every
few bars but Delius left us no such detail; in fact he left very little
description. The score of Paris is preceded by these words:
Mysterious city –
City of pleasures
Of gay music and dancing,
Of painted and beautiful women
Wondrous city
Unveiling but to those who,

Shunning day,
Live through the night
And return home
To the sound of awakening streets
And the rising dawn.

And in a letter dated December 1910 he added:
‘it is a nocturne and describes my impressions of night and early dawn
with its particular street cries ... these cries are very characteristic of Paris
and the piece begins and closes with them’.

Putting all this together with the music one could perhaps envisage the
following scenario:
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The work opens with the sounds of the city, a deep rumble, perhaps
heard at twilight, perhaps glimpsed from afar. There is the gradual
emergence of street vendor sounds that blend together in a web of
sound. Most of the piece then has alternating sections of dance (cabaret)
music and quiet (romantic?) interludes – the dancing reaches a climax
and is brought to halt by a series of minor chords punctuated by tamtam strokes. After a momentary silence, street vendor sounds gradually
re-emerge and build to a glorious dawn (possibly a sunrise).

This is a possible scenario but it is by no means certain. Delius’s letter
states that street vendor sounds appear at the beginning and end and that
the piece concludes with dawn, but exactly what happens in between is
unclear. The rest of the work could be a series of events evolving
chronologically (starting with twilight or evening?), or it could just be a
sequence of episodes in no particular chronological order. We may never
know, but identification of the street vendor music Delius uses could
provide some important clues.
The Street Vendors of Paris
Vendors and traders were on the streets of Paris for centuries and in DSJ
153 there is an excellent article by David Eccott in which their history is
described.6 If you haven’t done so already, I strongly recommend reading
this before continuing with the present article! They had largely died out
by the 1940s but when Delius lived in Paris in the 1890s street vendors
were still very common – standing on street corners, setting up stalls and
there were parades up and down streets on some morning and evenings.
They sold goods and services – all manner of foodstuffs and household
goods and some did repairs, eg glaziers, joiners, tinkers etc. If you needed
to buy something or get a repair done someone on the street could
probably provide what was needed!
There is a fascinating description of a Parisian street vendor parade
on a spring morning in Volume 5 of Marcel Proust’s In Search of Lost Time.7
This is of particular interest as Proust is writing about Paris at the turn of
the 20th century, ie exactly the time that Delius was living there. He
describes in detail a parade of vendors and he is clear that they not only
had characteristic cries, but some played instruments as well. He
mentions the goatherd’s flute, the chair-mender’s trumpet, the chinarepairer’s horn, the knife-grinder’s bell, and elsewhere a fife, kazoo, penny
whistle, tambourines and rattles. Amongst the many vendors selling
foodstuffs Proust also describes a character selling barrels (whose cry is
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just ‘Barrels ...’!) and an old-clothes man with a little cart drawn by a
donkey.
Paris – Delius’s use of the street vendor motifs
Delius tells us that his piece opens and closes with street cries, and the
opening and closing sections of Paris indeed include a number of musical
motifs some or all of which could be street vendor themes. But because
Delius’s work is for orchestra and, according to Proust, vendor music
could be sung or played, the motifs in Paris might have originally been
sung as street cries or played on instruments. We don’t know which
because (as I shall explain later) I don’t believe anyone has yet identified
exactly what each motif represents.
Paris opens with a long pedal D on contrabassoon, timpani and
basses (the city’s rumble?) held for 43 bars. On top of this about seveneight different motifs appear (depending on where you think each starts
and ends) one by one up to Fig 48: some are repeated, others appear only
once. The most significant of these are Ex 1-4 (Ex 4 would seem to be a
variation of Ex 1). Three of these (Ex 2-4) are then developed and
overlapped contrapuntally against a tambourine ostinato (Figs 4 to7)
whose ‘tum-ti-tum’ rhythm sounds as if it’s derived from the rhythm of Ex
3 but in this context also sounds like a pre-echo of the dance music to
come.9
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A new motif on flutes and piccolo (Ex 5) appears at the end of this
contrapuntal section (Fig 6 +3).

Street vendor motifs again reappear towards the end of the work (Fig
34 + 1 onwards) after the dance music has finally ceased. Five of the
opening motifs reappear (Ex 1 to 5), the last one (a variant on Ex 5) played
by an offstage piccolo solo.10 A new motif, not used in the opening also
appears (Ex 6, Fig 34 + 3).

What is it, and why does it appear now, presumably in the small hours or
close to dawn? Finally, a variant of Ex 4 builds to a climax and the work
ends on a glorious chord of G major with the added sixth (Ex 7). Inclusion
of the added sixth E gives this chord a slightly unresolved feel – that
there’s more to come – and its use here is masterly.11 What better chord
could convey the promise of a new day after the conclusion of the night’s
revelry?

Paris – identification of street vendor motifs
Most of these motifs clearly sound as though they could be ‘street music’
but conclusive identification of each has, I believe, still eluded everyone.
In his 1976 book on Delius, Christopher Palmer raised the identification
question and I have recently devoted some time to internet and library
searches but still without definitive answers. Somewhere there must be a
compendium of musically notated 19th century Parisian street cries! But
these researches have revealed a number of interesting clues, and the first
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of these concerns Gustave Charpentier’s opera Louise. First performed in
1900, it is set in Montmartre and makes much use of street vendors as part
of the action. In Act II they appear one by one and blend together in a
kaleidoscope of sound with an effect not unlike the opening of Delius’s
work.12 But in Louise it is possible to identify the vendors by what they
sing and by markings in the score. Amongst many vegetable sellers there
are several Proustian characters: a chair mender, the man selling barrels,
the old clothes man and the goatherd. There is the knife grinder’s bell and
a recurring rising/falling scale motif on flute and piccolo is identified as
the goatherd but surprisingly, most of Charpentier’s vendor motifs do not
resemble Delius’s.
However, there are enough clues from Louise to make some tentative
conclusions about two of Delius’s motifs:

The goatherd. Charpentier’s scale motif (Ex 8) is sufficiently close to
Delius’s scales (Ex 5) to make one think that Ex 5 represents the goatherd,
especially since Delius says that his street cries include what he calls
‘Pan’s goatherd’ (the only street vendor he specifically mentions). Proust
also associates this character with playing a flute or penny whistle.

The old-clothes man. He is an important character in Louise and Christopher
Palmer thought that his cry (Ex 9) loosely resembled Delius’s Ex 3 – a
motif that appears frequently in Paris. The harmony underneath each is
similar and it’s possible that Delius is using a variant on part of the full cry
that Charpentier quotes.13
The rest of Delius’s motifs remain a mystery but some very recent
information throws light on Ex 2, a motif that sounds rather like a folk
tune. The conductor Bo Holten has informed me14 that a member of his
orchestra, a Frenchman who grew up in Paris, remembers hearing this
tune sung to him by his mother as a lullaby when he was little. Hopefully
it should now be possible to identify the tune and speculate on how
DSJ 155
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Delius uses it in Paris – is it (for example) the sound of a mother lulling a
baby to sleep drifting out of an open window, or just a well known song
used as a piece of street music? There are many mysteries still to uncover
here!
Much more work is clearly needed to confirm the above, identify the
rest of Delius’s motifs and explain why most of them are so different from
Charpentier’s. There are several possible explanations for the last point –
evidence exists that street vendor cries varied across Paris which might
explain why the cries in the Montmartre of Louise (north Paris) differed
from what Delius heard in Montrouge (south Paris) where he lived.15
Delius might also have altered substantially what he heard to make them
fit his musical concept and it’s also possible (though I think unlikely) that
he simply made them all up!
Delius’s use of themes in Paris
Delius’s street vendor motifs are there principally as local colour at the
beginning and end but one of them, the lullaby (Ex 2), is developed and
used elsewhere in the work. Transformations of Ex 2 appear as a
decorative motif initially on bassoons (Ex 2A, Fig 11 + 6), a modified
theme played at the same time Ex 2A (Ex 2B, Fig 11 + 10) and much later
as a march (eg Ex 2C), making its first appearance on flutes & piccolo at
Fig 23 - 4. Why Delius chooses to develop Ex 2 and not other vendor
motifs may or may not be significant – we might have a better idea when
the origin of Ex 2 is identified, but he might just have thought that it was a
theme more capable of development than the others.
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Space does not permit a detailed analysis of the rest of Paris and there
is in any case an earlier Journal article dealing with this,16 but it is worth
noting that the bulk of the work is cleverly constructed out of three other
themes (Ex 10, 11, 12), all of which have interesting associations and
origins. Themes 10 and 11 are chiefly but not exclusively associated with
the dance episodes in Paris. Ex 10 is extensively developed and derives
from an almost identical theme in Life’s Dance17, the first version of which
(La Danse se Déroule) just predates Paris. The origin of the second ‘dance’
theme (Ex 11) is obscure (it may derive from the triplets in Ex 4) but it’s
interesting to note that it recurs throughout Delius’s later work Margot la
Rouge – an opera set in a Paris bar ‘à huit heures du soir’, reinforcing the
Parisian night life connection! Ex 12 is associated with the ‘quiet’
(romantic?) interludes and first appears magically as a viola tune at Fig 13
+ 3. This theme has its origins in one of Delius’s earliest orchestral works,
Hiawatha (1888), where it appears in a simplified form but in the same key
of C major. Robert Threlfall speculates that in Hiawatha it represents
Minnehaha and if this is true, then the ‘romantic interlude’ connection
with this theme in Paris would seem to make sense!
Conclusion
Paris: The Song of a Great City is a pioneering, innovative, cleverly
constructed and fascinating work which may be unique. There are still
many unknown facts surrounding it and more research to firmly identify
the street vendor/street music motifs might help to piece together a
definitive scenario. Perhaps the biggest mystery is why it’s not better
known – it should appeal to audiences who don’t normally like Delius
(particularly if they like Richard Strauss) and for those who want an
intellectual challenge in their music there’s plenty there! But one mustn’t
over-praise it: Paris is not a flawless masterpiece – it contains occasional
weak joinery and sometimes the textures are just too complex to hear what
is going on (but surely Strauss is equally guilty of this?). Some think that
it’s not ‘typical’ Delius and it’s perhaps significant that he wrote few other
such extrovert pieces, but it surely deserves to be performed much more
often. And besides, it shows the world that Delius’s abilities and style are
much broader than most people give him credit for.
Tony Summers
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1The Rest is Noise by Alex Ross, Fourth Estate, London (2008). Many of Delius’s English
contemporaries are discussed but Delius isn’t even mentioned.
2The one-act opera Margot la Rouge is set in Paris, and the Idyll, Delius’s setting of Whitman’s
poem ‘Once I walked through a populous city’ uses music taken straight out of Margot which
makes one think that for Delius the ‘populous city’ must surely have been Paris.
3I am excluding here cities as backdrops to operas or the occasional overture describing a
specific event (eg Svendsen’s Carnival in Paris).
4A wider definition including works other than straight orchestral might add other cities to
the list but probably not many.
5Gershwin’s An American in Paris might be cited but this work doesn’t really evoke the
moods of Paris – it’s about an American in the city, not about Paris itself.
6Les Cris de Paris by David J Eccott, DSJ 153, Spring 2013, p 79.
7Marcel Proust: In Search of Lost Time, Vol 5, Vintage Classics (2000), pp 124-150.
8Figures refer to rehearsal numbers in the 1965 Universal score. The exact location of all
musical quotes is shown as the number of bars before or after a particular rehearsal number,
so ‘Fig 6 + 3’ would mean 3 bars after figure 3.
9The ‘tum-ti-tum’ dotted tambourine rhythm which starts at Fig 5 + 3 also appears
occasionally in later dance episodes.
10Fig 36 + 7. Marked ‘draussen spielen’ (‘play outside’) in the first published (Leuckart) score
and the Collected Edition score but, curiously, not in the 1965 Universal edition. It sounds
offstage in all recordings so this marking must surely be in the orchestral part and in any
case it would be impossible to achieve the pppp dynamic any other way!
11Paris may be the first orchestral work – perhaps the first work ever – to end on an added
sixth chord. These chords appear plentifully in the works of Delius and his contemporaries
but it is quite rare to find them used as the concluding chord in classical music, even after
1900. But later in the 20th century the ‘added 6th ending’ became a cliché in jazz and light
music.
12The overlapping street cries section appears in Act II, Tableau 1, Scene 4 (p 114 vocal score).
When Richard Strauss saw the score of Paris he quite unjustly suggested that Delius had
taken the idea of overlapping street cries from Charpentier. This is conceivable but unlikely:
Delius had finished Paris by 1899 and Louise was not premiered until 1900.
13Christopher Palmer: Delius, Portrait of a Cosmopolitan, Duckworth, 1976, p 133.
14I thank Lionel Carley for passing on this information.
15There is evidence that regional differences in Parisian street cries in the 19th century were
partly due to people from the provinces settling in communities near the railway termini that
had brought them to Paris.
16Paris: A Musical Analysis by Paul Guinery, DSJ 143 (Spring 2008), p 47. Much of DSJ 143 is
devoted to Paris and Delius’s work and it contains detailed information about performances,
recordings etc.
17The theme appears in Life’s Dance initially in the minor but otherwise it is almost identical.
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MEMBER SOCIETIES
RECIPROCAL MEMBERSHIP

Links with all of our Member Societies are provided on our website at
delius.org.uk, where there is a section dedicated to our Reciprocal
Member Societies Scheme. Delius Society members can often obtain a
discount on their first year membership fee when joining any of these
societies.

CONTACT DETAILS
Granville Bantock Society
Berlioz Society
Arthur Bliss Society
Havergal Brian Society
Elgar Society
Finzi Friends
Percy Grainger Society
Grieg Society of Great Britain
Ivor Gurney Society
Holst Birthplace Trust and Museum
Ralph Vaughan Williams Society
Sir Arthur Sullivan Society
Peter Warlock Society

granvillebantock.com
theberliozsociety.org.uk
arthurbliss.org
havergalbrian.org
elgar.org
finzifriends.org.uk
bardic-music.com/grainger.htm
griegsociety.co.uk
ivorgurney.org.uk
holstmuseum.org.uk
rvwsociety.com
sullivansociety.org.uk
peterwarlock.org
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MISCELLANY
A VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET IN FRANKFURT 2014

Frankfurt Opera is giving six performances of a new production of the
opera between 25th June and 12th July, conducted by its Director of
Music, Justin Brown. Depending on the date, it is possible to see Don
Giovanni, Dvořák’s Rusalka or Janáček’s The Adventures of Mr Broucek either
before or after the Delius. The most expensive seats are only €82. The
Committee is not organising a visit, but the Chairman and his wife will be
there on 4th and 5th July, and would be delighted if any Members cared to
join them. Please email or telephone him (01285 712102) for advice on
travel, hotels, etc.
Society member, Peter Radcliffe, who has spent time living in
Frankfurt, offers the following advice: ‘Members may wish to stay outside
Frankfurt, and travel in and out for the production, using the local
transport network, which extends out to Mainz, Wiesbaden and
Darmstadt (all with their own opera houses) and is perfectly accessible
with trains after the opera. Moreover, the hotels in Mainz and Darmstadt
should be cheaper than Frankfurt, which can be very expensive.’


A VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET IN WEXFORD 2012

Helen Faulkner writes: Some members will have been fortunate enough to
see the Wexford Opera Festival production at Wexford in 2012. This
production was made possible by a substantial grant from the Delius
Trust. Many more will have heard it when the production was broadcast
on BBC Radio 3 on 20th December 2012. However Ireland and the UK are
not the only countries to have been fortunate enough to hear this splendid
performance conducted by Rory Macdonald. Under a system operated by
the European Broadcasting Union recordings of live performances are
offered to other broadcasting companies and to date this production has
also been broadcast in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia,
Germany, Greece, Israel, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and the USA.
The production also won the Irish Times Theatre Award for best set
design.
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ANN SOTHERN

Bill Thompson writes: I grew up watching Ann Sothern on TV in the Private
Secretary (aka Susie) series, and later on The Ann Sothern Show. I have
always enjoyed her personal charm and the warm and wry sense of
humour that she brought to her roles.
During a dinner at the Delius Festival in Jacksonville in 2004, Fran
Kinne (Dean of Jacksonville University) made a comment that Ann
Sothern was a fan of Delius’s music. I made a note of her comment for
future reference.
I recently acquired a couple of books on Ann Sothern, one of which is
Ann Sothern: A Bio-Bibliography by Margie Schultz.
The author
acknowledges the help of the late Jeff Driggers of Jacksonville Public
Library (Obit p78) and Thomas H Gunn of the Swisher Library at
Jacksonville University (JU). Although neither of the books mentions
Delius specifically, it is clear that Ann was a talented musician, singer and
composer. In the course of her visits to Jacksonville over the years, Ann
Sothern became good friends with Fran Kinne who said that ‘Ann, in
addition to being a Delius fan, hoped to sing his music.’
An audio CD titled Sothern/Lamour is available that features Ann
Sothern singing 14 songs and Dorothy Lamour singing 10 songs.


THE FLORIDA SUITE DVD

Readers may remember an article by Jeff Thompson in DSJ 154 about his
film, The Florida Suite, a poetic documentary set entirely to the musical
composition of the same name by Frederick Delius. Filmed on location in
a 12-acre citrus grove in east central Florida, the documentary centres on
the life of retired attorney turned citrus farmer, Andrew Graham. Graham
lives in a small log cabin with three dogs and his mother, who is suffering
from Alzheimer’s disease. Observing the inherent dignity and magic of
life in the grove, the filmmaker was moved to tell this unique story.
Unfolding in a rural Florida seldom depicted on film, The Florida Suite will
strike a chord with all who recognize the beauty of life lived close to the
land.
The Florida Suite won an Honorable Mention from the International
Film Awards, Berlin, and Best Musical Score from the Melbourne
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Independent Filmmakers Festival.
It was shown at Fort Myers
International Film Festival, Sunscreen Film Festival, Treasure Coast
International Film Festival, Melbourne Independent Filmmakers Festival,
and the London International Film Festival, and as we went to press, we
learnt that it will be shown at the Lucerne International Film Festival, as
part of its showcase selection, in October 2014.
This DVD is now available in PAL format for European customers
and can be ordered online from https://www.createspace.com/384739.


FACT OR FICTION?

In 1888 Edvard Grieg came to London specially to participate in a
Philharmonic Society concert on 3rd May that included some of his works.
Delius seized his opportunity and arranged a dinner, for the day after the
concert, at which his parents and the Griegs could meet.
While studying in Leipzig from 1886–88, Delius developed a wide
circle of Norwegian friends among his fellow students. There is no
evidence of his having Danish or Swedish student friends in Leipzig.
Delius and the Norwegian painter Edvard Munch first met in Paris
c.1890, and the composer first met the German painter Jelka Rosen in Paris
in 1896, marrying her in 1903.
David Mellor, in the course of a review of the new CD, Delius in
Norway (Event magazine, Mail on Sunday, 12th January 2014), believes
otherwise:
‘Early on, Delius fell under the spell of Grieg, who travelled
especially to London to persuade Delius’s dour old dad that his son
should be allowed to follow a musical vocation. In Leipzig, Delius
developed a close circle of Scandinavian friends, including the painter
Edvard Munch and a Swedish artist, Jelka Rosen, whom he married.’
Lionel Carley
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A CASE OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY

An article by Simon Callow in The Guardian on Friday 21st February 2014
revealed that in 1939 Noël Coward, anxious to make a contribution to the
war effort, took himself off to Northern Europe ‘to see what was going
on’. He travelled to Moscow, Leningrad, Warsaw, Stockholm and
Copenhagen among other places. Callow writes ‘... in Helsinki, he met
Sibelius. It must have been a baffling conversation for the composer,
because Coward was throughout convinced he was talking to Delius.’


ROUGH GUIDE TO CLASSICAL MUSIC

Tony Summers writes: Society members probably know about the Rough
Guide series of travel books but did you know that there is a Rough Guide
to Classical Music? This is a 700-page guide to the music of over 200
composers: a few pages are devoted to each, giving a brief account of their
lives and music, and ending with some recommended key recordings. It’s
always interesting to see how books like this deal with Delius, given that
so often the media have a rather narrow perspective on his music, and I
must say that on this occasion I was pleasantly surprised as the account is
generally well balanced. I was particularly struck by the enthusiastic
comments made about A Mass of Life which was described as: “a rapturous
celebration of the life-force ... a fittingly huge and powerful work full of
sinewy and vigorous choral writing and – especially in the night-time
music – some remarkable orchestration. In scope and ambition it stands
alongside Mahler’s Symphony No 2 and Schoenberg’s Gurrelieder.” To see
Delius’s work equated with two acclaimed 20th century masterpieces is
very pleasing. Programme planners and conductors should be made
aware of statements like this: the Mass is indeed a great 20th century
choral work which surely deserves to be performed at least as often as
Mahler’s 2nd Symphony!
It would be interesting to know who wrote the Delius article for the
Rough Guide but unfortunately individual entries are not attributed to a
particular author.
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COLOURS OF THE HEART

Colours of the Heart, the debut CD of violinist Midori Komachi, is released
in April this year, with support from (amongst others) the Delius Trust.
Inspired by her project, Delius and Gauguin: A Conversation, the CD
features violin sonatas by Delius (No 3), Debussy, and Ravel, each
characterised by their contrasting sense of languid impressionism,
complexity of musical language, and extravert jazz-inspired immediacy.
Delius met Gauguin in 1894 and purchased his painting Nevermore in 1898.
Midori explains
‘I was particularly interested in the way Delius’s harmony begins to
evoke darker, mysterious colours after this period. At the same time,
Gauguin’s palette starts to create expressive colours like music – as he
put it: “Colour is the language of the listening eye.” This is the concept
of the album, and also formed the way I approached these works.’

Also included is the premiere recording of Grieg’s Lieder, songs which
were originally part of the series Melodies of the Heart (the inspiration for
the CD title), transcribed for violin and piano by Émile Sauret. Midori is
launching the CD with three concerts in April and May, further details of
which are given in the Events section on page 135.


MERCHANDISE

As a temporary measure only, the Chairman now holds the Society’s
complete stock of Delius-related CDs and other merchandise, which is
listed below with prices (excluding postage).
Eric Fenby talk
Delius orchestral music arranged for two pianos
Vols 1 and 2
Paul Guinery: Delius and his circle
Back issues of the Delius Society Journal
Delius & Fenby: A photographic record

£6.00
£6.00 each
£6.00
£3.50 each
£3.00

To purchase any of these items, please email Martin Lee-Browne
(chairman@thedeliussociety.org.uk) to check availability, and then post to
him a self-addressed envelope or jiffy bag with the correct postage affixed.
Postage rates are £1.10 for a CD or the book, and £1.40 for one Journal or
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£1.90 for two.
request.

Postage rates to USA and Europe can be supplied on


DELIUS ON US RADIO

Delius Society member Bill Thompson informs us that late in February,
Delius and Holst were featured composers on the US public radio
program Exploring Music, hosted by Bill McGlaughlin. In his introductory
remarks he described his fascination with Delius’s music, referring to him
as being something of a ‘mystery’ to many listeners who just haven’t had
the opportunity to hear his music played. Delius was represented by the
following performances:
Florida Suite, Nocturne (Abramovic)
La Calinda (Hallé/Barbirolli)
Piano Concerto – excerpt (Philip Fowke, RPO/Norman Del Mar)
The Walk to the Paradise Garden (LSO/Barbirolli)
Sea Drift – excerpt (Terfel, Bournemouth SO/Hickox)
Brigg Fair (Hallé/Barbirolli
On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring (Hallé/Barbirolli)
A Mass of Life – O Du Mein Wille! & Erhebt Eure Herzen
(soloists, Bournemouth SO, The Bach Choir/David Hill)
Over the Hills and Far Away (RPO/Beecham)
Suite for Violin and Orchestra I and II (Graffin, BBC Concert Orchestra/
David Lloyd-Jones)
A Song of Summer (LSO/Barbirolli)


1934 YEAR OF LOSS – ELGAR, DELIUS AND HOLST

Members may be interested in a talk with the above title, to be given to the
Midlands Branch of the Elgar Society by Christopher Redwood on
Saturday, 31st May 2014 at 2.00pm. The venue is St Martin's House, 7
Peacock Lane, Leicester LE1 5PZ; St Martin’s House is next to the
Cathedral and the Guildhall, housing the Richard III Exhibition. Delius
Society Members are very welcome to attend.
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EVENTS
For forthcoming events, you are advised to confirm the details with the
relevant box office.

DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH
Wednesday 16th April 2014 at 7.15pm
New Cavendish Club, 44 Great Cumberland Place, London W1H 8BS
(nearest underground station: Marble Arch)
Delius – and all that Jazz
Jazz musician and historian Digby Fairweather discusses the musical,
harmonic and melodic relationships and influences between Delius’s
music and the jazz that arrived during the composer’s later years.
Digby’s CD To Frederick with affection will be available to purchase.
Thursday 15th May 2014 at 3.30pm (AGM), 5.00pm (Supper) and 7.00pm
(Evening Recital)
AGM: Room 3, Conference Suite, St Giles Hotel, 1 Bedford Avenue,
London WC1B 3GH (nearest tube station: Tottenham Court Road).
Supper: Hudson’s House Restaurant in St Giles Hotel (at own cost).
Evening Recital: Steinway Hall, 44 Marylebone Lane, London W1U 2DB
(nearest tube stations: Bond Street or Oxford Circus). Tickets £10.
Annual General Meeting, Supper and Evening Recital
The Delius Society AGM will be followed by supper prior to the evening
concert, a recital by the Hepplewhite Trio, which will feature Delius’s
Double Concerto (in the arrangement by Philip Heseltine for soloists and
piano accompaniment), performed by Amy Littlewood, violin, and Hetti
Price cello, winners of The Delius Prize 2013. Please let the Acting
Secretary know if you will be attending the recital by e-mailing Karen
Fletcher at archerypromos@btinternet.com (preferred), or by writing to her
at Archery Promotions, PO Box 75, London TW13 7SA. For full details of
the AGM, supper and evening recital programme, please visit
delius.org.uk.
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OTHER EVENTS

This section may include events which are in the past by the time the
Journal is read; their inclusion is deliberate so that we have in print a
complete record of all performances. Venues of non-UK concerts are in
upper case.
Tuesday 1st October 2013 at 7.00pm
NATIONAL OPERA THEATRE, TOKYO
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden and works by Walton and Elgar
Kanoh Etsuko mezzo-soprano, Hagiwara Jun baritone, New National
Theatre Chorus, Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, Tadaaki Otaka
Wednesday 6th December 2013 at 7.00pm
TOKYO OPERA CITY RECITAL HALL
Delius: Sonata No 2 for violin and piano and works by Holst, Britten,
Hosokawa, Ernst and Elgar
Midori Komachi violin, Chihiro Tan piano
Sunday 8th December 2013 at 3:00pm
TRINITY CENTER FOR URBAN LIFE, PHILADELPHIA
Michael Djupstrom: Walimai (winner of the Delius Composition Prize
2012) and works by Bach, Beethoven, Caroline Shaw and Hindemith
Michael Djupstrom piano, Ayane Kozasa viola, Gabriel Cabezas cello
2014
Saturday 1st March 2014 at 7.30pm
Christ Church, Skipton
Delius: Aquarelles and works by Vivaldi, Corelli, Mendelssohn, Grainger
and Butterworth
Northern Chamber Orchestra, Nicholas Ward violin/director
Saturday 8th March 2014 at 8.00pm
Jacqueline du Pré Music building, St Hilda’s College, Oxford
Delius: Late Swallows and works by Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich and
Sibelius
Fitzwilliam Quartet
Sunday 9th March 2014 at 3.00pm
The Brindley, Runcorn
Delius: Aquarelles and works by Vivaldi, Corelli and Weber
Elizabeth Jordan clarinet, Northern Chamber Orchestra, Nicholas Ward
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Sunday 9th March 2014 at 6.30pm
Conway Hall, London
Delius: Late Swallows and works by Haydn, Beethoven and Elgar
Villiers String Quartet
Tuesday 18th March 2014 at 1.15pm
Dora Stoutkzer Hall, Royal Welsh College of Music, Wales
Delius: Late Swallows and works by Mozart and Shostakovich
Fitzwilliam Quartet
Thursday 20th March 2014 at 7.30pm
King’s Place, London
Delius: Late Swallows (from String Quartet in E Minor)
and works by Tchaikowsky, Shostakovich and Sibelius
Fitzwilliam String Quartet
Friday 21st March 2014 at 1.00pm
St Martin-in-the-Fields, London (admission free)
Colours of the Heart album tour – pre-CD launch recital
Delius: Légende for violin and piano and works by Britten and Ravel
Midori Komachi violin, Simon Callaghan piano
Friday 21st March 2014 at 7.30pm
The Courtenay Centre, Newton Abbot, Devon
Delius: Late Swallows and works by Tchaikowsky, Shostakovich, and
Sibelius
Fitzwilliam String Quartet
Saturday 22nd March 2014 at 4.30pm
Failsworth Salvation Army, Oldham Road, Failsworth, Manchester
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring and works by Coates,
Ibert, Mussorgsky, Poulenc, Rossini and Strauss
Oldham Symphony Orchestra, Sam King
Sunday 23rd March 2014 at 6.30pm
King’s College Chapel, Cambridge
Delius: A Late Lark and works by Brahms and Bruch
Michael George bass-baritone
Oakham School Chapel Choir, Peter Davis
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Sunday 23rd March 2013 at 8.00pm
Bulls Head, Barnes, London
arrangements by Tom Stone of music by Delius, Holst and Elgar
National Youth Jazz Orchestra
Sunday 23rd March at 3.00pm
ST PAUL’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, OAKLAND, CA
Delius: Brigg Fair and works by Strauss
Prometheus Symphony Orchestra, Eric Hansen
Thursday 27th March 2014 at 7.30pm
City Museum and Arts Gallery, Plymouth
Delius: Sonata for cello and piano and works by Rachmaninov and
William Lloyd Webber
Julian Lloyd Webber cello, Rebeca Omordia piano
Saturday 29th March 2014 at 7.30pm
Barnes Music Festival – St Mary’s Church, Barnes
Delius: Sonata for cello and piano and works by William Lloyd Webber
and John Ireland
Julian Lloyd Webber cello, Rebeca Omordia piano, Verter Trio
Thursday 3rd April 2014 at 7.30pm
Princess Alexandra Hall, Royal Over-Seas League, London
Recital to launch Midori’s debut CD Colours of the Heart
Delius: Sonata for violin and piano No 3, Légende
Grieg: Sonata for violin and piano No 3 in C minor Op 45
Midori Komachi violin, Simon Callaghan piano
Thursday 3rd April 2014 at 7.30pm
Barnes Music Festival – St Mary’s Church, Barnes
Delius: String Quartet and works by Elgar, Holst and Robert Still
Villiers Quartet
Saturday 5th April 2014 at 3.00pm
Delius Arts & Culture Centre, 29 Great Horton Road, Bradford
Family Concert: Delius and Gauguin
Selected movements from Delius: Sonata for violin and piano No 3 and
works by Debussy, Ravel and Grieg
Midori Komachi violin, Simon Callaghan piano
Tickets: deliusfamilyconcert.eventbrite.co.uk
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Saturday 5th April 2014
St Stephen’s Church, Redditch
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring, Summer Night on the
River, and works by Mendelssohn and Beethoven
Graham Longfils violin
The Redditch Orchestra, Martin Sleaford
Sunday 13th April 2014 at 4.00pm
St Mary Magdalene Church, Wethersfield, Essex
Delius: String Quartet and works by Britten and Elgar
Villiers Quartet
Monday 28th April 2014 at 7.30pm
Sir Edward German Music Festival – Gala opening concert
Parish Church of St Alkmund, Whitchurch
Delius: Romance for cello and piano and works by Butterworth, Elgar,
German and Gurney
The Hallé Soloists
Pre-concert talk at 5.30pm Music and The Great War by Dr Philip Lancaster
Tickets: edwardgermanfestival.org.uk
Wednesday 30th April at 7.30pm
Sir Edward German Music Festival
Parish Church of St Alkmund, Whitchurch
Delius: Violin Sonata and works by German and Grandos
Andrew Long violin, Ian Buckle piano
Tickets: edwardgermanfestival.org.uk
Friday 2nd May 2014 at 7:30pm
St James’s Church, 197 Piccadilly, London W1J 9LL
Delius: String Quartet and works by Moeran, Vaughan Williams and
Grieg
Midori Komachi violin, Duport Ensemble
Tickets: duportensemble.brownpapertickets.com
Friday 2nd May 2014 at 7.30pm
Hoylake Chapel, Wirral
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden and works by Bizet, Holst and
Duruflé
Vocal Renaissance (from Le Havre), Wirral Symphony Orchestra
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Thursday 8th May 2014 at 7.30pm
Gloucester Music Society
St Mary de Lode Church, Gloucester
Delius: String Quartet and works by Alan Bush and Whettam
Villiers Quartet
Saturday 17th May 2014 at 7.30pm
St Saviour’s and St Peter’s Church, Eastbourne
Delius: On Craig Ddu and works by Whitbourn, Bairstow, Gibbons,
Howells, Bennett, Vaughan Williams, Grainger, Kelly and Shearing
Geoffrey Lester organ, Roger Harris piano, Trevor Sandford bass guitar
Kent Chamber Choir, Alan Vincent
Monday 26th May 2014 at 7.00pm
Dorchester Abbey, Oxford
English Music Festival
Delius: Air and Dance and music by Rawsthorne, Bainton, W Lloyd
Webber, Gibbs, Dyson and Bliss
Orchestra of St Paul’s, Ben Palmer
Saturday 21st June 2014 at 7.30pm
Parish Church of St Michael and All Angels, Wilmington, Dartford
Delius: On Craig Ddu and works by Whitbourn, Howells, Bennett,
Vaughan Williams, Grainger, Kelly, Vincent and Shearing
Geoffrey Lester organ, Roger Harris piano, Trevor Sandford bass guitar
Northfleet Brass, Kent Chamber Choir, Alan Vincent
Sunday 22nd June 2014
(Further performances on 25th and 29th June, 4th, 6th, 10th and 12th July)
OPER FRANKFURT
Delius: A Village Romeo and Juliet
Dietrich Volle Manz, Magnús Baldvinsson Marti, Jussi Myllys Sali,
Amanda Majeski Vreli, Johannes Martin Kränzle The Dark Fiddler,
Chorus and Orchestra of Oper Frankfurt, Paul Daniel
Tickets: oper-frankfurt.de/en (please also see page 128)
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Saturday 28th June 2014 at 7.30pm
Chester Cathedral
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden and works by Elgar, Coates, and
Sullivan
Chester Philharmonic Orchestra, Edward Warren
Wednesday 30th July 2014
Petworth Festival, Petworth, Sussex
Delius: Late Swallows and works by Tchaikowsky, Shostakovich and
Sibelius
Fitzwilliam String Quartet
Saturday 22nd November 2014
Bedford Choral Society
Delius: Sea Drift and works by Elgar, Holst and Michael Rose
2015
Sunday 1st February 2015 at 7.30pm
St Cuthbert’s Church, Lothian Road, Edinburgh
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden and works by Britten, Elgar and
Bax
Scottish Sinfonia, Neil Mantle
Sunday 31st May 2015 at 3.00pm
GERMAN SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA
611 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia PA 19123
Michael Djupstrom: Walimai (winner of the 2012 Delius Society
Composition Prize)
Delius: Violin Sonata No 2 (transcribed by Lionel Tertis)
Ayane Kozasa viola, Michael Djupstrom piano,
A full list of all concerts and events is always available on the Delius Society
website: delius.org.uk.


Forthcoming copy deadlines:
Delius Society Newsletter:
Delius Society Journal:
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